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The world has never been a safe place. Bastions of civilization populate a dark, menacing world—islands of order and reason exist in a land
otherwise overrun by dark cults, vile monsters, creatures from the dark edges of the imagination, and worse.
Many in the Five Nations like to believe that this darkness comes from the untamed wilderness. Over this mountain, through that forest lie
dangerous monsters. This is a convenient lie. The truth is that monsters are everywhere and, more importantly, everyone. Are the Daughters of
Sora Kell, rulers of the monstrous Droaam, any more safe because they know who their monsters are? For that matter, how can they be sure?
Usually, it's the devil you don't know that proves your undoing. Knowing monsters doesn't change that.
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Lariel Blackfeather
Appearance: The first thing that people notice is the great scar that dominates the right side of his face as if it was struck by a burning claw
long ago. His hair is lank and dark, and his eyes are grey and flat, like the pallid corpse-like tincture of his skin. When his head is uncovered,
which is rare, it can be seen that his right ear is missing, apparently burnt away when he gained his scar. He is dressed in a plain grey cloak,
smudged and marked from much use, it covers light armor whose style sets it before the War though it is in good order.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

Background: Blood, it always comes back to blood. Those with the right blood rise to power, and those without are often ground underfoot.
Blood is where power resides. These are dangerous beliefs to hold Lariel has learnt. Beliefs that will forever mark him, not just his face, the price
he paid for escaping his blood, but his skin into which the mark will be forever branded. They were easy enough beliefs to gain as well, not so
different at first to those his parents had raised him with all those years ago. Him the second son, the unmarked one. He still resented them for
that, for denying him his heritage, the right of his blood. He was the son who was blessed to be close to the ancestors, but they would not hear
his pleas. Of course now, sometimes when he is feeling less bitter he can accept they were right to deny him, but not then, then he had wanted
vengeance for their unjust treatment. So it had been easy for him to fall into the Blood. They revered the undead, they recognised the power to
be found in bloodlines, they understood and sheltered him, they helped him. It took him ten years to realise they used him, a realisation that
came as he was forced to flee his home for the murder of his parents at their urging. It took another 5 years to be free of them, though in truth he
doesn't believe he ever will be. No they just haven't needed him since the War... that is more likely. So he lurks in the shadows of Droaam now,
taking his little vengeances on the agents of the Blood of Vol as he can, ever hoping they never come looking for him and ask him to serve
again, ever hoping that some day his parent's blood will wash free from his hands.
[sblock=Lariel's Mechanics]
Race: Elf Alignment: Unaligned
Class: Druid (Primal Predator) Level: 4
Background: Occupation - Criminal (Former Blood of Vol cultist) (Stealth as Class skill)
Str 11 +0 (+1) Dex 17 +3 (+4) Wis 19 +4 (+6)
Con 14 +2 (+3) Int 10 +0 (+1) Cha 10 +0 (+1)
AC 19 Fort 14 Ref 16 Will 17
HP 41/20/10 (0 Damage) Surges 9 (0 Used)
Speed: 8 Initiative: +7
Feats: Ritual Casting, Weapon Focus (Staff), Quick Draw, Impement Expertise (Staff)
Trained Skills: Nature +13, Arcana +7, Stealth +9, Perception +13
Untrained Skills: Acrobatics +4, Bluff +2, Diplomacy +2, Dungeoneering +6, Endurance +3, Heal +6, History +2, Insight +6, Intimidate +2,
Religion +2, Streetwise +2, Thievery +4, Athletics +1
At Will Powers: Pounce, Grasping Tide, Savage Rend
Encounter Powers: Elven Accuracy [ ] Cull the Herd [ ] Call Lightning [ ] Bark Skin [ ] Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Daily Powers: Wind Prison [ ]
Attacks:
All Powers: Wisdom: +8 vs Defence Hit: [P]+8
Climbing Gloves: +4 vs AC Hit 1d4
Equipment: Standard Adventurer's Kit, Climbing Kit, Tent, Ritual Book, Residium (130gp)
Coin: 3 gp
Magic Items: Hide Veteran's Armor +1(lvl 2), Staff of Ruin +1 (lvl 3), Climbing Gloves (lvl 4), Potion of Healing (50gp)
Rituals: Animal Messenger, Make Whole, Comprehend Languages, Endure Elements, Explorer's Fire
Typical Wild Shapes: Wild Hunt Hound, or Fey Panther.
[/sblock]
[sblock=Character Builder Summary]====== Created Using Wizards of the Coast D&DI Character Builder ======
Lariel Blackfeather, level 4
Elf, Druid
Primal Aspect: Primal Predator
FINAL ABILITY SCORES
Str 11, Con 14, Dex 17, Int 10, Wis 19, Cha 10.
STARTING ABILITY SCORES
Str 11, Con 14, Dex 14, Int 10, Wis 16, Cha 10.

AC: 19 Fort: 14 Reflex: 16 Will: 17
HP: 41 Surges: 9 Surge Value: 10
TRAINED SKILLS
Nature +13, Arcana +7, Stealth +9, Perception +13
UNTRAINED SKILLS
Acrobatics +4, Bluff +2, Diplomacy +2, Dungeoneering +6, Endurance +3, Heal +6, History +2, Insight +6, Intimidate +2, Religion +2, Streetwise
+2, Thievery +4, Athletics +1
FEATS
Druid: Ritual Caster
Level 1: Weapon Focus (Staff)
Level 2: Quick Draw
Level 4: Implement Expertise (staff)
POWERS
Druid at-will 1: Pounce
Druid at-will 1: Storm Spike (retrained to Grasping Tide at Level 4)
Druid at-will 1: Savage Rend
Druid encounter 1: Cull the Herd
Druid daily 1: Wind Prison
Druid utility 2: Barkskin
Druid encounter 3: Call Lightning
ITEMS
Veteran's Hide Armor +1, Staff of Ruin +1, Climbing Claws (heroic tier), Potion of Healing (heroic tier), Adventurer's Kit, Climber's Kit, Tent,
Residuum (Any) (130), Ritual Book
RITUALS
Animal Messenger (2), Make Whole, Comprehend Language, Explorer's Fire, Endure Elements
====== Created Using Wizards of the Coast D&DI Character Builder ======[/sblock]
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[sblock=Gitaphix Craklyn]Male Goblin Fighter 3
Unaligned
Small, 3'6", 47 lbs., 25 yrs old
Black hair, Red eyes, Grayish skin
Speaks Common and Goblin
M_37
Posts: 67

Str: 16 (+3) 9 pts
Con: 11 (+0) 1 pts
Dex: 16 (+3) 5 pts
Int: 8 (-1) 0 pts
Wis: 14 (+2) 5 pts
Cha: 14 (+2) 2 pts
Basic Combat Stats
Hit Points: 38/38
Bloodied: 19
Healing Surge: 9/day
Healing Surge Value: 9
Initiative: +4
Speed: 6 squares (30 feet)
Action Points: 1
Defenses
AC: 19 (11 Base, 2 Armor, 1 Enhancement, 3 Dex, 1 Defensive, 1 Shield)
Fort: 16 (11 Base, 3 Str, 2 Class)
Ref: 16 (11 Base, 3 Dex, 1 Racial, 1 Shield)
Will: 13 (11 Base, 2 Wis)
[sblock=Skills]Acrobatics +4
Arcana +0
Athletics +9
Bluff +3
Diplomacy +3
Dungeoneering +3
Endurance +1
Heal +3
History +0
Insight +3
Intimidate +8
Nature +3
Perception +3
Religion +0
Stealth +6
Streetwise +8
Thievery +6[/sblock][sblock=Goblin Traits and Powers]Ability Scores: +2 Dex, +2 Cha
Size: Small
Speed: 6 squares
Vision: Low-Light
Languages: Common, Goblin
Skill Bonuses: +2 Stealth, +2 Thievery
Goblin Reflexes: +1 Racial bonus to Reflex defense
Goblin Tactics
At-Will
Immediate Interrupt; Personal
Trigger: You are missed by a melee attack.
Effect: You shift 1 square[/sblock][sblock=At Will Powers]Dual Strike
At Will
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Requirement: You must be wielding two melee weapons
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC (Main weapon and off-hand weapon), two attacks
Hit: 1[W] damage per attack.

✦

Footwork Lure
At-Will
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC
Hit: 1[W]+Str modfier damage. You can shift 1 square and slide the target into the space you left.[/sblock][sblock=Encounter Powers]Distracting
Spate
Encounter
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC
Hit: 2[W]+Str modifier damage, and the target grants combat advantage to you until the end of your next turn.
Weapon: If you're wielding two melee weapons, the attack deals extra damage equal to your Dexterity modifier.

✦

✦

Rain of Blows
Martial, Weapon
Encounter
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC; two attacks
Hit: 1[W]+Str modifier damage.
Weapon: If you're wielding a spear, light blade, or flail and have a Dexterity 15 or higher, make a secondary attack.
Secondary Target: The same or a different target.
Secondary Attack: Str. vs AC
Hit: 1[W]+Str modifier damage.[/sblock][sblock=Daily Powers]Tempest Dance
Daily
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One Creature
Attack: Str vs. AC
Hit: 1[W]+Str modifier damage. If you have combat advantage against the target, the attack deals extra damage equal to your Dexterity modifier.
Effect: You can shift 1 square and repeat the attack against a second target. You can then shift 1 square and repeat the attack against a third
target.[/sblock][sblock=Utility Powers]Defensive Stance
Daily
Martial, Stance
Minor Action; Personal
Effect: Until the stance ends, you are slowed and gain a +2 power bonus to AC. Whenever an enemy misses you with a melee attack, you can
shift 1 square as an immediate reaction. You can end this stance as a free action.[/sblock]
Class Features
Combat Challenge
Combat Superiority
Tempest Technique

✦

✦

✦

Feats
Weapon Proficiency: Parrying Dagger (1st)
Two-Weapon Defense (Tempest Technique Bonus)
Weapon Focus (Light Blades) (2nd)
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Elwist Missinal
Female Drow Bard [Warlock/Ranger] (Level 4 (3,750) + 100 XP)
Unaligned Medium; Patron Deity: The Mockery
(Rolled Under Elwist)

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

Init +3; Movement 6 squares (6 - 0 armor)
Senses Darkvision; Passive Perception 19, Insight 18
Languages Common, Elven
[SBLOCK=Encounter Information Notes]
Rituals - Comprehend Languages
Powers - Words of Friendship, Inspire Competance
[/SBLOCK]
HP 43 (21 bloodied); Healing Surges 10/day (+10 hp)
AC 19 (10 + 2 level + 2 Dex + 3 armor + 1 enhancement + 1 shield); Action Points 1
Fort 16 (10 + 2 level + 3 Con + 1 cloak)
Ref 17 (10 + 2 level + 2 Dex + 1 cloak + 1 bard + 1 shield)
Will 18 (10 + 2 level + 4 Cha + 1 cloak + 1 bard)
Immune Attacks of Opportunity (Making Ranged or Area Attacks)
[SBLOCK=Defensive Information Notes]
Song of Rest: +4 hp w/each healing surge after short rest
[/SBLOCK]
Basic
- [Melee] -- [Ranged ?/?] -At-Will (Critical: +1d8 psychic)
- [Ranged 10] Cutting Words +8 vs Will (1d8+6; pull 2) [Mini]
- [Ranged 10] Vicious Mockery +8 vs Will (1d6+6; -2 attack penalty)
Encounter (Critical: +1d8 psychic)
- [Burst 5] Majestic Word (1d6+4 healing; target can spend healing surge, slide target 1) [x2]
- [Ranged 10] Eyebite +8 vs Will (1d6+6; invisible to target) [item]
- [Ranged 10] Spiteful Glamor +8 vs Will (1d12+6; to opponent w/max hit points) [feat]
- [Ranged 5] Blunder +8 vs Will (1d6+5; slide 2, provoke melee attack at +2)
- [Ranged 10] Song of the New Dawn +8 vs Ref (2d8+5; all adjacent make saves)
- [Close Burst 1]Cloud of Darkness (minor action; cloud that blocks line of sight) OR
- [Ranged 10] Darkfire +8 vs Ref (all attacks against target have combat advantage)
Daily (Critical: +1d8 psychic)
- [Ranged 10] Stirring Shout +8 vs Will (2d6+5; ally who hits regains 4 hit points)
Attack Options Hunter's Quarry (1/encounter) [+1d8 damage for 2 rounds]
Special Actions Virtue of Valor (free action; w/in 10 squares; grant 5 temporary hit points to ally when enemy is brought to 0 hit points or
bloodied)
Combat Equipment [Wand of Psychic Ravaging; Eyebite (1/encounter)]
[SBLOCK=Offensive Information Notes]
Cutting Words (Arcane, Implement, Psychic) [Miniature's Power Card]
- Action: Standard
- Range: Ranged 10
- Attack: Cha vs. Will
- Target: One creature
- Hit: 1d8 + Charisma modifier psychic damage, and you pull the target 2 squares.
Increase damage to 2d8 + Charisma modifier at 21st level.
[/SBLOCK]
Skills
[code]Mental: Physical*:
+11 Bluff~ +5 Acrobatics
+11 Diplomacy~ +2 Athletics
+8 Insight~ +6 Endurance
+13 Intimidate~ +7 Stealth
+9 Perception~ +5 Thievery
Knowledge:
+7 Arcana~ +4 Nature
+3 Dungeoneering +3 Religion
+3 History +11 Streetwise~
*Armor penalty applies.
~Trained[/code]
Encounter Powers
- Words of Friendship (+5 Diplomacy)
- Close Burst 5 Inspire Competence (+2 power bonus to one skill; all allies)
Skill Options
Rituals
- Comprehend Languages
- Magic Mouth
[SBLOCK=Skill Information Notes]
Bardic Training grants one free bardic ritual per day with no component costs, however, there are no bardic rituals released yet. (Additionally,
one of my rituals is supposed to be a bardic ritual.)
[/SBLOCK]
________________________________________________________________________________
[SBLOCK=Expanded Ability Descriptions]
[code]Abilities
Str 08 [-1] ...08 base
Con 16 [+3] ...15 base (+1 level)
Dex 15 [+2] ...13 base (+2 racial)
Int 10 [+0] ...10 base
Wis 13 [+1] ...13 base
Cha 19 [+4] ...16 base (+2 racial, +1 level)[/code]
[code]Feats
- Pact Initiate (Bluff) [PHB]
- Warrior of the Wild (Perception) [PHB]
- [Ritual Caster] [PHB]
- Implement Expertise (Wand) [PHB2]
Drow Traits
- +2 Dex, +2 Cha
- +2 Intimidate, +2 Stealth
- Fey Origin
- Trance (fully aware during rest, extended rest only takes 4 hours)
- Vulkoortouched (1/encounter cloud of darkness or darkfire power)
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[sblock=Manthie]Name Manthie
Race: Half-Elf
Alignment: Unaligned
Gender: Male
Height: 6'2 Weight: 175 lbs
Size: Medium Speed: 6 squares (6 race, -0 armor)
Thot
Posts: 1215

Class: Warlock Level: 4
[sblock=fluff]Offspring from the romance of a d'Lyrandar and a d'Medani.
Rejected from their Houses, and society as a whole, because he was displaying an Aberrant Mark on half his face.
Has entered Droaam because he didn't feel like a freak there.
Manthie was trying to build a "standard life" for himself in Droaam, like merchant or somesuch, when his place was attacked by Breland. Which
he just understood as the Medani trying to off him at last. He took it as insult upon injury, and wanted to enact revenge against the invaders, but
he knew not how to do it. In his time of need, his scar proved a boon, as he had been remarked by a Cult of the Dragon Below, and when they
heard of his plea, they gladly engaged him, and filled him with all the knowledge he desired. Manthie proved a very gifted student, and eager to
learn.
When he had finished his initiation, the half-lef soon discovered that he was indeed able to wreak havoc, and he joined the "regular" Droaam
army, to kick Breland out, and spite them. Then, when the War ended, he just couldn't go back to his normal life. He had seen first-hand the
intolerance of the main countries, of the main Houses, and felt a burning desire to burn their whole world to ashes, and have them face their own
hypocrisy while breathing their last breath.
Now, he's still a part of the regular army (as much as there are any), but he's trying to move on his own political agenda, which is a bloody and
offensive one. Anything he can do to further his cause, he'll do.
[/sblock][sblock=crunch]Str 8 (0) Dex 10 (0) Con 17+2 (12) +1 (lvl4)
Int 15 (7) Wis 10 (0) Cha 13+2 (3) +1 (lvl4)

HP : 46 12+19+3*5 Healing surges : 10 (12hp) {11hp + 1 [item]}
Initiative : +2 (+2 level, +0 Dex)
Defenses :
[list][*] AC 17 (+2 level, +2 armor, +1 enhancement, +2 Int)
[*] Fort 18 (+2 level, +5 Con, +1 item)
[*] Ref 16 (+2 level, +1 class, +2 Int, +1 item)
[*] Will 17 (+2 level, +1 class, +3 Cha, +1 item)[/list]
Vision : Low-light (dark-vision, 1 square)
Passive Insight: 18 Passive Perception: 11
Languages : Common, Elven, Giant, Infernal (familiar),
Racial Traits :[list][*]Dilettante : gain another class at-will power as an encounter power
[*]Dual Heritage : can take both human or elf feats
[*]Group Diplomacy : allies within 10 squares get +1 racial bonus to Diplo checks[/list]
Class Traits :[list]
[*]Eldritch Blast
[*]Infernal Pact :
- Hellish Rebuke
- Dark One's Blessing When an enemy under the Warlock's Curse is reduced to 0 hp or lower, you immediatly gain temporary hp equal to your
level
[*]Prime Shot If none of your allies are nearer to your target than you are, you receive a +1 bonus to ranged attack rolls
[*]Shadow Walk On your turn, if you move at least 3 squares away from where you started your turn, you gain concealment until the end of your
next turn
[*]Warlock's Curse (PHB, p131)
[*]Armor Proficiences : Cloth, leather
[*]Weapon Proficiencies : Simple melee, simple ranged[/list]
Multiclass Traits :
- Sight of the Unseen : All-around darkvision, 1 square, at-will.
Skills : +2 from level, -0 from Armor [+2 Diplo, +2 Insight from race] [+2 Arcana, +2 History from Familiar ]
Trained : Arcana +11, Insight +9, Religion +9, Intimidate +10
Untrained : Acrobatics +2*, Athletics +1*, Bluff +5, Diplomacy +7, Dungeoneering +2, Endurance +7*, Heal +2, History +6, Nature +2,
Perception +2, Stealth +2*, Streetwise +5, Thievery +2*
* denotes a skill affected by ACP
Feats :
- level 1 : Student of the Plague
- level 2 : Arcane Familiar (Book Imp) (AP, p139) retrained Improved Initiative
- level 4 : Human Perserverance (+1 feat bonnus to saving throws)
Powers :
At Will Powers (2)
Eldritch Blast, PHB, p132
Hellish Rebuke, Con vs Ref, PHB, p132
Standard attack with Pact Dagger +1 = +5 vs AC [+3 prof, -1 Str, +2 lvl, +1 enhancement]; 1d4-1 damage
Encounter Powers (2)
Vampiric Embrace, Con vs Will, PHB p132
Fiery Bolt, Con vs Ref, PHB p133
Storm Walk, Cha vs For, PHB2 p139[Race]
Daily Powers (1)
Tyranny of Flames, Con vs Will, AP p75 retrained Contagion, FRPG p36
Utility Powers (1)
Ethereal Stride, PHB p133
Magical Equipment :
- Level 4 item : Collar of Recovery +1 (AV, p151) [Each healing surge is worth +1hp]
- Level 3 item : Pact Dagger +1 (PHB, p235) (1lb) Critical = +1d6; Warlock implement; foe under Warlock's Curse attacking me takes 1dmg
- Level 2 item : Leather Armor of Fire Resistance +1 (AV, p51) (15lb) [Grants Fire Resistance 5], +2 from Familiar
Mundane Equipment :
- Standard Adventurer's Kit (15gp, 33lb)
- Chain, 10ft (30gp, 2lb)
- Everburning torch (50gp, 1lb)
- Tent (10gp, 20lb)
- Riding Horse (75gp)

Coins : 360gp[/Sblock][/sblock]
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[sblock=Rashad]
[sblock=character sheet]
Male, Tiefling Swordmage (Assault)
Unaligned
Level 4 (3850 xp)

Dark080matter

Medium, 5'8", 165 lbs., 22 yrs old
Speaks Common, Mabaran

Posts: 1059

Ability Scores
Str: 17 (+3) 9 pts(16) +1 lvl4
Con: 12 (+1) 2 pts(12)
Dex: 10 (+0) 0 pts(10)
Int: 19 (+4) 9 pts(16)+2 racial +1 lvl4
Wis: 8 (-1) 0 pts(8)
Cha: 14 (+2) 2 pts(12)+2 racial
Basic Combat Stats
Hit Points: 45 (15 base, + 12 con, +6 x3 levels)
Bloodied: 22
Healing Surge: 9/day (8, +1 con), 11 HP each
Initiative: +7 (+0 dex, +1 item, +4 feat, +2 half-level)
Speed: 6 squares (30 feet)
Action Points: 1
Defenses
AC: 22 (10, +4 int, +2 armor, +3 warding, +1 magic +2 half-level)
Fort: 16 (10, +3 str, +1 magic, +2 half-level)
Ref: 17 (10, +4 int, +1 magic, +2 half-level)
Will: 17 (10, +2 cha, +2 class, +1 magic, +2 half-level)
Fire Resistance: 7 [Tiefling racial]
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +8 vs AC (+3 str, +2 prof, +1 magic, +2 half-level)
- Dmg: 1d7+6 (+3 str, +1 versatile, +1 magic, +1 brutal)
- Crit: 13+1d8
Intelligence Melee Attacks (Khopesh):
- Hit: +9 vs AC (+4 int, +2 prof, +1 magic, +2 half-level)
- Dmg: 1d7+7 (+4 int, +1 versatile, +1 magic, +1 brutal)
- Crit: 14+1d8
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack rolls against bloodied foes.
Passive Senses
Insight 10
Perception 10
Low-light vision
Skills[sblock=]
Trained
Arcana (Int) +11 (+4 int, +5 trained, +2 lvl)
Athletics (Str) +10 (+3 str, +5 training, +2 lvl)
Bluff* (Cha) +11 (+2 cha, +2 racial, +5 trained, +2 lvl)
Diplomacy (Cha) +9 (+2 cha, +5 trained, +2 lvl)
Endurance (Con) +8 (+1 con, +5 training, +2 lvl)
Untrained
Acrobatics (Dex) +2 (+0 dex, +2 lvl)
Dungeoneering (Wis) +1 (-1 wis, +2 lvl)
Heal (Wis) +1 (-1 wis, +2 lvl)
History (Int) +6 (+4 int, +2 lvl)
Insight (Wis) +1 (-1 wis, +2 lvl)
Intimidate (Cha) +4 (+2 cha, +2 lvl)
Nature (Wis) +1 (-1 wis, +2 lvl)
Perception (Wis) +1 (-1 wis, +2 lvl)
Religion (Int) +6 (+4 int, +2 lvl)
Stealth (Dex) +4 (+0 dex, +2 racial, +2 lvl)
Streetwise (Cha) +4 (+2 cha, +2 lvl)
Thievery (Dex) +2 (+0 dex, +2 lvl)
*Bluff added to Skill list through Infernal Nightmares background (PHB II).
[/sblock]
Powers[sblock=]At-Will Powers
Blackflame Blade (At Will 1) (Arcane, Fire, Weapon): (Khopesh)
- Standard action, 1 creature in melee range
- Hit: +10 vs. AC (+4 int, +2 prof, +1 feat [Hellfire Blood], +1 magic, +2 half-level)
- Dmg: 1d7+8 fire damage (+4 int, +1 brutal, +1 versatile, +1 magic, +1 feat [Hellfire Blood])
- Hit effect: You deal 3 fire damage [Str mod] to all enemies adjacent to the target.
- Crit: 16+1d8 fire damage
Sword Burst (At Will 1) (Arcane, Force, Implement): (Khopesh)
- Standard action, Close burst 1, each enemy in burst
- Hit: +7 vs. Reflex (+4 int, +1 magic, +2 half-level)
- Dmg: 1d6+5 force damage (+4 int, +1 magic)
- Crit: 11+1d8 force damage
Aegis of Assault (Swordmage Feature) (Arcane, Teleportation)
- Minor action, Close burst 2, One creature in burst
- Effect: The target is marked and takes a -2 to attack rolls when it makes an attack that doesn’t include me. The target remains marked until I
use this power against another target. This target is still marked if a different power is used to mark other creatures. A new mark supersedes any
that was already in place.
- If the marked target makes an attack that doesn’t include me as a target and hits, and is within 10 squares of me, I may use an immediate
reaction to teleport to a square adjacent to the target and make a melee basic attack against it. There must be an unoccupied square adjacent to
the target for this to occur.
Encounter Powers
Flame Cyclone (Encounter 1) (Arcane, Fire, Implement): (Khopesh)
- Standard action, Close blast 3, all creatures in blast
- Hit: +8 vs Reflex (+4 int, +1 feat [Hellfire Blood], +1 magic, +2 half-level)
- Dmg: 1d8+9 fire damage (+4 int, +3 str, +1 feat [Hellfire Blood], +1 magic)
- Crit: 17+1d8 fire damage
Incendiary Sword (Encounter 3) (Arcane, Fire, Implement): (Khopesh)
- Standard action, Area burst 1 within 5 squares, each creature in burst
- Special: You must throw your held weapon at the origin square. It reforms in your hand after the attack.
- Hit: +8 vs Will (+4 int, +1 feat [Hellfire Blood], +1 magic, +2 half-level)
- Dmg: 2d6+6 fire damage (+4 int, +1 feat [Hellfire Blood], +1 magic)
- Hit effect: The target takes 5 fire damage if it makes an attack that does not include you on it’s next turn.
- Crit: 18+1d8 fire damage
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I'm going to start by assuming that you guys are already together and formed as a mercenary company.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

The party moves as a tight knot through the streets of Sorghun, the Bloodstone District of Graywall. There are no enemies in sight but the throng
on the streets around them is full of mean faces which might turn hostile quickly. That's the secret to life in this city, everyone is a potential
enemy.
That's why the group walks so closely together, even though they are heading for a friendly location. Jix'in's bar, The Pickled Imp, is where
Elwist meets her contacts most often. It's a good cover since Jix'in and Elwist are the only two drow to live permanently in Graywall, but the
barkeeper's generosity is somewhat grating. Overly helpful people can be difficult for people who are used to power struggles, and Jix'in in
Graywall is the epitome of this idea.
The note that Elwist received several days before was straightforward: come to the Pickled Imp on Wir at noon. She assumed that she was
meeting Kelson the Rat, a sleazy thief who worked for the Daughters sometimes as an errand boy. She was surprised, then, when Kelson
showed up yesterday with a new note. It said the meeting had been moved up an hour, but Kelson didn't know who she was supposed to meet
with. Uncertainty was not a good thing in Droaam.
You guys can interact as you walk through town or skip ahead to the Pickled Imp.
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It was easier for Lariel to pass through the city as a wolf, and so it was that while the group moved through the city he kept them company that
way, always close to Elwist's side. Not that he particularly like the Drow, but it made both their lives a little easier.
Once they were at the inn, his shape shifted, a torturous looking process where he moved through a shape of fur, fangs, claws, feathers, scales
and hide. Then Lariel was pulling his hood up to cover the burns to his face and head and walking into the bar, a step behind Elwist, and sliding
to the rear of the group.
Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#10

While it wasn't a long walk to the Pickled Imp, Elwist's leg was already aching by the time the group was halfway to the inn. Wishing that she had
simply rode, despite the attention it would have drawn, she turned her thoughts ahead to the meeting.
With Kelson out, she wasn't sure who might be coming out to her. Turning to Phix, she asked, "Have you heard of anyone new in the city?"
Since apparently Elwist hasn't-- 1d20+10=12 :P
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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#11

Walking along with the others, Manthie is as bad-tempered as ever.
What is this again with this freakin' note that says we go not at the hour agreed upon ! I hate it when plans are changed, and that I am not the
one doing it !
Venting his frustration on everyone and everything, the half-elf moves on, grumbling to the sky and the earth, but otherwise leaving the main
talking to the drow.

Thot

OOC : Anyone know of an at-will Leader power that Manthie could take efficiently (meaning based on Con > Cha > Int) ? If it can alleviate our
need, he could take it since he's an half-elf.

Posts: 1215
Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Thot wrote:
OOC : Anyone know of an at-will Leader power that Manthie could take efficiently (meaning based on Con > Cha > Int) ? If it can alleviate our
need, he could take it since he's an half-elf.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

Bard powers are Charisma based-- I have both of those that were released if you're interested. Artificer (Dragon #365) is Intelligence based, and
Warlord has two powers that don't actually have an attack stat. They just grant an action and/or let the character make a basic attack.
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#13

Rashad wanders a slight distance either off to the side or in front of the rest of the group the whole way to the Pickled Imp, flashing the varied
sights of Graywall his characteristic bright grin. Casually slung across his back in a simple leather harness is the large, wickedly-curved sword
that has helped secure his position as an Arena curiosity... an oddly fashioned weapon that calls to mind an exotic relic of lands far distant.

Dark080matter

As Manthie grumbles about the impromptu nature of their upcoming meeting Rashad simply smiles pleasantly and offers a soothing word or two.
"You know, I understand the sentiment. But just be careful about saying that in front of whoever it is we end up meeting. If the
noble Herald of the Bitter Hand herself is confounded by the nature of this unknown figure then... " Rashad simply shrugs with a
good-natured chuckle and lets that idea hang in the air.

Posts: 1059

"Speaking of which, while our gracious Mistress may deign to walk among her lessers, I must recommend that she in the future
allow herself to be carried in a means of transportation more suiting to her... particular noble frailties." With an over-acted flourish
Rashad holds the door for Elwist. As always, it is difficult to tell if the Tiefling blade magician is being sarcastic, ironic, flirty, or simply genuine.
Maybe a little of them all?
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#14

"Can't s'xactly say I've heard anything 'bout anyone new in town, but money's been a bit tight lately, and I may be a little late on a couple
payments 'er two with some folk...though, I would suggest it strange that Kelson would back outta a meetin', but I guess things do come up," he
mentions with a slight nod at Manthie.

M_37
Posts: 67

As the goblin walks down the streets with the rest of his compatriots, every move made by the others as a pleasantry towards Elwist is met by
an unusually clumsy Phix: the occasional trip, accidentally stepping on the back of one's heels, and the like. With a smirk, he makes a quick
apology after each one, but it seems to not increase his awareness.
At the tavern, Phix takes a seat against the wall; an old trick he learned to deny anyone trying to make an attack in his blind spot. He leans his
chair back, and pulls out a cigar and after a brief moment of thought, a flask of whiskey. He lights his cigar and takes a deep puff.
"Hey, Beastie, you mind not doin' that when I'm tryin' to enjoy m'self? Doubt I'll be able to get another figurado like this one before the job..."
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#15

The Pickled Imp squats at the end of a foul alley, which is littered with slop tossed from the windows of crowded buildings on all sides. Though it
seems dingy in the pale light of day, the building has a certain menace to it, as if it is sneering at any who glance at it.
The tavern is closed since its before noon, but this isn't uncommon. Like most in Graywall, if someone bearing the seal of the Daughters of Sora
Kell asks for something, Jix'in is quick to accommodate. The common room is empty, with a few rough tables scattered about. The bar area is
lined with cloudy glass bottles, most filled with the vile spitweed gin that is the Pickled Imp's mainstay. Most of the business that the bar manages
to acquire is due to the dog fights that Jix'in hosts in the back room a few nights a week. It is in this back room where Elwist normally meets with
the Daughters' messengers and probably where the mysterious contact is waiting now.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Lariel spits on the ground near the goblin's feet by way of answer, and looks around the room for things more out of the ordinary than is usual for
this cesspit of an establishment.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#17

Shrugging slightly at Rashad's comments and smiling ruefully, Elwist says, "The things a 'lady' has to do to earn her dinner, so to speak. I may
consider it though. With regards to the contact, Manthi, I wouldn't worry about it too much. It may be someone I've dealt with before or a new
contact, either way we'll deal with what may come."
Nodding to the arena warrior as he holds the door, a difficult action for Phix to interupt, she makes her way into the interior. Stepping to the right,
she lets the hand that had been absently massaging her thigh fall to her side and relaxes her eyes as the shadowy interior enveloped her.
Balthanon

As Phix starts to make himself comfortable, Elwist waves at him, motioning for him to get up. "We'll go directly to the back, Jix'in shouldn't mind."

Posts: 1616
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#18

Sorry if it was unclear before, but the tavern is empty. No patrons and no Jix'in either. Like I said, not uncommon since the Daughters are pretty
secretive. The drow barkeeper can usually be found in one of the other back rooms.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#20

We'll head directly to the back room then.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

9 months ago :: Dec 21, 2008 - 12:35PM

"Hey! Beast! I've told you once, I've told you again, and I'll tell you a million times: You have a problem with me, you say it to my face. But leave
the boots out of it."
After Elwist makes her suggestion, Phix slams the two front legs of his chair back on the floor, stretches briefly, and stands.
"Alright, if you say so, m'dear. I'll head back first...in case Jix'in sold us out...I'm getting not so great a feeling from this."
M_37

Phix raises his arm with his hand flat, signaling the rest of the group t remain where they are. Slowly, he makes his way to the back.

Posts: 67
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#21

Rashad watched the brief spate between Phix and Lariel with a humored grin, and obligingly leaned against the wall by the back door to let
Phix clear out the back rooms. Fiddling absent-mindedly with one of his horn-rings, the tiefling gladiator closed his eyes and waited.

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

9 months ago :: Dec 21, 2008 - 10:19PM
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#22

Phix heads down the short hallway, stopping at the door to Jix'in's apartment in the back of the building. The door is usually closed while the bar
is open, but now it is cracked open with lamp light spilling out into the hallway. Inside, Phix sees Jix'in crouched over a desk, reading some sort
of scroll spread over the surface. A glass of spitweed gin sits next to him all but forgotten and it is a full minute before he sees Phix standing in
the doorway.
"What are you doing here?" Jix'in demands, standing up and shifting a book secretively over the scroll. "The bar's closed..." He pauses and
squints at Phix, running a hand over his clean-shaven head. "Oh," he says after a minute with some of his usual amiability. "You're with Elwist,
are you not? They're waiting in the pit room." He extends an arm covered with white tattoos down the hallway to Phix's left, pointing toward
the back room. "That way."

Posts: 2319
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#23

"And I remind you I will not so befoul my spit by striking your face with it goblin." Lariel says in reply as always, before following the goblin to the
far door and watching his progress down the hall.
"They.." he mutters as he hears Jix'in's voice.
(I figure passive perception of 22 is going to cut it.)
Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#25

"Hey, thanks, Jix'in. We'll be out of your hair in a just a few moments or so.
Oh, before I go...any idea why Kelson didn't take this one? Seems weird he wouldn't show up to meet us, you know?"
OOC: Insight to see if anything is off and if he's telling the truth: 1d20+3=22

M_37
Posts: 67
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Phix gets the impression that Jix'in is trying to herd the goblin into the backroom. From the way he's standing, the drow barkeeper is defensive
about the scroll and would prefer that Phix head towards the meeting. "Kelson?" the drow says, raising a white eyebrow. "He is there, with the
other one, that gnoll from the north. He might not be... leading the meeting, but Kelson doesn't want something like this going on
without him."

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#27

Lariel sighs, and takes a step into the corridor.
"Everything looks normal, at least as normal as it does for this place."

Cailte
Posts: 3826

9 months ago :: Dec 23, 2008 - 11:31AM

The fidgety tiefling heard a pleasant-seeming conversation going on in the background, and took the oppurtunity to butt in on it. Turning the
corner after Phix and walking into the back rooms, Rashad leaned casually into the doorframe of the barkeep's apartment. Was the smoothtalking goblin trying to look over the drow's shoulder at something on the desk?
"Hey Jix'in, business been good for you? Watcha reading over there? Oh I love books. Hey get this, you know where I come from
we had a library where all the books were warded by fire magic! Heh, you couldn't open an atlas without getting your hands a little
seared. You know, that reminds me of a time..."
Dark080matter
As Rashad launched into a long-winded, extravagant story about a fire-tome-bound Efreet he once outsmarted (at the age of 6, armed only with
his wits and a silver bookmark) he tried to use body language to draw Jix'in's attention away from Phix. However for all of the tiefling's
grandiosety the topic of conversation probably only serves to sharpen the drow's attention on the fact that something was up.

Posts: 1059

Bluff check (Jix'in) (1d20+10=12)
Awesome roll there, allright.
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#28

Heading down the corridor at Lariel's confirmation, Elwist frowns as she heads down the hall and sees Rashad leaning into one of the rooms.
Slowing as she walks past the door, she asks, "You two coming?" as Rashad starts into the remainder of his story.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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#29

Jix'in listens politely to the first bit of the story and then cuts in as soon as Rashad takes a breath. "That sounds like a good tale for the bar
tonight. I'll make sure you have an audience. Any friend of Elwist's, and that." He moves to the door and indicates through body language
for Rathan to take his leave. "Can't talk now, though, I've got some correspondences to take care of."
Meanwhile down the hallway, Elwist rounds the corner from Jix'in's study towards the back room with the dog fights. She finds the door to the
back room closed as usual, but the candlemounts along the short hallway are lit. Someone is back there, probably with the door closed and
waiting for the appropriate knock: two rapid knocks, then three slow ones.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#30

Having kept his quiet so long, Manthie had managed to cool down, and followed Elwist silently to the door.
"Are you going to knock it, or should I do it myself ?"
In the dimly lit corridor, his softly glowing birthmark, marring his face from his left ear to his right eye, could be seen by all. It seemed to have a
shape, but each time you looked at it, it seemed a different one. That was probably the origin of the eerie feeling anyone got around the half-elf.
When he turned to the others, motioning them to come over here, it was all the more disconcerting.
Thot
Posts: 1215
Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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#31

Shaking her head, Elwist raises her hand and gives two sharp knocks and then three slow after turning to check on the rest of the party. "No,
just making sure everyone was here."

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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#32

The door opens in response to Elwist's knock to reveal a tough looking shifter warrior. It stares at the group silently with a his clawed hand
resting lightly on a longsword hanging from his belt. "Let them through, Gerr," a voice says from farther in the room. The shifter steps back to
reveal a dimly lit room with a canvas across the middle. Normally, the room overlooks a pit where dog fights are held but now ribs of boards can
be seen underneath the canvas, allowing those inside to walk the full range of the room.
A gnoll wearing a thick cloak stands on part of the canvas, looking towards the doorway. He is the one who spoke to the shifter at the door,
another female shifter with an eye patch stands behind him. In between the door and the gnoll are three halfling ruffians looking as tough as they
can while eying the shifters nervously. "Come in, Elwist. You may bring your handlers as well."
"Glad you found the place, girlie," says a wheezing voice behind the gnoll. Kelson steps out of the shadows with a little bit of a swagger. "I didn't
think you could-"
The man snaps his mouth shut as the gnoll turns on him with bared teeth. "Speak when spoken to, worm!"
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#33

Mephit James wrote:
"That sounds like a good tale for the bar tonight. I'll make sure you have an audience. Any friend of Elwist's, and that."

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Rashad flashes a pleased smile at Jix'in, as if that's all he really was angling for. "Yes, but you haven't heard the moral of the story yet...."
However, the tiefling relents and pulls himself away from the drow barkeep's room.
When Elwist completed her knocking and the door had swung open, Rashad silently entered and stepped off to a side of the room, leaning
against a wall and watching the proceedings with the usual out-of-place grin on his face.
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#35

Do I recognize anyone other than Kelson in the room?

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Elwist doesn't know anyone besides Kelson, but the halflings look like they might be from the crime family that the man works with some times.
The shifters look like typical Graywall ruffians and the gnoll seems like a tribal shaman.
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Entering the room with the others, Manthie wondered what that gnoll wanted with them, and what power he wielded for Kelson to back down so
easily. Maybe he had merely overestimated the man's nerves.
The half-elf allowed the drow her breath before he would ask for an explanation in her stead. He was more used to demanding than asking, so
maybe it was for the better to let Elwist have her way, once again. So far, she had only led him pathes he was eager to tread, so he still held his
peace.
Thot
Posts: 1215
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Eyeing Kelson coldly, Elwist gestured for the remainder of the party to enter the room. Taking the time they did that to assess the room, it
seemed clear that the gnoll was the dominant force in the room. The halflings didn't appear to be directly associated with the man and were likely
protection that Kelson had brought along. Inconsequential, so long as things didn't go drastically wrong for some reason.
Ultimately, there was only one person in this room that needed to be pleased-- though avoiding offending Kelson would help keep things cordial
in the future.
Balthanon

After everyone had entered the room, the drow nodded briefly to the gnoll and said, "This is the entire group, sir. What was it that you wanted us
for?" The man would volunteer his name if he desired and he seemed the type to prefer directness. She could find out more about him based on
the description or from Kelson later if nothing more was volunteered anyway.

Posts: 1616

Happy New Year's everyone.
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Lariel moves inside, if only barely, and leans on the wall, watching the others in the room and planing what to do if things went wrong.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#39

I'll just assume that everyone comes through into the room.
The gnoll waits for the male shifter to shut the door before speaking. "My name is Gelirr," he says, eying the group in an appraising way.
"Remember it well, Elwist Missinal, and tell your puppeteers who has killed your friends."
It is said with such a simple tone that it takes the group of mercenaries a heartbeat to recognize the threat. The air in the room seems to tense as
the sound of blades being drawn fills it.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Initiative time, people!
[sblock=Lariel Only!]Lariel notices (from passive Perception) that there is something wrong with the canvas spread over the floor. While most of
the canvas is supported underneath by boards, some of these are false. Stepping into the middle of the room (E2 to F5) will cause someone to
tumble down through the canvas.[/sblock]
[code][overline]

[/overline]
G - Gelirr
K - Kelson
m,f - male and female shifters
1-3 - halflings
P - Phix
E - Elwist
M - Manthie
L - Lariel
R - Rashad[/code]
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#40

"Oh please, dog boy, it will take better than you and your poorly concealed pit to kill us." Lariel says, the edges of his appearence begining to
blur.
Initiative (1d20+6=25) (Woot now that's some controller lovin')

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Oops, should have rolled an Insight check on that "handlers" comment. Thought that seemed like an odd turn of phrase. Going to be a bit before
I go though.
1d20+3=6

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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His anger making him always on the edge, Manthie was quick to react, and quicker still to unleash death on their foes.
"Fool ! For Droaam !!"
Init = 24

Thot

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Posts: 1215

9 months ago :: Jan 02, 2009 - 9:47PM

Multi-Quote

OOC: Sorry about lack of posting, holidays/parties/computer reformatting all kind of clashed together. Expect more regular posting now.
"Alright, Jix'in, I'll talk to ya later. I should be getting to this meeting."
Noticing the rest of his comrades have since moved onto the meeting room, Phix lazily shuffles his way to the room in the back. He opens the
door and shuts it, but without taking more than a cursory glance, understands the imminent danger posed by those in the room. He draws Belle
and Donna, and begins to lick his canine teeth in anticipation.
M_37
Posts: 67

"Come on, m'dears...let's show these jokers exactly who they're up against...
Alright team, you outta know the drill by now...try to stay behind me an' Rashad if ya can!"
Initiative: 18
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Rashad leaned forward with an expectant gleam in his eyes as weapons were drawn.
"Right, of course... what Phix said."
His hands did not stray anywhere near the handle of his oddly shaped sword as everyone else quickly readied themselves.

Dark080matter

Initiative (+Eldritch Speed) (1d20+7=24)
OOC:Rashad has a normal Init modifier of +2 but it is modified to +7 for this one roll with use of the Eldritch Speed daily utility. So... that means
he either goes before or after Manthie :D. I don't know what is more advantageous for us, but at least the Controller gets his turn first ahead of all
of us, so it probably doesn't matter too much.

Posts: 1059

[sblock=Rashad Combat Block][code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 39/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [ ], Incendiary Sword [ ]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [ ], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [ ])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
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"Gelirr, is it? I will remember, regardless of whether you manage to kill this day. I don't see what you gain from this, but I am sure we will hear the
'why' one way or another." Glancing back over her shoulder at the male shifter, the drow made a mental note of the name 'Gerr' as well.
Her gaze turning back to the others in the room, she tried to get a feeling for those in the room. Her previous assumptions had led the group into
a dangerous situation, and she wasn't sure where Kelson or Jix'in fell into this. If the other drow had known about this, they would be having
words after this, though it would almost be a relief for him to have made a play like this versus his normal behavior.
Balthanon

Insight Check (Kelson and Halflings) 1d20+7=21

Posts: 1616

Insight check on Kelson to sense motives/attitudes, since Elwist knows him better than the gnoll. Have he and the halflings drawn weapons as
well or is it just the gnoll/shifters? (Though I'm actually not going to be able to do this until my turn, since it's a minor action to use Insight in
combat.)
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dark080matter wrote:
OOC:Rashad has a normal Init modifier of +2 but it is modified to +7 for this one roll with use of the Eldritch Speed daily utility. So... that
means he either goes before or after Manthie :D. I don't know what is more advantageous for us, but at least the Controller gets his turn first
ahead of all of us, so it probably doesn't matter too much.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Dark080matter's been in a game of mine before: in the case of a tie with Initiative I put the person with the higher Init modifier first. In this case,
Rashad would use his enhanced Initiative so he acts before Manthie.
Elwist can tell that Kelson and his halfling friends were more than ready for the attack and have already drawn their weapons in anticipation. The
halflings are especially quick and rapidly close the gap towards the party, roiling and cracking as they do. The small warriors' cries turn to sharp
squeals of battle. By the time they reach the group, the halflings resemble crazed mixtures of rat and human, small and vicious. One races
toward Phix with bared teeth but rolls out of the way of the goblin's blades and misses its target. Another sees this and keeps its distance,
launching a javelin at Elwist instead. The shaft is so off target, though, that the drow is able to sidestep it even with her stiff leg. The third
rat-thing dives for Manthie, seeking the man's throat with his pointed teeth. He bats it away but not quickly enough to avoid the thing's teeth
clamping down on his hand. The wound isn't deep, but it burns with pestilence. (2 damage and Manthie loses a healing surge).
Initiative so far: Halflings, Lariel, Rashad, Manthie, shifters, Phix, Kelson, Gelirr, Elwist. Feel free to post your actions even if the people ahead of
you haven't gone. my next post will have everyone's actions in order for more clarity.
[sblock=Updated Map][code][overline]

[/overline]
G - Gelirr
K - Kelson
m,f - male and female shifters
1-3 - halflings
P - Phix
E - Elwist
M - Manthie
L - Lariel
R - Rashad[/code]
[/sblock]
9 months ago :: Jan 03, 2009 - 11:59PM
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Keeping her gaze upon Gelirr as she steps away from the pit and the male shifter, Elwist widens her eyes artfully and plays upon her
longstanding injury to enhance her appearance of vulnerability. Adding a touch of beguiling magic to her voice to fog the mind, the bard cries out,
"Please, don't hurt us, just tell us why you're doing this!"
Hiding a pleased smile as she sees her entreaty strike home and the gnoll begin to move forward drunkenly, the drow thinks, There is a chance
this is a test-- the comment about my friends dying implied they intended to leave me alive at least. All supposition though and they are trying
hard enough that I do not think the rest will leave them alive.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

[sblock=Actions]
Minor Action: Draw Wand
Move Action: Shift to I,3
Standard Action: Blunder vs Will (Attack) 1d20+6=19, 1d12+5=15, (Damage) 1d6+4=8
Free Actions: Virtue of Valor (if any enemies are brought to bloodied)
Action Order: Minor > Move > Standard
Other Information: Elwist will use Blunder on Gelirr to try and force him into the pit (E,4) and then slide him into the middle of the dogs (F,3).
Lariel will get a free melee basic attack at +2.
[/sblock][sblock=Combat Block][code] QUICK STATS
|---------------------------------------|
|[post="17456618"]Elwist[/post] (F drow bard) |
|---------------------------------------|
|Str: 08 (+0)|HP: 37/37 |Bloodied: 18 |
|Con: 15 (+3)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 14 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Dex: 15 (+3)|Init: +3 |AC : 17 |
|Int: 10 (+1)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 15 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Wis: 13 (+2)|Insight: 18 |Will: 17 |
|Cha: 18 (+5)|Percept: 17 |XP: 2250 |
|---------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Majestic Word [ ][ ], Blunder [X], Impelling Force [ ], Words of Friendship [ ]
Multiclass: Spiteful Glamor [ ], Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Racial: Total: [ ] (Cloud of Darkness, Darkfire)
Item: Wand of Psychic Ravaging (Eyebite) [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Stirring Shout [ ]
Bardic Ritual: Total [ ] (Comprehend Languages)
Items: Total: [ ], (None [ ])
Reaction
Virtue of Valor: Free action; w/in 10 squares, grant 4 temporary hit points to ally when enemy is brought to 0 hit points or bloodied[/sblock]
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Attack us ? Why ? Weren't they sent by the Daughters ? Traitors !
Was it a halfling that charged him ? Regardless, it was more infuriating than anything, nearly meaningless despite the strange feeling from the
bite. Manthie knew Rashad's prowess, and the tiefling would make quick work of the minion. No, the real threat, the unknown factor, was that
Gelirr. Moving back to safety, Manthie's voice took a different tone than usual, and with a brief incantation the Warlock used his body as a portal
to the pits of hell, conjuring forth a ray of fire toward the gnoll. Akractet Ouat ! Those around the half-elf could smell like sulfur in the air, quickly
vanishing.
Thot
Posts: 1215

[sblock=Actions]Move action : Shift 1 square back to J6
Minor action : Draw pact blade
Standard action : Cast Fiery Bolt on Gelirr.
By my reckoning, there's only allies between Manthie and Gelirr, so no cover for the gnoll.
Attack = 1d20 +4(con) +1(level) +1(implement) = 18 vs Gelirr's Reflex
On a hit, Gelirr takes 14 dmg, and those adjacent 12 dmg. Link above, with attack.[/sblock][sblock=Combat stats]I don't know yet the proper
dynamics of 4ed fight, so I hope the stats provided below will be useful. We'll see :)
HP : 39 / 41
Healing surges : 9 / 10 (11hp)
Second Wind [_] // AP [_]
Defenses :
[list][*] AC 16 (+1 level, +2 armor, +1 enhancement, +2 Int)
[*] Fort 16 (+1 level, +4 Con, +1 item)
[*] Ref 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Int, +1 item)
[*] Will 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Cha, +1 item)[/list]
Temporary effects and status received :
[list][*]None[/list]
Temporary effects and status inflicted :
[list][*]None[/list]
Encounter Powers (2)
[_] Vampiric Embrace, Con vs Will, PHB p132
[X] Fiery Bolt, Con vs Ref, PHB p133
[_] Ray of Frost, Int vs Fort, PHB p159[Race]
Daily Powers (1)
[_] Contagion, Cha vs Fort, FRPG p36
Utility Powers (1)
[_] Ethereal Stride, PHB p133[/sblock]

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Even as his form shifts towards that of a huge fey hound, his cruel staff appears in his hands and Lariel utters words of magic and the power fo
nature is drawn into the room in a low rumble of thunder, and lightning lurches crazily from the cieling at the gnoll, and his closest allies.
Then as the glare of the lightning fades in Lariel's place stands the massive hound whose form he favors. With a few bounding steps the beast is
in front of Elwist and it stares at the Gnoll willing the weaker creature to step away from its allies and submit to its fate of being devoured by a
greater predator.
Cailte
Posts: 3826

[sblock=Actions]Standard: Call Lightning - Burst 1 centered on the Gnoll. Gnoll 1d20+6=8, Female Shifter 1d20+6=15, Kelson (1d20+6=16)
Damage (1d8+6=8) If it managed to hit any of their Reflex they take 8 lightning damage. In addition the Burst becomes a Zone of rumbling
thunder that lasts until the end of your next turn. While within the zone, any enemy takes a –2 penalty to attack rolls, and any enemy that leaves
the zone takes 5 thunder damage.
Minor: Wild Shape to look like a Fey Hound.
Move: Move to G4 via I and H 4.
Action Point: Cull the Herd - Gnoll vs Will (1d20+6=18, 2d8+6=10) If that hits the Gnoll's Will he is pulled 3 squares towards Lariel. As the pit is
in those squares he will get a save to avoid falling into it. If he succeeds he is prone at the edge. If he fails he falls in and takes the falling
damage and is prone. He then also takes the 5 thunder damage from leaving the Call Lightning Zone. (Pity that missed...)
If the 18 misses he will use Elven Accuracy: Gnoll vs Will (1d20+6=11) (Which as expected is worse... *sigh* - hopefully the 18 hits.)
The Call Lightning Zone ends at the end of Lariel's next turn.[/sblock]
[sblock=Lariel's Statblock]AC 18 Fort 13 Ref 15 Will 16
HP 36/18/9 (0 Damage) Surges 9 (0 Used) Action Points 0
At Will Powers: Pounce, Storm Spike, Savage Rend
Encounter Powers: Elven Accuracy [ ] Cull the Herd [*] Call Lightning [*] Bark Skin [ ] Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Daily Powers: Wind Prison [ ]
Magic Items Powers: Hide Veteran's Armor +1 [ ], Potion of Healing [ ]
Str 11 +0 (+1) Dex 16 +3 (+4) Wis 18 +4 (+5)
Con 14 +2 (+3) Int 10 +0 (+1) Cha 10 +0 (+1)
Speed: 8 Initiative: +6
Feats: Ritual Casting, Warrior of the Wild, Quick Draw
Trained Skills: Nature (+12), Perception (+12) Stealth (+8)*, Endurance (+7)*, Arcana (+6)
(*Armour Penalty Applied)
Rituals: Animal Messenger, Make Whole, Comprehend Languages, Endure Elements, Explorer's Fire
[/sblock]
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Rashad watched Manthie take a startling bite from the morphing rabid halfling and whistled aloud.
"Hmm...! Barbaric, but effective. Let's see you repeat the performance."

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

With a whispered word in the ancient tongue of Mabaran the tiefling drew the rat-thing's attention away from his allies and onto himself,
comfortably sliding away into a combat-ready stance as he did so. Just as he seemed content to square off with this one opponent, Rashad
flicked his eyes over his right shoulder and spun. With a sudden flick of his wrist he unsheathed his exotically curved sword, executing a wide
arcing slash in the opposite direction that sent a twirling blast of licking flames washing over the other two were-halflings in the room. The burst
caught the closest halfling on the other side of the room by surprise, though it's more distant friend was able to leap aside to safety.
[sblock=actions]
Minor: Place Aegis of Assault on Halfling 3
Move: Shift into square I-4
Free action: draw Khopesh (Battle Harness property)
Standard: Flame Cyclone vs. Reflex against:
Halfling 1 (1d20+7=25)
and Halfling 2 (1d20+7=9)
Flame cyclone fire damage (1d8+9=11)
[/sblock]

[sblock=Rashad Combat Block][code]Aegis of Assault: Halfling 3
QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 39/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [X], Incendiary Sword [ ]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [ ], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [ ])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
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Round 1

Mephit_james_02

The halflings are especially quick and rapidly close the gap towards the party, roiling and cracking as they do. The small warriors' cries turn to
sharp squeals of battle. By the time they reach the group, the halflings resemble crazed mixtures of rat and human, small and vicious. One races
toward Phix with bared teeth but rolls out of the way of the goblin's blades and misses its target. Another sees this and keeps its distance,
launching a javelin at Elwist instead. The shaft is so off target, though, that the drow is able to sidestep it even with her stiff leg. The third
rat-thing dives for Manthie, seeking the man's throat with his pointed teeth. He bats it away but not quickly enough to avoid the thing's teeth
clamping down on his hand. The wound isn't deep, but it burns with pestilence. (2 damage and Manthie loses a healing surge).

Posts: 2319

Even as his form shifts towards that of a huge fey hound, his cruel staff appears in his hands and Lariel utters words of magic and the power of
nature is drawn into the room in a low rumble of thunder, and lightning lurches crazily from the ceiling at the gnoll, and his closest allies. Both
Kelson and the shifter are seared by lightning bolts and continue to stumble as thunder rocks the room.
Then as the glare of the lightning fades in Lariel's place stands the massive hound whose form he favors. With a few bounding steps the beast is
in front of Elwist and it stares at the Gnoll willing the weaker creature to step away from its allies and submit to its fate of being devoured by a
greater predator.
Gelirr meets the hounds gaze without knowing the danger and his eyes fill with anger. He steps forward, unheeding of the canvas on the floor.
As soon as the gnoll steps onto the middle section of the canvas, several planks can be heard to snap and the canvas collapses downwards,
hanging loosely into a pit. Gelirr throws himself backwards and manages to land on the side of the pit, lying down. Below, four dogs circle and
bark at the combatants above, their ribs sticking out like the slats that held up the canvas before. Way to come out swinging, Cailte!
With a whispered word in the ancient tongue of Mabaran Rashad drew the rat-thing's attention away from his allies and onto himself,
comfortably sliding away into a combat-ready stance as he did so. Just as he seemed content to square off with this one opponent, Rashad
flicked his eyes over his right shoulder and spun. With a sudden flick of his wrist he unsheathed his exotically curved sword, executing a wide
arcing slash in the opposite direction that sent a twirling blast of licking flames washing over the other two were-halflings in the room. The burst
caught the closest halfling on the other side of the room by surprise, though it's more distant friend was able to leap aside to safety. The
unfortunate target is burned instantly to a crisp, consumed by a fire so hot it doesn't even have time to cry out.
Just to clarify, dark080matter, the halfling bit Manthie, not the other way around.
"Already they begin to fall. Good work, Rashad, as usual." Eyes skimming the battlefield, Elwist dispenses praise and encouragement as her
allies attack, noting accomplishments and milestones in the battle to bolster morale. 4 bonus hit points to Rashad
Was it a halfling that charged him ? Regardless, it was more infuriating than anything, nearly meaningless despite the strange feeling from the
bite. Manthie knew Rashad's prowess, and the tiefling would make quick work of the minion. No, the real threat, the unknown factor, was that of
Gelirr. Moving back to safety, Manthie's voice took a different tone than usual, and with a brief incantation the Warlock used his body as a portal
to the pits of hell, conjuring forth a ray of fire toward the gnoll. Akractet Ouat! Those around the half-elf could smell something like sulfur in the
air, quickly vanishing. Gelirr is just getting up when the blast hits him, throwing the gnoll back to the ground again as flame dance across its
robes. The fire scatters backwards as well, catching Kelson and the female shifter with guttering sparks.
The male shifter pushes past Elwist and Rashad*, and shoves Lariel hard. The fey hound goes toppling sideways into the pit, hitting the ground
hard (5 damage) and attracting the attention of the hungry dogs.
Meanwhile, the female shifter lets out a cry of anger and holds her sword with a vise-like grip and stares daggers at the party but makes no
move closer.
* No attack of opportunity because Elwist is unarmed but Rashad gets one. Attack: 21, damage: 9 (roll).
The two closest dogs snap hungrily at Lariel, but the fey hound manages to twist out of both dogs' reach.
"Dogs? Halflings? Gnolls? Are these guys even trying? Girls, if you please..." Phix boldly steps forward towards the hound and halfling in front
of him, and without a moment wasted, attempts to cut the halfling with a pair of quick flicks from his blades. The smaller creature ducks to the
side, but Belle is waiting for him. While it twists, screaming, from that cut, Donna slices it across the throat ending the rat-thing's squeal in a
gurgle.
Backed into a corner, Kelson lets out a squeal which can be heard even over the roar of Lariel's thunder. A teaming swarm of rats answers the
squeal, erupting from a small drainage grate in the wall and making their way immediately towards Phix and Elwist. The goblin makes a swipe
at the swarm as it flows past him but misses (3 + 7 = 10) and only provokes the rats more. They swarm over his legs and over Elwists, biting and
scratching with unnatural tenacity. Both adventurers react quickly, however, and knock the rodents away.
Gelirr pushes himself to his feet and launches a cloud of darkness at Elwist. It is a searching, living thing of shadows, grasping for her. Despite
the rats swarming at her feet, Elwist manages to duck enough that the cloud crashes harmlessly against the wall and disperses.
Keeping her gaze upon Gelirr as she steps away from the pit and the male shifter, Elwist widens her eyes artfully and plays upon her
longstanding injury to enhance her appearance of vulnerability. Adding a touch of beguiling magic to her voice to fog the mind, the bard cries out,
"Please, don't hurt us, just tell us why you're doing this!" Gelirr responds by stumbling forward, his eyes glazed.
Hiding a pleased smile as she sees her entreaty strike home and the gnoll begin to move forward drunkenly, the drow thinks, There is a chance
this is a test-- the comment about my friends dying implied they intended to leave me alive at least. All supposition though and they are trying
hard enough that I do not think the rest will leave them alive.
This time the gnoll does not react in time to the pit and pitches forward into it, landing with a crash. Lariel sees him land and look around with
confusion and panic, trying to stay off what looks like a broken rib.
[sblock=Updated Map][code][overline]

[/overline]
* - pit (eight feet down)
G - Gelirr (injured)
K - Kelson (injured)
m - male shifter (injured)
f - female shifter (injured)
1 - halfling (dead)
2 - halfling
3 - halfing (marked [R])
a - starved dog
b - starved dog
c - starved dog
d - starved dog
# - rat swarm
P - Phix
E - Elwist
M - Manthie (injured)
L - Lariel
R - Rashad[/code]
[/sblock]
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"Already they begin to fall. Good work, Rashad, as usual." Eyes skimming the battlefield, Elwist dispenses praise and encouragement as her
allies attack, noting accomplishments and milestones in the battle to bolster morale.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

[SBLOCK=Actions]Free Action (Rashad's Turn): Rashad gets 4 temporary hit points since he killed a halfling.
Other Actions: Previous post updated based on current battle status-- changing the power that I'm using since there are few uninjured targets
and some better opportunities. It is a shame though-- 15 was fairly nice damage. The action will depend partially on what Gelirr does on his turn
though.[/SBLOCK][SBLOCK=OOC]
Could you update the legend on the map with marks to indicate whether the creature is uninjured, injured, or bloodied-- and possibly marked as
well? If anyone has bloodied an enemy, Elwist can use that to grant some temporary hit points as well.
I think it's something like this currently:
Enemies
G - Gelirr (injured)
K - Kelson (injured)
m - male shifter (injured)
f - female shifter (injured)
1 - halfling (dead)
2 - halfling
3 - halfing (marked [R])
a - starved dog
b - starved dog
c - starved dog
d - starved dog
P - Phix
E - Elwist
M - Manthie
L - Lariel
R - Rashad
[/SBLOCK]
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Did you make a save for Lariel to avoid going into the pit, like the gnoll got? I did incase you didn't, and he falls into the pit...good thing he is a
Druid.
[sblock=Lariel's Statblock]AC 18 Fort 13 Ref 15 Will 16
HP 36/18/9 (5 Damage) Surges 9 (0 Used) Action Points 0

Cailte
Posts: 3826

At Will Powers: Pounce, Storm Spike, Savage Rend
Encounter Powers: Elven Accuracy [ ] Cull the Herd [*] Call Lightning [*] Bark Skin [ ] Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Daily Powers: Wind Prison [ ]
Magic Items Powers: Hide Veteran's Armor +1 [ ], Potion of Healing [ ]
Str 11 +0 (+1) Dex 16 +3 (+4) Wis 18 +4 (+5)
Con 14 +2 (+3) Int 10 +0 (+1) Cha 10 +0 (+1)
Speed: 8 Initiative: +6
Feats: Ritual Casting, Warrior of the Wild, Quick Draw
Trained Skills: Nature (+12), Perception (+12) Stealth (+8)*, Endurance (+7)*, Arcana (+6)
(*Armour Penalty Applied)
Rituals: Animal Messenger, Make Whole, Comprehend Languages, Endure Elements, Explorer's Fire
[/sblock]
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"Dogs? Halflings? Gnolls? Are these guys even trying? Girls, if you please..."
Phix boldly steps forward towards the hound and halfling in front of him, and without a moment wasted, attempts to cut the halfling with a pair
of quick flicks from his blades.
[sblock=Actions]Move Action: Forward 2 spaces, from I2 to G2.
M_37

Standard: Dual Strike on the halfling in F1. First attack: 17, Damage: 10; Off-hand attack: 24; damage 6

Posts: 67

Assuming either attack hits, I mark the halfling. In addition, if anyone attacks me and misses, Phix will use his Goblin Tactics power and shift to
G3.[/sblock]
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You cannot hit the dogs from up there, they are down in the pit with Lariel.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Yep, either way, Lariel falls into the pit. He also gets to make an attack against Gelirr now that he's in the pit too.
Also, @M_37, I don't know if you were originally planning on using Dual Strike against two targets but it only works against "One Creature".
Doesn't matter this round, but in the future...
This is all I have time for now, although the combat post is updated. Feel free to post Round 2 actions.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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I was going to, until I re-checked the rules and saw it was one target. I thought the other way was a little too good.
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M_37
Posts: 67
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Round 2

The remaining halfling lunges again towards Manthi, ducking under the man's blade and biting him in the leg where his greaves have a gap. 2
damage again. The rat-thing grins upwards hideously, its mouth dripping with blood.

Mephit_james_02

Lariel climbs to his paws and growls at the other smaller dogs, offering them the chance to follow his lead and feast on the Gnoll. Then he
pounces on the gnoll his teeth flashing and tearing infused with primal magic, but he is unable to draw blood from the gnoll.

Posts: 2319

As the rat-halfling ignored his honorable challenge to instead take another bite out of Manthie, Rashad frowns at the insult. "Hmm, your loss."
The tiefling swordmaster body blurs as he instantly crosses the distance across the room to unleash a devastating slash at the rodent in
punishment for his cowardice. After smoothly finishing off the offensive creature he turns and whips his sword across the room where it embeds
into the ground next to Kelson and the crouching shifter right at the lip of the pit. Before they can exchange worried glances the elegantly curved
Khopesh detonates violently and returns to Rashad's hand. Kelson goes flying back a pace from the brunt of the explosion, but the shifter slides
elegantly out of the way.
Rashad then calmly advances to the edge of the pit and points his still-smoking sword down at the wounded Gelirr with a smile. "So you came
here to kill Elwist's friends. Why not start with me?"
As Rashad does a quick work of the last halfling, Manthie is now free to smirk, and to point a crooked finger at the male shifter, cursing him in
the eyes of his patrons. It is only once his soul his marked for his masters that the warlock calls upon their tutelage to steal his vitality. Oit
Treum, Oim Siv!
The half-elf spits a dark purple ray that goes straight to the shifter. The savage looks up just in time to have its eyes widen in fear as the ray
strikes it in the chest. His cheeks seem to sink and his chest sag inward slightly before he crumples to the floor groaning in agony.
The female shifter sprints around the pit, throwing herself at Rashad. His suave manner is interrupted by the attack, especially when she kicks
at a set of coals on the ground from the swordmage's earlier attack. It's merely an annoyance, flicking the coals away from his eyes, but it gives
the shifter the opportunity to crack the pommel of her short sword into Rashad's temple. He stumbles back as the room starts spinning. 8
damage and Rashad is now dazed (save ends).
The other shifter's groans turn to growls of rage as he, miraculously, pushes himself upwards from the ground. He looks half-dead still, but this
doesn't stop him from launching himself in a rage at Manthie. He goes for a savage chop, but the half-elf is no stranger to brawling and knocks it
aside.
Although he couldn't attack the gnoll himself, Lariel's snarling has caught the attention of the dogs in the pit. They throw themselves at the gnoll,
all that are able to reach him. He knocks one aside, but another latches onto his arm. The other dogs snarl hungrily but can't reach Gelirr or
Lariel.
After kicking the fallen halfling off the end of Belle, Phix whips around to see the horde of rodents that has gathered near him and Elwist. "Oh,
rats! Get it? 'Cause they're rats! Anyone? No one? Alright, fine. Anyway, you boyos need to step away from the lady there...I think you'd all rather
play with me instead."
Phix tries to grab the attention of the rats, but to no avail. The rat swarm is hungry, but disorganized. After a moment of frustration, he doubles
his efforts and tries again. "I said...RATS NEED TO MOVE! NOW!" This time he attracts the attention of a few and, like one hideous organism,
they surge after the goblin as he skips away. Phix draws the rats away from the drow while skirting around the pit. "Hey, Beast, you alright down
there, or you need me to bail you out?!"
Kelson brushes off his singed jacket and looks about wildly. He pulls a dagger free from his sleeve and hurls it at Rashad, driven by a
compulsion of hate. It is a shot that Rashad could normally have ducked, but with his head swimming the knife strikes him hard in the shoulder,
sinking to the hilt. 13 damage!
The swordmage's head fills with an awful shrieking. To the rest of the room, it is as loud as before, but not as worrying as the fresh squeals
coming from the drainage grate. Another rat swarm flows from the opening like a disgusting plague, heading straight for Phix. The goblin bravo
turns to find himself beset on both sides by tangles of rats, chittering and biting. Only through careful footwork can he stay away from the
vermins' teeth but he can do nothing about Kelson who skirts the edge of the melee, headed for the grate himself.
Gelirr pushes himself to his feet in a rage. "Fools!" he hisses, gather something form his robes. "You will die by the Jackal Lord's hand! If not
through me than through my brothers." Flinging what looks like black sand into the air, Gelirr's voice seems to echo ominously. "You have made
a terrible enemy this day!"
The sand rushes outward in a panic, showering down on both the dogs and Lariel in the pit, and on Rashad and his shifter opponent above. It's
a 2-square close burst. Rashad suffers 4 damage and Lariel suffers 5. Both are also blinded until they make a save.
Darkness washes over the whole pit, and over the swordmage. Rashad's vision leaves him completely, though he is still dizzy, and he feels the
shifter crash into him with a grunt as the two are knocked backwards. Lariel feels himself thrown bodily against the wall of the pit as his own
vision is swept away, and he smells the fresh tang of blood in the air. The druid can no longer hear any of the dogs moving.
Elwist can see into the pit as the sand settles back to the ground. All of the dogs are lying still on the ground, one of them with a wound on its
leg that seems self-inflicted. All of them are lying, twisted in positions of pain, and she can see the fey hound form of Lariel lying crumpled to one
side as well.
Taking another step back and clearing her head, Elwist throws her hand forward. A long snaking tendril of violet-white light shooting towards
Kelson as he begins to move. Unfortunately, while the light latches onto the were-rat, it fails to hold and the attack is wasted. Kelson makes it to
the grate and flashes Elwist a nasty grin. "I told 'im you was dangerous, girlie," he calls across the room, "Least Kelson'll make it out alright!"
[sblock=Updated Map][code][overline]

[/overline]
* - pit (eight feet down)
G - Gelirr (injured)
K - Kelson (injured)
m - male shifter (injured)
f - female shifter (injured)
1 - halfling (dead)
2 - halfling
3 - halfing (marked [R])
a - starved dog
b - starved dog
c - starved dog
d - starved dog
# - rat swarm
P - Phix
E - Elwist
M - Manthie (injured)
L - Lariel
R - Rashad[/code]
[/sblock]
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Nodding appreciatively at Phix as kills the halfing, Elwist twists away from the rats with an expression of disgust. The things reminded her of the
trip from Xen'drik-- the ship that she had been sold to had been swarming with the disease carrying vermin.
[SBLOCK=Actions and OOC]
Free Action: 4 temporary hp to Phix when he kills the halfling.
Going to wait until a few more people go before posting my actions for the round.
Balthanon
Gelirr should actually be two squares north of Lariel-- he would have fallen on dog 'd', been attacked by Lariel at the +2 bonus, and then shifted
to the northeast.

Posts: 1616

[/SBLOCK]
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He can only enter the squares of allies, if the starved dogs are not allies, then he cannot enter their squares and his position is correct.
Lariel climbs to his paws and growls at the other smaller dogs, offering them the chance to follow his lead and feast on the Gnoll. Then he
pounces on the gnoll his teeth flashing and tearing infused with primal magic, but he is unable to draw blood from the gnoll.
Nature (1d20+12=29), Pounce vs Ref (1d20+8=10, 1d8+6=10)
Cailte

Nature check for getting the Dogs to attack the Gnoll, you can change it to Intimidate if you prefer as an 18 result.

Posts: 3826

The pounce misses.
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As the rat-halfling ignored his honorable challenge to instead take another bite out of Manthie, the tiefling swordmaster frowned at the insult.
"Hmm, your loss."
Rashad's body blurred as he instantly crossed the distance across the room to unleash a devastating slash at the rodent in punishment for his
cowardice. After smoothly finishing off the offensive creature he turned and whipped his sword across the room where it embedded into the
ground next to Kelson and the crouching Shifter right at the lip of the pit. Before they could exchange worried glances the elegantly curved
Khopesh detonated violently and returned to Rashad's hand. He then calmly advanced to the edge of the pit and pointed his still-smoking sword
down at the wounded Gelirr with a smile.
"So you came here to kill Elwist's friends. Why not start with me?"

Posts: 1059

[sblock=Mechanics]
Immediate Reaction: Aegis of Assault teleport to square G-7
Aegis of Assault melee attack (vs. Halfling 3 AC, 1d20+7=23)
Damage (1d7+6=8)
Standard action: Incendiary Sword - Burst 1 at origin square D-4. I assume the differing elevation prevents the attack from targetting Gelirr and
the Dogs, but if I'm wrong please just roll the attacks yourself. ;)
Incendiary Sword (vs. Will; Kelson (1d20+7=15) and female Shifter (1d20+7=11)
Incendiary Sword damage (2d6+6=13 fire)
- on a Hit only: The target takes an extra 5 fire damage if it makes an attack that does not include Rashad on it’s next turn.
(I miss-typed the damage roll as "Burning Blade damage," but a comparison glance at my character sheet should show that I obviously meant to
roll damage for the attack I just made. All of the fire swordmage powers sound the same :P)
Move action: Rashad walks to E-7.
Minor action: Place Aegis of Assault on Gelirr.
[/sblock]

[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
Aegis of Assault: Gelirr
4 temporary HP
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 39/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [X], Incendiary Sword [X]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [ ], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [ ])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
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After kicking the fallen halfling off the end of Belle, Phix whips around to see the horde of rodents that has gathered near him and Elwist.
"Oh, rats! Get it? 'Cause they're rats! Anyone? No one? Alright, fine.
Anyway, you boyos need to step away from the lady there...I think you'd all rather play with me instead."
Phix vainly tries to grab the attention of the rats, but to no avail. After a moment of frustration, he doubles his efforts and tries again.
M_37
Posts: 67

"I said...RATS NEED TO MOVE! NOW!"
The second time seems to work a little better, and he pulls the rats away from the drow while skirting around the pit.
"Hey, Beast, you alright down there, or you need me to bail you out?!"
[sblock=Actions]Standard Action: Footwork Lure on Rat swarm, 12, misses.
Action Point: Footwork Lure on Rat Swarm again, 20, 13 damage. Phix shifts to F1, sliding the rat swarm into G2 where he just left. He also
marks the rat swarm.
Assuming the rat swarm misses with any of its attacks, Phix will use Goblin tactics to shift to E1.[/sblock]
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As Rashad does a quick work of the last halfling, Manthie is now free to smirk, and to point a crooked finger at the male shifter, cursing him in
the eyes of his patrons. It is only once his soul his marked for his masters that the warlock calls upon their tutelage to steal his vitality. Oit
Treum, Oim Siv !
The half-elf spits a dark purple ray that goes straight to the shifter...

Thot
Posts: 1215

[sblock=Actions]Minor action : Curse male shifter
Standard action : Cast Vampiric Embrace on male shifter. Attack = 1d20 +4 (con) +1 (level) + 1 (implement) = 15; damage = 2d8+4 = 17; Extra
damage thanks to curse = 1d6 = 4. Manthie gains 7 temporary hp on a hit
Move action : shift 1 square to H7, near the fire tank, aka Rashad[/sblock][sblock=Combat stats]HP : 37 / 41
Healing surges : 9 / 10 (11hp)
Second Wind [_] // AP [_]
Defenses :
[list][*] AC 16 (+1 level, +2 armor, +1 enhancement, +2 Int)
[*] Fort 16 (+1 level, +4 Con, +1 item)
[*] Ref 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Int, +1 item)
[*] Will 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Cha, +1 item)[/list]
Temporary effects and status received :
[list][*]None[/list]
Temporary effects and status inflicted :
[list][*]None[/list]
Encounter Powers (2)
[X] Vampiric Embrace, Con vs Will, PHB p132
[X] Fiery Bolt, Con vs Ref, PHB p133
[_] Commander's Strike, PHB p145[Race]
Daily Powers (1)
[_] Contagion, Cha vs Fort, FRPG p36
Utility Powers (1)
[_] Ethereal Stride, PHB p133[/sblock]

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Taking another step back, Elwist throws her hand forward, a long snaking tendril of violet-white light shooting towards Kelson as he begins to
move. Unfortunately, while the light latches onto the were-rat, it fails to hold and the attack is wasted.

Balthanon

[sblock=Actions]
Minor Action:
Move Action: Shift to J,3
Standard Action: Impelling Force vs Fort(Miss) 1d20+6=11, 1d10+4=14
Free Actions: Virtue of Valor (Rashad again)

Posts: 1616

Action Order: Minor > Move > Standard
Other Information:
[/sblock][sblock=Combat Block][code] QUICK STATS
|---------------------------------------|
|[post="17456618"]Elwist[/post] (F drow bard) |
|---------------------------------------|
|Str: 08 (+0)|HP: 37/37 |Bloodied: 18 |
|Con: 15 (+3)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 14 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Dex: 15 (+3)|Init: +3 |AC : 17 |
|Int: 10 (+1)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 15 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Wis: 13 (+2)|Insight: 18 |Will: 17 |
|Cha: 18 (+5)|Percept: 17 |XP: 2250 |
|---------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Majestic Word [ ][ ], Blunder [X], Impelling Force [X], Words of Friendship [ ]
Multiclass: Spiteful Glamor [ ], Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Racial: Total: [ ] (Cloud of Darkness, Darkfire)
Item: Wand of Psychic Ravaging (Eyebite) [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Stirring Shout [ ]
Bardic Ritual: Total [ ] (Comprehend Languages)
Items: Total: [ ], (None [ ])
Reaction
Virtue of Valor: Free action; w/in 10 squares, grant 4 temporary hit points to ally when enemy is brought to 0 hit points or bloodied[/sblock]
[sblock=OOC]
Cailte wrote:
He can only enter the squares of allies, if the starved dogs are not allies, then he cannot enter their squares and his position is correct.

Wasn't sure about that, since the Clear Path restriction doesn't explicitly mention enemies and the moving through occupied squares mentions
powers-- though the power doesn't explicitly mention that. [/SBLOCK]
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I'm taking Cailte's advice and moving this to after the actions.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

8 months ago :: Jan 08, 2009 - 5:07AM

Rising to his feet from where he was pushed into the wall Lariel pounces on the Gnoll again but is pushed aside easily, fore despite his
appearence he still needs to see to attack well, and shake his head all he will he cannot remove the affliction on his eyes.
Pounce vs Ref (1d20+1=4, 1d8+6=11)
Save (1d20=8)
MJ - can you post the summary post after our posts then start the new round? It makes it easier to follow/find
Cailte
Posts: 3826

[sblock=Lariel's Statblock]AC 18 Fort 13 Ref 15 Will 16
HP 36/18/9 (10 Damage, Blind (Save ends)) Surges 9 (0 Used) Action Points 0
At Will Powers: Pounce, Storm Spike, Savage Rend
Encounter Powers: Elven Accuracy [ ] Cull the Herd [*] Call Lightning [*] Bark Skin [ ] Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Daily Powers: Wind Prison [ ]
Magic Items Powers: Hide Veteran's Armor +1 [ ], Potion of Healing [ ]
Str 11 +0 (+1) Dex 16 +3 (+4) Wis 18 +4 (+5)
Con 14 +2 (+3) Int 10 +0 (+1) Cha 10 +0 (+1)
Speed: 8 Initiative: +6
Feats: Ritual Casting, Warrior of the Wild, Quick Draw
Trained Skills: Nature (+12), Perception (+12) Stealth (+8)*, Endurance (+7)*, Arcana (+6)
(*Armour Penalty Applied)
Rituals: Animal Messenger, Make Whole, Comprehend Languages, Endure Elements, Explorer's Fire
[/sblock]
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Rashad stumbled to his feet in a haze, numbly pulling Kelson's knife out from his shoulder with a free hand. For just a moment it looks like the
wounded and confused tiefling is about to succumb to desperation, but he reached out and clenched the exotic jade amulet around his neck and
whispered some sort of oath or prayer to himself. The act seemed to grant the beleaguered gladiator a surge of confidence, and he shook away
the confusion of his painful condition and opened his eyes.
Twirling his wickedly curved sword in a defensive warding posture around him, Rashad flashed his charismatic smile once again and beckoned
the similarly blinded shifter. "Come on, just one more round then?"
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

[sblock=Mechanics]
25 damage from last round, 21 after Temporary HP are subtracted
Dazed action: Second Wind (+Surge (9) hp, +2 to defenses until end of Rashad's next turn)
so at 12 damage total now.
Saving Throws (Dazed; 1d20=12)(Blinded; 1d20=8)
Free action: Amulet of Resolution re-roll (Blinded) (1d20=15)
[/sblock]

[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
Aegis of Assault: Gelirr
+2 to all Defenses until end of next turn
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 27/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [X], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [X], Incendiary Sword [X]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [X][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [X], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [X])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
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Around him, the hordes of rodents continually gather, their numbers seemingly endless. Phix Does the best job he can avoiding their assaults,
almost failing to notice Kelson attempting to slip away through the grate. despite being accosted on all sides, he nimbly moves from his
position to a more advantageous one near Kelson.
"Oh, no no no no....you think you can just waltz outta here in the middle of our little game? Just because your side isn't coming out ahead? Tsk
tsk tsk....tha's just poor sportsmanship, if y'ask me. I mean, we at least are indebted to you for that lovely dagger you gave Rashad..."
M_37
Posts: 67

With that, Phix begins to stomp his feet in a manner similar to the Cyran tago, getting into a particular rhythm with the music of the battle
around him. He lashes his blade out at Kelson, spins, attacks again, and repeats the action one last time before coming out of his whirling
frenzy.
[sblock=Actions]Move Action: Shift 1 square from F1 to E1.
Standard Action: Tempest dance against Kelson:
1st attack: 19, 11 damage; shift to D1
2nd attack: 14 (probably a miss), 10 damage; shift to C1
3rd attack: 12 (probably a miss...again...), 13 damage[/sblock]
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The half-elf is surprised by the strength left in the shifter. He hadn't expected such a thing, but his mind still registers the admonestation about
the Jackal Lord, out of the tip of his ear. Whoever that may be...
In the meantime, the warlock's body react on his own, and getting easily away from the weakened shifter, replies with another ray of fire aimed
straight at the heart. Burn in the Pits ! Whatever pity may be in him, Manthie hasn't made any show of it so far.
[sblock=Actions]Move action : Shift to H7
Standard action : Cast Hellish Rebuke on male shifter. Attack = 1d20 +4 (con) +1 (level) + 1 (implement) + 1 (Prime Shot) = 21 ; damage =
1d6+4+1d6 = 9
And male shifter takes another 1d6+4 of fire damage if Manthie takes damage before the end of his next turn.
Minor action : Wasted

Thot
Posts: 1215

Now, if the direct damage is enough to kill the shifter, Manthie gets 3 more temporary hp, thanks to his Dark One's Blessing.
But more importantly, he would use an Action Point to cast Contagion (FRPG, p36) on Kelson.[/sblock][sblock=Combat stats]HP : 37 + 7 thp / 41
Healing surges : 9 / 10 (11hp)
Second Wind [_] // AP [_]
Defenses :
[list][*] AC 16 (+1 level, +2 armor, +1 enhancement, +2 Int)
[*] Fort 16 (+1 level, +4 Con, +1 item)
[*] Ref 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Int, +1 item)
[*] Will 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Cha, +1 item)[/list]
Temporary effects and status received :
[list][*]7 temporary hp, from Vampiric Embrace on male shifter[/list]
Temporary effects and status inflicted :
[list][*]None[/list]
Encounter Powers (2)
[X] Vampiric Embrace, Con vs Will, PHB p132
[X] Fiery Bolt, Con vs Ref, PHB p133
[_] Commander's Strike, PHB p145[Race]
Daily Powers (1)
[_] Contagion, Cha vs Fort, FRPG p36
Utility Powers (1)
[_] Ethereal Stride, PHB p133[/sblock]

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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If Lariel was actually downed by that last attack from Gelirr, could I change my action to healing? Rashad was actually hit pretty badly last round
too, though I didn't realize that until he just posted his actions this round-- I didn't realize you had updated the actions on the previous page.
Also, were any of those enough to put the enemies at bloodied? Sounded like that might be the case with the male shifter.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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As indicated in his stat block Lariel has only taken 10 damage, he isn't bloodied yet.
Also Tempest Dance has to target 3 different creatures afaik.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

8 months ago :: Jan 08, 2009 - 10:30PM

Cailte wrote:
As indicated in his stat block Lariel has only taken 10 damage, he isn't bloodied yet.
Also Tempest Dance has to target 3 different creatures afaik.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

That's fine then.

8 months ago :: Jan 08, 2009 - 11:45PM

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Around him, the hordes of rodents continually gather, their numbers seemingly endless. Phix does the best job he can avoiding their assaults,
almost failing to notice Kelson attempting to slip away through the grate. despite being accosted on all sides, he nimbly moves from his position
to a more advantageous one near Kelson.
"Oh, no no no no....you think you can just waltz outta here in the middle of our little game? Just because your side isn't coming out ahead? Tsk
tsk tsk....tha's just poor sportsmanship, if y'ask me. I mean, we at least are indebted to you for that lovely dagger you gave Rashad..."
With that, Phix begins to stomp his feet in a manner similar to the Cyran tango, getting into a particular rhythm with the music of the battle around
him.
Balthanon's right, you need to have new targets for every Tempest Dance attack. I'm going to reassign some of your attacks to the rat swarms
then.
Phix slashes at the rat swarms in front of him, slashing through the middle of one but merely scattering the other. His dance ends squared off
against Kelson and he makes a whirling slash at the man. Kelson has seen it coming, though, and ducks out of the way.
First attack against rats in G2 then shift to E1. Second attack against rats in E0, then shift to D1. Third attack against Kelson.
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Could I get an update on the marks, injuries, and bloodied status when you post Kelson and Gelirr's actions? Not sure where those are right
now, and I don't want to overwrite a mark with my Misdirected Mark if I decide to use that.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Sorry for nitpicking, but since the male shifter died, it "triggers" my condition for spending an Action Point, as written
[COLOR="Gray"]here[/COLOR]
His animalistic foe down, Manthie took a quick look at the situation, and could see that their betrayer, Kelson, was running away. If there was
anything the half-elf didn't like, it was that kind of thing, and maddened with anger, he called upon the most foul powers he knew, willing the very
body of his foe to turn against him.
Thot
Posts: 1215

[sblock=Actions]Standard action from AP : Cast Contagion on Kelson. Attack = 1d20 +2 (con) +1 (level) + 1 (implement) = 14; Hit = Ongoing 10
poison dmg (save ends); Miss = Ongoing 5 poison dmg (save ends)
[/sblock][sblock=Combat stats]HP : 37 + 7 thp / 41
Healing surges : 9 / 10 (11hp)
Second Wind [_] // AP [X]
Defenses :
[list][*] AC 16 (+1 level, +2 armor, +1 enhancement, +2 Int)
[*] Fort 16 (+1 level, +4 Con, +1 item)
[*] Ref 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Int, +1 item)
[*] Will 15 (+1 level, +1 class, +2 Cha, +1 item)[/list]
Temporary effects and status received :
[list][*]7 temporary hp, from Vampiric Embrace on male shifter[/list]
Temporary effects and status inflicted :
[list][*]None[/list]
Encounter Powers (2)
[X] Vampiric Embrace, Con vs Will, PHB p132
[X] Fiery Bolt, Con vs Ref, PHB p133
[_] Commander's Strike, PHB p145[Race]
Daily Powers (1)
[X] Contagion, Cha vs Fort, FRPG p36
Utility Powers (1)
[_] Ethereal Stride, PHB p133[/sblock]

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Right now Kelson, the shifter, and Gelirr are all hurt, as well as the first rat swarm (G2). Kelson and the swarm are actually alright, but Gelirr
looks like death and the shifter is bloodied. Also, Phix is marking the injured rat swarm and Rashad is marking Gelirr.
As for Manthie's action, you're totally right, Thot. Sorry about that...
As the shifter's body tumbles to the floor, the half-elf hurls a ball of festering disease at Kelson across the room. The quick-witted man sees it just
before it hits him and manages to duck the worst of it. The filth splatters on the wall just the same, covering Kelson in disease.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Actually, so that means Kelson is bloodied.
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Taking in the state of the opponents left in the room, Elwist straightens and calls out, "Surrender! I would rather have answers than bodies and
I'm sure you would rather live."
Projecting a palpable aura of confidence, Elwist moves to the side of the pit, ignoring the pain in her leg to minimize its affect on her gait. Fixing
each of the bleeding opponents in the room with an individual stare, she continues, "You may be able to inflict a few more wounds, but we've
barely tapped our reserves at this point. Gelirr, you're trapped-- your god may strike at us after your death, but you won't get to see it. Kelson,
you know the sisters can track you down, no matter how far you get outside this room. You've failed here."
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

[sblock=Actions]
Not sure if Kelson is still going to be in the room when this goes off, but...
Minor Action: Inspire Competence (Intimidate)
Move Action: Move to G,6
Standard Action: Intimidate vs Will - (Kelson) 1d20+14=19, (Gelirr) 1d20+14=25, (shifter) 1d20+14=24
Free Actions: Virtue of Valor (4 hit points to Manthie, 4 points to whoever put Gelirr at bloodied)
Action Order: Move > Minor > Standard
Other Information: Intimidate is a straight check vs Will to force a surrender. If the target is hostile they get a +10, if they're unfriendly they get
a +5-- so I'm assuming each of these get a +10 to their defence.
Also, everyone else now has a +2 to their Intimidate score for the rest of the encounter as well.
[/sblock][sblock=Combat Block][code] QUICK STATS
|---------------------------------------|
|[post="17456618"]Elwist[/post] (F drow bard) |
|---------------------------------------|
|Str: 08 (+0)|HP: 37/37 |Bloodied: 18 |
|Con: 15 (+3)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 14 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Dex: 15 (+3)|Init: +3 |AC : 17 |
|Int: 10 (+1)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 15 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Wis: 13 (+2)|Insight: 18 |Will: 17 |
|Cha: 18 (+5)|Percept: 17 |XP: 2250 |
|---------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Majestic Word [ ][ ], Blunder [X], Impelling Force [X], Words of Friendship [ ], Inspire Competence [X]
Multiclass: Spiteful Glamor [ ], Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Racial: Total: [ ] (Cloud of Darkness, Darkfire)
Item: Wand of Psychic Ravaging (Eyebite) [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Stirring Shout [ ]
Bardic Ritual: Total [ ] (Comprehend Languages)
Items: Total: [ ], (None [ ])
Reaction
Virtue of Valor: Free action; w/in 10 squares, grant 4 temporary hit points to ally when enemy is brought to 0 hit points or bloodied[/sblock]
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Round 3

I agree, I put Gelirr there because he's not strictly allied with the dogs (as you can see above!). Also, I'm not going to lie, that last round was a lot
of fun. Typing up these posts takes a while but I like these 4e powers!

Mephit_james_02

Rising to his feet from where he was pushed into the wall Lariel pounces on the Gnoll again but is pushed aside easily, fore despite his
appearence he still needs to see to attack well, and shake his head all he will he cannot remove the affliction on his eyes.

Posts: 2319

Rashad stumbled to his feet in a haze, numbly pulling Kelson's knife out from his shoulder with a free hand. For just a moment it looks like the
wounded and confused tiefling is about to succumb to desperation, but he reached out and clenched the exotic jade amulet around his neck and
whispered some sort of oath or prayer to himself. The act seemed to grant the beleaguered gladiator a surge of confidence, and he shook away
the confusion of his painful condition and opened his eyes.
Twirling his wickedly curved sword in a defensive warding posture around him, Rashad flashed his charismatic smile once again and beckoned
the similarly blinded shifter. "Come on, just one more round then?"
Manthie is surprised by the strength left in the shifter. He hadn't expected such a thing, but his mind still registers the admonestation about the
Jackal Lord, out of the tip of his ear. Whoever that may be...
In the meantime, the warlock's body react on his own, and getting easily away from the weakened shifter, replies with another ray of fire aimed
straight at the heart. Burn in the Pits! Whatever pity may be in him, Manthie hasn't made any show of it so far. The fiery blast reduces the
shifter to a charred skeleton in seconds, filling the room with acrid smoke.
His animalistic foe down, Manthie took a quick look at the situation, and could see that their betrayer, Kelson, was running away. If there was
anything the half-elf didn't like, it was that kind of thing, and maddened with anger, he called upon the most foul powers he knew, willing the very
body of his foe to turn against him. As the shifter's body tumbles to the floor, the half-elf hurls a ball of festering disease at Kelson across the
room. The quick-witted man sees it just before it hits him and manages to duck the worst of it. The filth splatters on the wall just the same,
covering Kelson in disease.
The female shifter shakes her head and rubs black sand from her eyes. As she focuses again on the room, she glares at Rashad and grips her
sword. "Gladly," she growls and slashes at Rashad viciously. It would have been another stunning blow, but for the swordmage's fancy sword
work. As it is, the blade comes near enough for Rashad to feel the wind of the blow on his neck...
Around him, the hordes of rodents continually gather, their numbers seemingly endless. Phix does the best job he can avoiding their assaults,
almost failing to notice Kelson attempting to slip away through the grate. despite being accosted on all sides, he nimbly moves from his position
to a more advantageous one near Kelson.
"Oh, no no no no....you think you can just waltz outta here in the middle of our little game? Just because your side isn't coming out ahead? Tsk
tsk tsk....tha's just poor sportsmanship, if y'ask me. I mean, we at least are indebted to you for that lovely dagger you gave Rashad..."
With that, Phix begins to stomp his feet in a manner similar to the Cyran tango, getting into a particular rhythm with the music of the battle around
him. He lashes his blade out at Kelson, spins, attacks again, and repeats the action one last time before coming out of his whirling frenzy.
Around him, the hordes of rodents continually gather, their numbers seemingly endless. Phix does the best job he can avoiding their assaults,
almost failing to notice Kelson attempting to slip away through the grate. despite being accosted on all sides, he nimbly moves from his position
to a more advantageous one near Kelson.
"Oh, no no no no....you think you can just waltz outta here in the middle of our little game? Just because your side isn't coming out ahead? Tsk
tsk tsk....tha's just poor sportsmanship, if y'ask me. I mean, we at least are indebted to you for that lovely dagger you gave Rashad..."
With that, Phix begins to stomp his feet in a manner similar to the Cyran tango, getting into a particular rhythm with the music of the battle around
him. Phix slashes at the rat swarms in front of him, slashing through the middle of one but merely scattering the other. His dance ends squared
off against Kelson and he makes a whirling slash at the man. Kelson has seen it coming, though, and ducks out of the way.
First attack against rats in G2 then shift to E1. Second attack against rats in E0, then shift to D1. Third attack against Kelson.
Kelson smiles nastily as he looks back up at Phix. "Nice try, boyo," he sneers, "But too slow!" Pulling open the grate, Kelson dives headlong
into the dripping opening. Phix is left to deal with the rat swarms who quickly move to surround him. Driven on by the retreating thief's orders,
the swarms cover Phix's legs, biting and gnashing until the goblin is covered in blood. First swarm does 12 damage, second swarm does 10.
Gelirr launches another cloud of blackness, this one smaller and directed at Lariel only. The cloud strikes the blundering hound in the side of
the head, and clouding his mind further. 5 damage.
Taking in the state of the opponents left in the room, Elwist straightens and calls out, "Surrender! I would rather have answers than bodies and
I'm sure you would rather live."
Projecting a palpable aura of confidence, Elwist moves to the side of the pit, ignoring the pain in her leg to minimize its affect on her gait. Fixing
each of the bleeding opponents in the room with an individual stare, she continues, "You may be able to inflict a few more wounds, but we've
barely tapped our reserves at this point. Gelirr, you're trapped-- your god may strike at us after your death, but you won't get to see it. Kelson,
you know the sisters can track you down, no matter how far you get outside this room. You've failed here."
The shifter looks uncertainly down into the pit at her leader. Gelirr focuses on the drow woman with a glare and lowers his hand. "Do as she
says," he tells the shifter, "But say nothing!"
[sblock=Updated Map][code][overline]

[/overline]
* - pit (eight feet down)
G - Gelirr (injured)
K - Kelson (injured)
m - male shifter (injured)
f - female shifter (injured)
1 - halfling (dead)
2 - halfling
3 - halfing (marked [R])
a - starved dog
b - starved dog
c - starved dog
d - starved dog
# - rat swarm
P - Phix
E - Elwist
M - Manthie (injured)
L - Lariel
R - Rashad[/code]
[/sblock]
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Alright, both the remaining components are heavily injured so Elwist's intimidation inspires them to surrender.
The shifter woman throws her weapon down and looks at Rashad with pure hatred. She scowls, crinkling her eyepatch, and the adventurers can
see her body sag a little as the adrenaline of battle leaves her. Gelirr stands very still in the pit, looking only at Lariel with an unreadable
expression. He stance looks tired as well, though determined.
The rats surrounding Phix abruptly scatter and follow their master down the sewer tunnel. In seconds there is no sign of either of them.
Mephit_james_02

Excellent job on the first fight, guys! That's 850 XP all around.

Posts: 2319
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Rashad laughed joyously even as he barely deflected the shifter's rage-fueled attack. "Good.. Good! A powerful swing, some real emotion
there! Now, if you could just anticipate the defense a little less, flow more easily into a backstep reversal and then... ah, I must be
going. Next time!"
Gelirr launches another cloud of blackness, this one smaller and directed at Lariel only. The cloud strikes the blundering hound in the side of
the head, and clouding his mind further...
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Rashad glanced over his shoulder, eyes sharpening as he saw Gelirr lower his defenses for an ill-advised attack against Lariel. Whispering a
forgotten syllable of Mabaran to the fiery spirits of battle, he was suddenly translocated from his impromptu sword-fighting lesson with the shifter
in a brief nimbus of burning heat, erupting into the pit in the center of the room. With a blurringly fast slash Rashad sought to make Gelirr pay for
his foolish mistake.
[sblock=Mechanics]
Immediate Reaction: Aegis of Assault teleport to E-4
Aegis of Assault (vs. Gelirr AC) (1d20+7=18)
Bloodhunt: If Gelirr is currently bloodied (not sure what 'injured' means here..) then that attack has an additional +1 bonus.
Melee basic damage (Gelirr) (1d7+6=11)
[/sblock]

[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
Aegis of Assault: Gelirr
+2 to all Defenses until end of next turn
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 27/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [X], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [X], Incendiary Sword [X]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [X][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [X], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [X])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
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*waits to see if the Reaction kills Gellir before he can surrender*

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Whoops, I forgot about Aegir of Assault. Thanks for calling me on it.
Rashad sees it before anyone else. Gelirr's hand twitches underneath his sleeve and his hand suddenly rises, gripped in an eldritch gesture.
Before he can launch off whatever he was planning, there is a sword half-way through his chest. The hooked blade appeared out of nowhere, as
did the swordmage's hand holding it.
The gnoll slumps to the ground as the shadows which carried Rashad into the pit evaporate and an unseen tension leaves the room. The shifter
is the only enemy still standing and she looks around nervously at the party. She makes no move towards her weapon, though.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

That should have happened before Elwist's action so I've sort of fudged things here. Same difference, in my book.
EDIT: As a side note, people should send me "wish lists" of items they would love to find in treasure parcels. These should be items of second to
fourth level that I can place in your way. Use either spoiler blocks here or a private message, please.
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OOC: Nobody? Ok, me :)
Holding his smoking blade frozen in it's terminal swing over the unmoving body of Gelirr, Rashad was just as stationary as the dead gnoll for
several long seconds, eyes closed as if meditating on the significance of the sword strike he had just made. A thin layer of slick blood hissed and
steamed, being cooked away by the infernal heat that flowed through the exotic sword. With a click of finality he slid the weapon back into it's
sheath and climbed out of the pit, only just now seeming to notice that nobody else was moving.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

"Well? Such a foe is not one I wish to face again someday in any other circumstances... best to deal with such problems in a single
moment. One stroke, one cut thread." With a cryptic smile and a nod towards the shifter, the tiefling blade-magician walked back to the wall
by the door he had entered and lounged casually with his back against it, observing the reactions of the others. It was as if nothing had ever
happened and he was still waiting for the meeting they had planned all along to take place.

[sblock=End of combat book-keeping]
Rashad spends 2 healing surges to reach full HP. Encounter powers cleared.
[/sblock]
[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 39/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [ ], Incendiary Sword [ ]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [X][X][X][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [X], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [X])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
8 months ago :: Jan 16, 2009 - 6:00AM
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Frowning down at Gelir's corpse, Elwist glances over at the female shifter and asks, "Could someone tie her up for now? I suspect she isn't
going to know half what this one would have. We're going to have to track down Kelson and see what Jix'in knows about this."
If we are doing a short rest, I can use my encounter powers for healing to minimize the healing surges we spend. I also have a special ability that
increases the amount you heal per surge, so we should probably figure out as a group how much healing we need to do before spending the
surges.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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As the gnoll fall's dead and the others begin to take actions, Lariel finally shakes the black substance from his eyes and regains his vision. Then
he gives a mighty shake and gore spatters around him from the gnoll and the dogs.
He then shifts back into his elf form and looks up at Elwist. As the shifter is restrained by the others he asks calmly, "So can I eat the live one?"
His smile crooked as always due to his scars, as Elwist answers he makes his way to the corner of the pit and climbs out, to stand looking at the
captive.
Cailte
Posts: 3826

Save (1d20=16) (I made multiple rolls in case the first one failed... figures.
Intimidate (1d20+1=15) (I also forgot to reset to 1 roll.. but the first result was 15...)
(Just to be clear he waits for the Shifter to be restrained before suggesting he eat it. (He also doesn't really intend to eat the Shifter...a whole
human sized creature is just to much. ;))
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[sblock=Short Rest]
Balthanon]If we are doing a short rest, I can use my encounter powers for healing to minimize the healing surges we spend. I also
have a special ability that increases the amount you heal per surge, so we should probably figure out as a group how much
healing we need to do before spending the surges.

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

OOC: OK, sure. I had to look it up, but apparantly Song of Rest adds Elwist's Charisma modifier (+4) to the HP recovered from each healing
surge spent during a short rest, assuming Elwist feels like singing some ballad to us during that time frame. For Rashad that's the difference
between 2 surges spent and 1. So... is Elwist gonna start crooning? :P [/sblock]
Rashad was just about getting comfortable in his wall slouch until various insinuations of imprisonment and consumption were being made in
reference to the shifter. With a frown he stepped back into the center of the room, walking towards the shifter and holding up a hand in protest.
"No. This is not how we will handle a humbled adversary. Leave the barbarism to those pitiful dregs who scrounge at the edges of
civilization: our enemies. My lady, if you will hand over your weapons then I assure you that we will find no need to bind you in
imprisonment. That is a disgrace that no defeated warrior need suffer... if they will accept that they were outmatched with honor."
Diplomacy (Shifter captive) (1d20+8=21)
In the event that the shifter complies, Rashad tosses her weaponry casually at Elwist's feet and crosses his arms while the others discuss their
next move, standing by the shifter and apart from the party.
OOC: Above and beyond the fact that Rashad might simply not know whether Lariel is being serious or not, he strives for a little bit chivalry than
the average in Greywall.[ wrote:
If we are doing a short rest, I can use my encounter powers for healing to minimize the healing surges we spend. I also have a special ability that
increases the amount you heal per surge, so we should probably figure out as a group how much healing we need to do before spending the surges.
[/quote]
OOC: OK, sure. I had to look it up, but apparantly Song of Rest adds Elwist's Charisma modifier (+4) to the HP recovered from each healing surge spent
during a short rest, assuming Elwist feels like singing some ballad to us during that time frame. For Rashad that's the difference between 2 surges spent
and 1. So... is Elwist gonna start crooning? :P [/sblock]
Rashad was just about getting comfortable in his wall slouch until various insinuations of imprisonment and consumption were being made in reference
to the shifter. With a frown he stepped back into the center of the room, walking towards the shifter and holding up a hand in protest.
"[color=Red]No. This is not how we will handle a humbled adversary. Leave the barbarism to those pitiful dregs who scrounge at the
edges of civilization: our enemies. My lady, if you will hand over your weapons then I assure you that we will find no need to bind you in
imprisonment. That is a disgrace that no defeated warrior need suffer... if they will accept that they were outmatched with honor."
Diplomacy (Shifter captive) (1d20+8=21)
In the event that the shifter complies, Rashad tosses her weaponry casually at Elwist's feet and crosses his arms while the others discuss their next
move, standing by the shifter and apart from the party.
OOC: Above and beyond the fact that Rashad might simply not know whether Lariel is being serious or not, he strives for a little bit chivalry than the
average in Greywall.
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"Damn Kelson. We'll find him, and he'll pay. If we're lucky, just going after him will yield his body. I used a powerful curse on him. Fool !"
Manthie paced back and forth around the grate. Then, still completely uninterested in the female shifter, the Marked half-elf moved toward the pit
where the dead gnoll was lying, andspat on his body with disgust.
"As for the dog, I say good riddance. If he ain't with us, he's against us. And besides, he wasn't one to say anything to us, crazy lunatic. Nor is the
female, and for all I care, we should dispatch her here and know. Unless you've got anything to bargain, furry darling ?"
Thot
Posts: 1215

Haughty and disdainful, he clearly considered her as a useless burden.
Intimidate roll = [COLOR="Gray"]14
Nothing like a good ol' good cop / bad cop play to have her spill all she knows, I say :D
Btw, if the former post was somehow too explicit, let me know, and I'll remove offending parts.[/COLOR]

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Cold eyes watching the shifter, Elwist shook her head ruefully as Rashad stepped beside the shifter and kicked her weapons over towards her.
Stooping to pick them up, she played with them idly as the others added their bits to the current drama.
"We'll see soon enough how this plays out and who gets their wish. As Manthie says, it depends largely upon your own actions." The last was
directed to the female shifter, eyes half lidded as the drow examined their captive.

Balthanon

[SBLOCK=OOC]Probably not crooning, but she'll tell a story during the rest to speed it along. Something with a moral maybe, like taking
prisoners to keep yourself from being left in the dark. ;)

Posts: 1616

I'll post a bit more later. (For those intimidating, don't forget to add your +2 bonus.)[/SBLOCK]

8 months ago :: Jan 16, 2009 - 10:53PM
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Again Lariel only offers to eat the shifter, if she is tied up. I said this multiple times in the last post. Can we stop proceeding as if he said he would
eat her until she is tied up...

Cailte
Posts: 3826

8 months ago :: Jan 17, 2009 - 7:27AM
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Balthanon wrote:
...Something with a moral maybe, like taking prisoners to keep yourself from being left in the dark. ;)

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

OOC: Eh... in the flow of a regular table-top game (where immediate reactions occur, you know, immediately) Gelirr never would have even had
the chance to surrender, and we wouldn't be having this discussion. I toyed with the idea of making my attack non-lethal, but considering his
actions towards us Gelirr very much earned his fate, at least in Rashad's eyes. He seems (from an IC perspective) like he would be a rather
dangerous prisoner to have for a number of reasons anyway... never trust a humbled mage of uncertain magical (or should I say specifically,
Ritual) abilities to not make life difficult for you in the future. I'll go with what makes sense in-game.
Sorry Cailte; I tried to make Rashad's speech about as non-specific as possible for your sake. Aside from an OOC fluff text (where I got a little
overly dramatic, for drama's sake) I don't think anything was said by anyone directly referencing a comment Lariel had not yet made RE: shifter
lunch.
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OOC: Elwist is pretty much all about having the right information-- it's part of what has kept her alive in a hostile environment this long, so she
would probably still react like that. After the group found out what Gelirr knew, then she wouldn't have cared to keep him around. :) (And Rashad
probably would, since he would have surrendered.)

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

8 months ago :: Jan 17, 2009 - 11:18AM
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I wrote this post but then got tied up in something (heh, irony) all last evening so I'm going to try and update it to reflect subsequent posts.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

The shifter is visibly unnerved by Lariel's sneering taunt but keeps her voice level as she answers. "Listen to the drow, one-ear. I'm just hired
muscle." As Rashad pulls himself out of the pit after the elf and attempts to placate the woman, she regards him with even more suspicion than
Lariel. Violence is a language this shifter understands; honeyed words are too often tricks. In the end, though, she seems to trust the
swordmage's words and slumps against the wall as she lets go of some of her tenseness.
"Take the sword," she says to Rashad, kicking the blade forward from where it had fallen to the ground. "I'll want it back eventually, but I'm not in
no position to use it now anyways." The looks up with searching eyes at the party, waiting for them to say something.
What she hears is surprising. First Manthie and then Elwist make vaguely threatening comments, and some fire returns to the shifter's eyes.
"Listen here, I'm just a merc here. It's not like Gelirr filled me in on the big plan. I'm not going to just sit around and be toyed with. If there's
something you all want to know and I know it, we can make a deal. Otherwise... I'm not going down without a fight." Slowly, the shifter pushes
herself upwardsagain and looks challengingly at Manthie and Lariel, but pointedly not looking at Rashad.
To make things clearer, the good cop/bad cop routine seems to be working, but she get defensive again after Manthie's attempt to Intimidate.
The role of the bad cop can be tricky in that you don't want to make them just angry; just like the other role doesn't want to act like everything will
be fine.

8 months ago :: Jan 18, 2009 - 2:01AM
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I beleive she is not tied up, as she is currently sheltered by Rashad, and Lariel hasn't said anything as a result. Yes a perfectly good intimidate
roll to waste. I made the last post to allow people that wanted to tie her up to do so and keep the game going forward. I'll just keep to a simple
linear chronology of posting next time...

Cailte
Posts: 3826

8 months ago :: Jan 18, 2009 - 9:46AM
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#94

"Enough, sit down. Let's start with anything you overheard between Kelson and Gelirr. When did Gelirr pick you up and when did he first get in
touch with the were-rat afterwards?" That little surprise had been vexing-- the man hadn't been a friend, but she had worked for him for several
years and hadn't realized he was a lycanthrope. In fact, come to think of it, lycanthropes in general were unusual outside of the Pack, and so far
as she knew they were as loyal to the sisters as any in Droaam. Yet there had been three full lycanthropes here this morning.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

8 months ago :: Jan 21, 2009 - 1:35PM
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Manthie wasn't one to back down on a challenge, and the shifter female should not push him.
"You are hired muscle, alright. Are you dumb, and blind, and deaf, too ? Now spill what you learnt, or I'll spill your brain. Clear ?"
But the half-elf was no stranger to "negociations", and he moved back a bit, leaving most of the sweet-talking to the others. Meanwhile, he
moved to Gelirr's body, and searched it for a clue.
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Thot
Posts: 1215
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Lariel moves away from the shifter and those speaking to her, he doesn't really care for such things, and his talents are not going to be
particularly useful with the talking staying friendly. Like the others not involved he moves around looking for other clues among those that fell.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

8 months ago :: Jan 22, 2009 - 3:00PM
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Alright, I apologize. Assuming she would be tied up was too much.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

The shifter crosses her arms in front of her defiantly. Pride shows clearly in her face and her single eye regards each of the speakers in turn.
"Gelirr contracted me north of here, a place called Fallcrest. Well outside of it, I don't get too near those self-righteous pig farmers." All of the
adventurers* have heard of the town at least, a hold out from the days when Breland owned these lands. The town refused to evacuate with
everyone else decades ago and now exists as a pocket of humanoids in this region.
"Gelirr already seemed to know Kelson when we got here. The rat said he'd already set up a meeting with someone named Elwist," the shifters
gaze flicks towards the drow briefly, "and we were to make sure she left with a few broken bones. I didn't sign up to fight a howling wizards guild,
though, or I wouldn't've come!" The shifter's sullen look only lasts a second before she realizes one other point. "Yeah, and after some
intimidation work here, Gelirr was taking Fasl an' me to a place called Thrul Maac. Talked about that place like it was home, but I never heard of
any town called Thrul Maac." Neither has the party, it must be tiny or a secret. Or both. "Sounds goblin," is all the shifter will say, wrinkling her
nose.
* Hmmm, not sure what geography falls under any more. I'll just assume some things and I guess people can make Int checks if they feel like
they should know more.

8 months ago :: Jan 22, 2009 - 11:41PM
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The shifter didn't really have any reason to lie with Gelirr dead and Elwist thought she was telling the truth. If that was the case, she wanted to
do two things next... the first was talking to Jix'in and determining if he had anything to do with this. The second would be tracking down Kelson-and if Jix'in hadn't had anything to do with this debacle, he might be able to help them there.
If he had, well... she didn't really feel much for her fellow drow after what her sister had done for her. She wouldn't feel any remorse when he
died.
Balthanon

Externally, Elwist turned her cool gaze upon the shifter and nodded. Glancing around at the others to see if they had any questions, she turned
back to the shifter. "One last question-- did Gelirr meet with anyone else or talk about anyone else while you were with him. Or about his god for
that matter."
If no one else has any questions, Elwist will actually suggest they tie up the shifter and leave her covered in the pit so she can't interfere with
them.

Posts: 1616

8 months ago :: Jan 23, 2009 - 4:13PM
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Manthie nodded approvingly as the shifter played fair and square. As for this Thrul Maac, he was clueless. He searched Gelirr's body further.
Strangely, I think History is the closest to Geography, in this case.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215

8 months ago :: Jan 23, 2009 - 5:09PM
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Thot wrote:
Strangely, I think History is the closest to Geography, in this case.

Streetwise might be appropriate as well since it is knowledge (local)-- those always overlapped a bit.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Finally getting relaxed again, Rashad pulled his sword free of it's scabbard and began to twirl it about in his hands lazily. He squinted down the
length of the blade's edge discerningly and swooped it left and right as if testing the balance. It was something of an unconscious habit for the
tiefling... rather like pacing while thinking.
"This Gelirr fellow, you would have described him as religious, yes? I wonder if Thrul Maac is not a town as such, but rather some
sort of holy site?
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

At any rate, such a place may be indeed be strange to a citizen of the lands of Droaam, but do not think it bluster on my part to tell
you that I once studied at one of the greatest repositories of fiendish knowledge that has existed on this plane! Well, after I
successfully outwitted that Efreet, of course. Have I ever told you about the one time...?"
Just as he seemed on the edge of veering into a characteristically over-wrought tall tale of his perilously adventurous youth within the walls of a
distant infernal keep, the swordsman sharpened suddenly onto the task at hand. With a keen flourish that seemed to nearly ignite the air around
him, Rashad sheathed his blade and closed his eyes in contemplation. He felt sure that something important would come to mind momentarily...

History check (Thrul Maac) (1d20+5=24)
8 months ago :: Jan 24, 2009 - 2:23AM
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=Balthanon;17699097]Streetwise might be appropriate as well since it is knowledge (local)-- those always overlapped a bit.
Actually, thinking about this further, I think knowledge (geography) probably falls into three knowledge skills-- Nature, Dungeoneering, and
Streetwise. Nature for anything buried out in the wilderness above ground, Dungeoneering for locales under the earth and entrances to such, and
Streetwise for within and around cities (maybe to cities as well).
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

History might do for ancient ruins as well.
Multi-Quote
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I'm just going to face facts I'll be gone for another 24 hours or so most likely.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

8 months ago :: Jan 26, 2009 - 1:05PM

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Multi-Quote

Quote

Edit

[sblock=Geography]I think I'm going to mesh Thot's and Balthanon's interpretations here. "Known" places fall under History and Streetwise. History
is for knowing the general locations of things and falls under cartography as we know it. When most people haven't actually seen a map, your
knowledge of how nations were shaped is the best way to tell where things are ("Wroat? That was the furthest extent north of the Sharn
Confederacy way back when. It's about two-hundred miles up the Dagger from the City of Towers."). Streetwise is more for how well you know
common directions, such as districts in a city or the general direction of someplace ("Wroat? Yeah, some guy over in the Lazy Eye told me he'd
come from there two days ago. East I think.").
Meanwhile, "unknown" things are covered by Dungeoneering and Nature. As Balthanon said this split occurs between things which are above
ground and those which are below.[/sblock]
Rathan hasn't heard of any fiendish site with the name Thrul Maac. It does indeed seem like goblin name, however, which fits given the history of
the area.
[sblock=What Rashad remembers about Dhakaan.]Millenia ago, the Dhakaani goblins built a fortress to defend the valley between the Graywall
Mountains and the Byeshk Mountains. Droaam was a land of monsters even then, and while the Dhakaani built a number of cities past the
Graywall, they wanted to be sure they could hold the gate. This fortress, known as Korash Khaar, eventually became modern Graywall after falling
to the daelkyr lord Dyrrn the Corruptor. "Thrul Maac" could either be an older goblin site within the walls of Graywall (though underground) or one
of the settlements farther to the west.[/sblock]
[sblock=For Phix]While he may not be as skilled with book-learning, Phix immediately understands the name. "Thrul Maac" is a goblin phrase, or
near enough to one, which means "Dark Shell" or "Shadow Shell". He hasn't read any Dhakaani scrolls (Obviously! Those are thousands of years
old! Boring!) but he can guess that this might mean "Shadow Fortress" since the shell which maac means is more of a tortoise shell and is
frequently used to mean a protected place in general.
Thrul, on the other hand, is one of those old stodgy words. Translating it as "shadow" is about the best one can do with the fickle Common tongue,
but it has some chilling, malicious conotations that "shadow" alone falls far short of.[/sblock] The shifter shakes her head at Elwist's question. "No,
no one else. But he talked about his god enough. 'Religious' don't cut it," she adds, glancing at Rashad. "I thought he was just a normal priest o'
the Mockery like most o' the hyenas, but this Jackal Lord fellow seemed pretty real to me. Gelirr would tell Fasl an' me about how he was 'coming
to claim Droaam' an' we should 'choose the true side' and stuff. Cult talk, I think. Fasl thought it was some new gnoll warlord but I..." she looks
down at the corpse of the gnoll priest nervously, as if expecting him to come back. "I don't know. He didn't talk to the halflings that Kelson brought
about this lord. The rat seemed pretty sold on things, but Gelirr told me once that the Jackal Lord were only for the 'true beast servants'. Now I'm
proud of being a shifter but the way Gelirr'd talk about things was just... Well it was creepy."
She looks hard at the group after this rush of information. "Is that it? I told you all I know, honestly. There's no hard feelings from me, I'll just head
back towards Fallcrest if you all are done."
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"What was the innkeeper here told when you came in, do you know?"

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

8 months ago :: Jan 26, 2009 - 6:56PM
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Do we do our short rest before talking to Jix'in or after? If before, we might be able to have him start on tracking down Kelson if he isn't part of this.
If he is, then we're going in at probably around half power.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
Quote

Multi-Quote

8 months ago :: Jan 27, 2009 - 3:43PM

Report Post #107

Manthie didn't expect much more from the Shifter, and she was as good as free in his mind. She hadn't betrayed Droaam, nor sided with the Kings
of Men. Another day in the life of a mercenary. But Kelson would still have to pay, though... Now, let her just answer Elwist satisfyingly, and move
on.
The half-elf's tattoo-like shape on his face seemed to grow dim, as if some light behind it was slowly sealed.
Thot

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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"The old drow?" the shifter wrinkles her nose. "He was pouring himself a big glass of gin when we came in the door. Didn't seem to notice us much,
if ya ask me."
If Jix'in is involved here, a short rest could give him the chance to get away.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
Multi-Quote

8 months ago :: Jan 28, 2009 - 12:01PM
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After a moment of quietly nodding to himself with a smile, Rashad smiled broadly. Gesturing with his arms outstretched and looking from Manthie
to Lariel and at all the others, Rashad sought to end the conversation on a high note.
"I think I speak for all of my companions when I say that you have been most honorable for revealing what you know. We have no
reason to detain you any longer. Go and tell your companions to beware this Jackal Lord and the teachings of his disciples. Hopefully
you can avert further catastrophe such as happened here today.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Well then, the danger is clear! This Jackal Lord seeks to interfere in the politics of Graywall and is clearly a threat to the noble agents
of the, ah, rightful powers that be. After our fine leader has reported back to her... superiors, surely we will then be able to begin the
task of prying their wretched hands from meddling within the city."
With a bow to Elwist Rashad retreated away from the center of the room and walked off to find Jix'in and finish his story. Maybe if he was lucky
some patrons would have arrived at the bar by now and the audience would be bigger... maybe!
OOC: Rashad has, noticeably, told no one of what he might have remembered about the possibilities of 'Thrul Maac's' origins. It isn't enough for
him to connect the dots yet and he would prefer to hold it close to the chest for the time being.

8 months ago :: Jan 28, 2009 - 2:27PM
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"I think we had all best go see Jix'in before you begin your story again, Rashad. And, no offense to you, Shifter, but I would rather you were not at
our backs or too far ahead until we are ready to hunt down the wererat." The last was said as she gestured ahead of the group, following after the
shifter moved on ahead and keeping a sharp ear out for the drow who owned this establishment. "If you'll stay in sight for a bit, there will be a few
golds to see you on your way to Fallcrest."
Assuming, of course, that she didn't turn on the group.
Balthanon

Just to check-- our passive Insight score is used for the standard detection of bluffing in conversation, right?

Posts: 1616
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Yep, I've been watching your passive Insights.
This is a conversation that the shifter woman understands. "Sure, but I'm not doing any fighting unless there's an awful lot of gold. Anything that
you lot need help with is likely to be over my head anyways." Her fanged mouth twists into a smile but her eyes are not joking.
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Lariel falls into step with the others when they move out.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

8 months ago :: Feb 01, 2009 - 1:58PM

Manthie once again listens selectively to the long-winded speech of Rashad. Only when the tiefling mentions the possibility that the Jackal Lord
may be a real threat does the half-elf nods more strongly. That, and the possibility that Jix'in might be involved.
He had always looked up at the drow as something of a model, someone smoothly integrated in Droaam, and removed from the world at large.
Unfortunately, it was not something Manthie could afford to do anymore, for he had seen how much the world around was unfair. And it was not
something Manthie could tolerate any longer.
Thot
Posts: 1215
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So, are you guys going to just walk down the hallway to see Jix'in? Are you taking a rest to recouperate? Are you kicking in the door and
knocking him around?
Normally I hate doing all-OOC posts, but I don't want to assume. You know what happens when you assume, right? You get your party beaten to
a pulp by a psychotic drow tavern owner... It's just a saying, though, don't read too much into that. :D

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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I don't think we're resting. Manthie doesn't intend to, at least.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215
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No resting, we're just going to be walking in and asking some pointed questions to begin. I'll be going the diplomacy route this time to start, with
Words of Friendship. If he goes psychotic, well... we can handle that when it occurs.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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OOC: I don't even know such a conversation is occuring... Rashad left the group a while ago and is just strolling in on Jix'in like nothing
happened, then finishing his great story. And ordering some gin.
Everyone else can deal with that how they wish...?
EDIT - after Balthanon's post below: Spoil-sport.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Incidentally, shouldn't we really get an OOC thread to handle stuff like this without cluttering the gameflow? That's the one thing that is a major
advantage over on the Play-by-Post Haven, not having to deal with this bogus "no-OOC thread for you after your game is started" business. Oh
god, it's the Real Adventures gestapo, they're coming for me, time to run.
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Elwist commented on that and followed almost immediately after Rashad stated his intentions, so it wouldn't have been awhile ago.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Don't get us thrown out of here, dark080matter! :P
Sorry for holding things up then.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Rashad pushes open the door to Jix'in's room and stops short, wondering where the old drow went to. Elwist barges in right after, walking
irregularly on her bad leg, just as the tiefling spies a boot behind the bed. Taking another step forward, he sees Jix'in sprawled against the far
wall between it and the bed with a knocked-over bottle of spitweed gin next to his left hand and a crumpled piece of paper next to his left. "'S
you," he slurs, looking up at Rashad with bleary eyes. "Thought you stood a chance. Doesn't matter, though. They'll kill her anyways..."
He half-lifts the bottle off the floor then seems to give the motion up in disgust.

8 months ago :: Feb 03, 2009 - 8:03AM
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#120

With a cautious smile Rashad walked over to Jix'in's side and squatted calmly beside him. Gingerly he picked up the fallen bottle and tipped a
leftover drop of gin onto the floor.
"Jix'in, Jix'in... it seems like you anticipated my request a little too well. Since you look happy down there I'll just go serve myself...
put it on the tab, would you?"

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

He then reached across and gently pried the crumpled-up wad of paper from Jix'in's other hand. On his way out the door Rashad tossed the
piece of paper into Elwist's hand, not having bothered to look at it.
"Not an easy town for a lady of grace such as yourself. May I recommend we try to lay low for awhile? Could make my job a bit
easier, you know."
A minute or so after he leaves Elwist and Jix'in alone, the clatter of over-turned bottles can be heard out in the bar along with a colorful string of
cursing in Mabaran.
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Smoothing out the paper, Elwist raises an eyebrow at the drunken drow and says, "They? They who, Jix'in?"
As she waits on the drows answer, she glances down and examines it, her gaze coming up to the innkeeper at regular intervals.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Lariel waits at the doorway to see what happens inside, his attention split between the hallway and the happenings in the room.
I will probably be very erratic for the next 2 weeks... I will try to keep on top of it but that may not be possible as I only have access at work at the
moment.
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Jix'in resists Rathan for a second and then gives up, letting the paper go while his hand clunks back to the floor. "Those ones," he says to
Elwist, motioning down the hall. "Those kiv'tallou and their dogs. They stole my Anna, then said they'd kill her if I interfered. You all
were supposed to walk into the trap, then they'd let her go." Jix'in looks miserable, but begins to leverage himself off the floor with effort. "I
don't really believe him, but I've no idea where they took her. I'm finished without her, mark or no mark."
Elwist, reading the note, is the only one with a clear idea of what this last sentence means.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Letter][FONT="Palatino Linotype"]Jix'in,
Anna is safe, but she will only remain so if you cooperate. Do not interfere with the priest who arrives to meet with the Sisters'
drow messenger, and tell no one about this letter. We will know if you do, and Anna will die slowly for your foolishness.[/FONT]

At the bottom of the letter was the ink print of a hand. It looked like the clawed hand of a gnoll and had the thumb and forefinger separated from
the other three. The Oath Mark had been a promise of vengeance and death in Droaam since before the Last War. It was not used lightly since it
was taken as an oath to the Fury itself. Failure to make good on a threat sealed with the mark was believed to bring the Fury's wrath down and
the targets of marks routinely annihilated such failures. The Oath Mark was only used when the sender was entirely confident in his position of
strength. No wonder Jix'in was drinking himself unconscious wrote:
[FONT="Palatino Linotype"]Jix'in,
Anna is safe, but she will only remain so if you cooperate. Do not interfere with the priest who arrives to meet with the Sisters' drow messenger, and tell
no one about this letter. We will know if you do, and Anna will die slowly for your foolishness.[/FONT][/quote]
At the bottom of the letter was the ink print of a hand. It looked like the clawed hand of a gnoll and had the thumb and forefinger separated from the other
three. The Oath Mark had been a promise of vengeance and death in Droaam since before the Last War. It was not used lightly since it was taken as an
oath to the Fury itself. Failure to make good on a threat sealed with the mark was believed to bring the Fury's wrath down and the targets of marks
routinely annihilated such failures. The Oath Mark was only used when the sender was entirely confident in his position of strength. No wonder Jix'in
was drinking himself unconscious; he'd just received a death sentence and it wasn't even signed.
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Manthie squeezed behind Elwist to enter Jix'in's office. The half-elf may not know who that Anna was, but it took no genius to inffer she was
the ladyheart of the drunk drow. And that he had been forced into submission through her abduction.

Thot

The strange moral compass of the Warlock was tinged, and his anger once again burned up to the surface, swelling, as he wanted to help that
poor man.
"We'll find them, Jix'in, I swear. And they'll pay for that. Very much."
It was not clear from his voice whether it was more important to find and punish the abducters, or to rescue Anna, whoever she may be. Possibly
the later, but probably the former, from the frightening turn his face had taken...

Posts: 1215

OOC : sorry, I couldn't resist. I really like this song ! :D
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Does Elwist know who Anna is?

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

7 months ago :: Feb 09, 2009 - 10:30PM
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None of the party has any idea who Anna is, even Elwist who has known him for years. Without more information, it's difficult to envision a
rescue operation and Jix'in doesn't seem comforted. "You don' even know where they went. 'S pointless."
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"Not entirely true Jix'n" Lariel observes from the doorway.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

7 months ago :: Feb 10, 2009 - 4:31PM

In case it becomes relevant, don't forget you all get a +1 to Diplomacy roll thanks to Manthie being a half-elf.
Is he referring to Thrul Maac ? While it is true that she may be detained there, it's much more likely she's somewhere in town...
In his typical, straight fashion, Manthie replied to the drow he once looked as some kind of model. Not that it showed.
"We sure won't find her if you don't open your mouth. Now tell us what she looks like, leave it to us, and enjoy your hangover. You got nothing to
lose, do ya' ?"
Thot
Posts: 1215
Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Eyeing the wreck before her, Elwist sniffed disdainfully. "I thought better of you than this, Jix'in. The plans of whoever kidnapped your 'Anna'
were ill-laid at best and have largely failed. The priest is dead through no fault of your own and you have a decision before you."
Gesturing with one hand, she takes in the state of the office, the empty bottle of liquor and the drow himself. "You can continue to drown your
sorrows and pretend that all will come out right if you only ignore the world long enough. It's an easy path, likely the easiest... but it will
accomplish nothing."
Balthanon

"Your other alternative is to get to your feet and sober up, do what you can to aid us, and help us to track down the scum who have taken your
precious one. Perhaps we will find her, though we may not. If not, you still have the opportunity for vengeance, to lay down life or livelihood on
behalf of your loved one."

Posts: 1616

Waiting only briefly on the reaction of the innkeeper, Elwist met his gaze and caught it with an intense stare of her own. "Fuma phor jal." Elwist
inserted the drow phrase that epitomized much of drow philosophy about tribe and family. "Are you drow, or little better than one of the rats that
has defiled your place of business?"

Diplomacy (Inspire Jix'in) (1d20+16=36) Words of Friendship for a +5 bonus. Beat that for a Diplomacy roll at 3rd level. ;)
7 months ago :: Feb 13, 2009 - 1:40AM
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#130

Jix'in struggles all the way to his feet and wipes a hand across his eyes. "'Snot the end of 'em, you know," he says sullenly, but he looks
better. "This gnoll's just the tip of the spear, Elwist, there's more behind him. He knew all about me an' how I got here. Knew about
you too." He eyes the other drow, then glances around at the rest of the group. "Nind ph' dal Xen'drik," he says and his hand squeezes the
window sill he is holding himself up on, "Ninta jabbuk zhah gareth."
Switching back to Galifarian, Jix'in looks intently at the rest of the group. "Anna's* my... my daughter." He looks around challengingly for a
minute as if he expects someone to object. "Her mother lived east of here near Orcbone. Didn't like the company here in Graywall...
Anyways, I haven't seen her in years, but this little half-drow shows up and says her mom's dead and she needs to hide out here. I
didn't want anyone to know I had family from Breland so I kept it quiet. They knew all about it, though, and now she's..." He pounds
the window sill and stairs out into the shadowy alley beyond. "Vulkoor's grasp, I don't know where they took her. Don't know a thing about
bein' a dad but I thought I could at least keep her alive."
*That's a really crazy video, by the way, Thot!
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#131

Elwist's eyes widen at the news the older dark elf conveys in the drow tongue. For a moment, her mind was cast back to her last moments in
Xen'drik-- her last moments as a free woman, or girl really.
[INDENT]Looking up through a haze of tears and blurry vision induced by a blow to the head, Elwist stared at her beloved sister in mute shock.
The betrayal of the woman she looked up to more than any save her mother still hadn't truly sunk in and she had stumbled along in a daze
behind Lystra for the better part of fifteen miles now.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

She felt blood seeping down her leg through the rough tourniquet tied tight around her thigh and tugged at the rope around her neck futilely.
Her sister's words didn't really register, but she shied away from the rough men with whom the young woman was speaking.
Swaying on her feet, Elwist's vision grew white and her head swam from the blood loss. Closing her eyes, she concentrated on staying awake
and not throwing up. She didn't want to make her sister even madder.
It wasn't until she felt a rough, calloused hand grab her arm that she opened her eyes again and when it swung her up and over a railing to
land heavily on a swaying deck, she did lose her lunch. Struggling to her knees, the little girl held the wooden railing with small hands and
looked on in disbelief as the shoreline began to recede. Her last view of Xen'drik was the slow, cold smile that spread across her sister's face-a smile that dashed the last of her hopes, just before a heavy blow brought a welcome darkness.[/INDENT]
Shaking her head, the bard cast off the memories, ignoring the faint taste that curdled her tongue and wrapping years of resentment and hate
around herself like an old, comfortable blanket. Her eyes meeting Jix'in's, she said softly, "gajak," then followed his lead and returned to
Galifarian.
"What about Kelson? You may not know about this group and the gnoll, but you know the city, Jix'in. What do you know about where he's likely
to go to ground? That scum has betrayed the sisters and he may know where your daughter is kept." Unfortunately, his betrayal also raised the
question of who else might have turned, and that meant they likely couldn't risk the authorities.
Does Elwist have any means of leaving messages for Sora Katra? I was just going to use Magic Mouth to leave a keyed message in a known
location, but if Elwist has a trusted contact she might use that instead.

7 months ago :: Feb 15, 2009 - 10:12AM
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Jix'in pauses and looks down at the floor for a moment. "I do know him, and so do you. If this priest knows him as well, he would have
told the rat nothing of his details." He looks up at Elwist. "It's worth a try, though. Look for him in the Korash Khaar, beneath the Skin
Factory." It's hard not to make a face at this news. Korash Khaar is the name for the Dhakaani town on whose ruins Graywall is built; now it
refers to the labyrinthine tunnels, pits, and makeshift sewers that underlie the whole city. It's a dangerous place as well as filthy and difficult to
find people in. The Skin Factory is about as appealing, several blocks of slaughterhouses in the Bloodstone (or "Sorghun") district. As can be
imagined, the tunnels beneath these establishments are rank with blood and other body parts that the butcher shops allow to flow into them.
About the only good news is that it's a short walk since the Pickled Imp is also located in Sorghun.
Jix'in, however, seems oblivious to all of these hardships and his now-sober eyes have one fixation. "Find him," he says coldly, "Find him and
torture him. Even if he knows nothing, he should pay for his role in this. I will find out what else I can."
A couple things you might have forgotten: the shifter mercenary (who is still standing in the hall) gave you a name of a location where she
thought they were headed. None of you knew where Thrul Maac was, but Jix'in might. For that matter, with Kelson revealed as a traitor, his
message that the meeting with the Sisters' contact was moved up might not be true. It's nearly noon now so the group may have a lead there.
In general, Elwist can use Magic Mouth to leave messages at a safehouse in the Throne district for her contact.
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"We did get one lead out of the one mercenary that was left alive... something about a place callled Thrul Maac." Kelson was likely the first lead
they would follow up on, if only to punish the rat, but as Jix'in said, he wouldn't necessarily have anything detailed.
Glancing at the hour-candle burning on the other drow's mantle, Elwist frowned and said, "Perhaps we should rest briefly and see if my contact
arrives at the normal time though. With Kelson's head start, we may find it easier to track him down in his normal haunts." Turning back to the
others, she raises an eyebrow slightly-- asking for their thoughts.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Good points MJ, and points I had missed in the thrill of the fight.
As the drow seems to remember he has a spine, the half-elf too seems to remember he has a heart. Of stone. When he speaks, the mark on his
face takes a slighlty sick brownish hue, that bodes no good.

Thot

"Don't worry for that. We'll find him, and he'll pay for what he did. I will make sure of that. And if he isn't there, we'll find him anyway, wherever
that rat may hide. By the way, [COLOR="Blue"]Furfur (pun intended) over there told us of a town named Thrul Maac, as our esteemed Lady
said. Rings any bell ? Might be there otherwise..."[/COLOR]
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Double-posts are embarassing...

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

7 months ago :: Feb 17, 2009 - 1:17AM

Jix'in shakes his head, clearly trying to chase gin fumes from it. "Thrul Maac?" he says, a weariness creeping into his voice. "Like the ruins? I
didn't know there was any town there. Wasn't last time I traveled south." He takes a deep, shuddering breath and licks his lips. "What...
what d'you intend to say to the contact?" He asks the group in general. "I mean about me and letting those cretins in and all? You
understand, right? I didn't have a choice."
Wow, quite a pun, Thot! I like to imagine you just have this sort of thing on the tip of your tongue. That shifter needs a nickname, anyways, since
she hasn't given you hers...
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Lariel glances at Manthie, then turns his attention to the shifter when he realises the half-elf is talking to the shifter and not him.
He does little more than spare Jix'in a glance and look at Elwist, its not like it mattered a lot to him as long as the Drow woman kept him and the
others on the good side of the sisters.
"Kelson's lies." He murmurs though, a thought escaping his lips in a timely fashion as he turns to watch the corridor again.
Cailte
Posts: 3826
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"Ruins, South of here, eh ? Sounds interesting enough... Now that gives us three tasks. Attending the meeting, checking the Skin Factory, and
those ruins."
Manthie looks at the others, and knows he has no choice.
"I say, we let him live, and say nothing. If Anna's dead, he is punished enough. If she's alive, he will know to take much more care of her, and he
will be grateful, won't you, Jix ?"
Thot
A daughter... I wish I could enjoy the feeling someday, unlikely though it is... Enjoy a pure feeling, merely...
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After a final, quietly audible shuffling of glasses out in the bar, Rashad reappeared in the doorway tipping a small amount of gin into an ice-filled
glass. He set the bottle down on the table in Jix'in's office and grinned jovially, although it seemed forced and his bright eyes shimmered with a
hint of noble tears.
"Well, the next decision sounds easy to me. After informing the higher-ups of our decision... we will have to track down Kelson
quickly and make him talk, for the sake of Anna. The ruins can wait, the peril of Jix'in's family must take priority!"
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Rashad swept his hopeful gaze around the hard-bitten group with an expectant smile. He'd seen tough crowds before, but something about the
callous bitterness of his allies seemed to shake him to his core.
"I'll... be out in the bar, watching for customers. Just, you know... give me a heads-up... whenever we decide we're ready to go?"
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Shall we take our short rest then? Who needs healing in what amounts?

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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It's possible to take your short rest while you talk to the contact, if you're waiting around for him. As long as you don't get too exercised in talking!
I kid, I kid...
Jix'in smiles and nods his gin-soaked head vigorously. "Thank you, thank you. I will make it up to you. That I swear." He motions after
Rashad, "Please feel free to wait out there and help yourself to whatever you would care to drink." The old drow looks very
accommodating and is motivated, if still nervous. He is willing to help out the group however he can and is eager to make no secret of it.
Mephit_james_02

I'll let you guys make whatever healing preparations you'd care to before bringing the Sisters' agent in.
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Alright, so I'm trying something new here. You guys get to be my guinea pigs in this but I hope to have all of my campaigns organized like this
soon. I created a wiki which I'll be expanding as the game progresses with more information. Can't remember what Jix'in's daughter's name is?
Curious about just what the party knows about Thrul Maac? It's all here. Let me know what you think.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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I wholeheartedly suport it ! :D
I once tried to create a webpage for a campaign of mine, and it's the same, just more organized ! Go go go !

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215
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Allowing for Bardic healing Lariel will spend 1 surge and be at full.
Lariel follows Elwist out to the bar, and looks around at the various drinks, and the room in general.
"Hopefully,"he thinks, "I will not have to miss this place, and damn me that I would."
His thoughts elicit a quiet sigh, and then he grabs a bottle of the mead he usually drinks and pours a glass as he listens to Elwist.
Cailte
Posts: 3826

[sblock=Lariel's Statblock]AC 18 Fort 13 Ref 15 Will 16
HP 36/18/9 (0 Damage,) Surges 9 (1 Used) Action Points 0
At Will Powers: Pounce, Storm Spike, Savage Rend
Encounter Powers: Elven Accuracy [ ] Cull the Herd [ ] Call Lightning [ ] Bark Skin [ ] Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Daily Powers: Wind Prison [ ]
Magic Items Powers: Hide Veteran's Armor +1 [ ], Potion of Healing [ ]
Str 11 +0 (+1) Dex 16 +3 (+4) Wis 18 +4 (+5)
Con 14 +2 (+3) Int 10 +0 (+1) Cha 10 +0 (+1)
Speed: 8 Initiative: +6
Feats: Ritual Casting, Warrior of the Wild, Quick Draw
Trained Skills: Nature (+12), Perception (+12) Stealth (+8)*, Endurance (+7)*, Arcana (+6)
(*Armour Penalty Applied)
Rituals: Animal Messenger, Make Whole, Comprehend Languages, Endure Elements, Explorer's Fire
[/sblock]
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Manthie needs no healing, thanks.
Time was of the essence, and the half-elf knew it. So he rushed his comrades a bit, but what else could he do ?
"So ? Now that those bums are out of the way, surely Elwist you can deal with the Sister's agent on your own ? With Phix if you need. And the
rest of us move to the Factory to root out Kelson before he's been able to dig a nest someplace so deep we can't find it. Good ? Everybody ?"
Thot
Posts: 1215

And we need to make preparation against a swarm of rats, if possible. Just in case our good druid there has less influence over them than a
were-rat...
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"I can certainly deal with my contact myself, I am not so sure about catching up afterwards. And Korash Khaar isn't any place we want to be at
less than full strength." Giving a brief description of the place and emphasizing the dangers, she finishes by saying, "Kelson already has nearly a
quarter of an hour on us already... I do not think we are going to catch him before he reaches whatever hole he is planning on hiding in."
In addition to the bardic healing, if anyone is another 4 short, Elwist can spend a majestic word to give 4 more hit points as part of spending a
surge. Sounds like that might not be necessary, but it's available if anyone needs it.
Balthanon

Do we really want to split up the party? Given the pace of online games, it could be a month or more real time before we're back together...

Posts: 1616
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Rashad downed the last of his 'Gin on the rocks' with a grimace and held the ice-filled glass up to his forehead to cool the ensuing minor
headache. "Jix'in sure knows how to, uh, mix them!... It seems that it would be in poor taste to snub Elwist's contact, but at the same
time I agree with Manthie that the sooner we launch our pursuit the better.
Perhaps a note could be left? Whatever we do, I strongly recommend not leaving the Rat time to worm his way into a dark little
hole."
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

OOC: Re-posting my after-combat Short Rest stat sheet, because adding +4 hp from Bardic Healing means I only have to spend 1 surge. I'm still
waiting for Elwist to start singing though. :D
[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 39/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Attacks: Flame Cyclone [ ], Incendiary Sword [ ]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [X][X][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Attacks: Burning Blade [ ]
Utility: Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [X], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [X])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
Also, that Wiki is great. Please by all means keep it up MJ, and if you need help on any illustrations... well, I'm actually too busy to do my own
artwork much less anybody else's at the moment, but I encourage you to ask anyway. Who knows?
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It sounded from the description like my contact was scheduled to show up during the short rest-- is that accurate, Mephit?

Balthanon
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You're right, Elwist. I'll settle this a little and interrupt the discussion...

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

In the middle of this conversation, the door to the Pickled Imp creaks open to admit an oily shine of light from the alleyway. Through this crude
illumination strides a figure in fabulous dress. Uliost Brightshroud is dressed in a vermillion cloak with gold trim, bracers of polished bronze,
several gemmed rings on his fingers, and a thin, gauzy scarf of bright yellow wrapped around his bald head and eyes. In a part of town like that
where the Pickled Imp is found, this sort of dress would almost guarantee a mugging for most people. But no thief is foolish enough to attack a
medusa.
Far from typical of his kind, the Brightshroud is affable, talkative, and fashionable. Still he is as dangerous as any other of the children of stone
and venom, and so a perfect agent for the Daughters of Sora Kell. Elwist only knows him by reputation, of course, and Phix has had the pleasure
of meeting him once or twice in the expensive gambling houses in the Throne district. It is Manthie, though, who knows him best. Before he was
an agent of the Daughters, before he was a rich man, Uliost was a soldier in the army alongside the marked half-elf. Not only were they
comrades, but they fought next to each other at the legendary Battle of Tzaryan Keep to repel pirate raiders from the shores of Droaam.
If the Brightshroud remembers Manthie, or what happened on that fateful day, he makes no sign and instead addresses his remarks to the group
in general. "Excellent, you are here early! Elwist, I'm glad you received my summons. I trust you..." He pauses and stairs around at the cuts and
dour looks on the faces around him. "What is it? You all look as though you've been drinking with ogres.
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"If only," Lariel thinks but remains quiet, waiting for Elwist to speak.
BTW nothing stops us taking a short rest while doing all this talking. A short rest is 5 minutes only.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Manthie couldn't help but have a move forward, toward this man with whom he shared memories of a time when things where clearer. But when
it became apparent that either the memories were not shared, or had been dismissed by the medusa, the half-elf sourly answered.
Truly, I was expecting better of you, Uliost. Not about your carreer, which I knew would be bright, but about your... humanity...
"Nay, Gnolls. But they make for poor company as well. We've been betrayed by members of the Cult of the Jackal Lord. You know anything
about them ?"
Thot
Posts: 1215

No beating around the bush there.
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Nodding at Manthie's terse summary, Elwist expands upon that, her voice falling into the measured cadences of one trained by a bard,
recounting the most pertinent moments in the fight and all of the comments by Gelir and Kelson. Following up with the groups intentions, she
finishes after only a minute or two with some of the information the group has found, including the information that Jix'in provided on Thrul Maac.
Afterwards, she falls silent, waiting for the answer to Manthie's question and information on why she was called here in the first place.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

Cailte wrote:
BTW nothing stops us taking a short rest while doing all this talking. A short rest is 5 minutes only.

Right-- my story for the bardic healing will be a retelling of our recent fight for the benefit of Uliost. ;)
7 months ago :: Feb 24, 2009 - 5:09PM
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Uliost maintains a thoughtful and attentive, but notably unsurprised, expression. "Heard of them? As it happens I have. That is what I came to
talk to you about, Elwist." He sits down in a chair, draping his cloak over the back artfully as if posing for a portrait. "Quite simply, the Daughters
feel that the land is under attack. Warlords from the Vralkek to the Byeshks have written to them with requests for Znir mercenaries to investigate
mysterious raiders. Rumors of this "jackal lord" are all over and people are starting to get concerned. There was already a riot in the town at
Shaarat Kol where six gnolls were killed. The leaders of the cult seem to be primarily gnolls and they're suspect right now." He looks towards the
back, as if he might catch a glimpse at Gelirr's body. "I was sent to tell you to investigate the city for signs of this cult. What's your next move
then?"
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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"We begin with Kelson, he may know something more of this cult he decided to throw in with than the shifter suspects." Leaning upon the bar,
Elwist frowns to herself and fingers a glass, spinning it slowly. "At a minimum, he may know what 'message' this Gelirr wanted passed to the
Sisters and I hope he knows more of what waits in Thrul Maac, as that will be our next step unless you have more information for us."
I believe the shifter should still be with us if Uliost wants to talk with her.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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And now segregation will rise again, but this time in this country, and with Gnolls. I swear I'll treat each one of them with fairness ! In life if they
are with m... Droaam, in death if they aren't.
Manthie nods, and feels hardly the need to expand on what the bard had said. It is merely his determination that is speaking, and he tries to
share it with his comrades.

Thot

"Under attack, eh ? Like at the Battle of Tzaryan Keep ? We'll manage to get the better of them again, fear not. Droaam is a strong nation.Elwist
is right, we're heading for the Skin Factory, where we suspect Kelson is hiding. And then to Thrul Maac. Unless you have anything to add, time
is of essence..."
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Uliost agrees, "Quite right, just like Tzaryan Keep. And we'll prevail just like we did there..." he trails off, looking at Manthie with new interest.
"Hmmm... You do look familiar. Well then, veteran, I am glad to know we are in such good hands." He taps his ringed fingers on the table top
while pursing his lips in thought. "Kelson is an important clue, you are right. And this Thrul Maac seems to be hiding some dangerous secrets as
well. Consider this an official order then," he says definitively, flashing up a ring with the open-eye seal of the Daughters of Sora Kell for
emphasis. "Find out everything the Rat knows and then get to the bottom of Thrul Maac. By whatever means necessary." The medusa's grim
expression is even more chilling when set against the bright finery of his cloak and scarf.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Rashad, initially leaning laconically against the bar in expectation of the end of the conversation, leaned forward with interest at the talk of a
battle around a Keep.
"Ah, so you are a military man then? You know, I spent many of my early years fighting in defense of a noble fortress as well! It
would not surprise me that you have perhaps not heard of the mighty Burning Keep, that stronghold of civilization in the dangerous
Demon Wastes, but I can assure you that the campaigns fought to preserve that bastion were most incredible! Ah, the stories I
could tell about demon hordes pouring over the Southern Vallum, right through a lake of molten fire...
Dark080matter
--err, what I mean to say is, we haven't the time for such a story! Is our business here done?"

Posts: 1059

Rashad snapped upright and lay aside his empty glass, a righteous fire burning in his eyes.
OOC: I decided that Rashad would not know enough local history to realize the incongruity that the Droaamites were attacking said fortress, not
defending it as in the mental leap he made.
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Lariel's form shifted as Rashad babbled on as usual, and by the time the tiefling had gotten to the end of his thought process Lariel stood on all
fours as a wild hunt hound, ready to go out into the city again.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Manthie knows better than to roll his eyes in front of a male medusa -some issues are sensitive, so he merely grins instead. Without further ado,
the half-elf goes and fetch what few gear he left behind, and gets ready to leave at a moment's notice. As soon as Elwist is satisfied with the
message from the Sisters, in fact.
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"Understood," Elwist says quietly. "We'll leave our missives at the normal location, unless you find it's comprimised."

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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The Brightshroud nods and stands, saying goodbye to the Bitter Hand with a flourish of his cloak. As their contact exits, the group is left to
ponder the logistics of their assignment. Jix'in can be heard in the storeroom behind the bar, clinking glasses as he fixes his "foolproof hangover
cure." The smell of onions and chickory root is drifting into the main room.
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OOC: We're going straight to the Skin Factory, as a single group I think? It's about as simple as that, as far as my knowledge goes.

Dark080matter
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Matches my beliefs.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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The Skin Factory is on the edge of the Bloodstone district, and in fact on the edge of the city. The crowds thin as they get closer and the odor of
tanning chemicals in the air explains why. The majority of the businesses along the street are butcher's shops, with large carcasses of
unidentified animals hanging in their windows. Seedy looking groups take the cuts of meat out to the rest of the city and seedier groups bring
fresh animals in. The few tanneries dominate the air, however, with their acidic scents. It's a wonder anyone feels like buying food here.
Looking at the stretch of buildings, a half-dozen in total, it's not clear where to start looking for Kelson. A gurgling storm drain at the head of the
street offers one opportunity, and there's no lack of tough-looking people who might know the Rat.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Nodding to one of the toughs, Elwist says, "Let's start by asking a few questions." Suiting actions to words, she begins to head towards the man,
intent on delicately probing for the information for which she's looking.
Unfortunately, as she nears the man, her leg abruptly gives out after the long walk across the city and she stumbles into the man, rather than
stopping in front of him.
Bleh. Natural 1 on my Gather Information check. 1d20+10=11
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Have we freed the shifter mercenary, btw ?
Doing such rooting out job was not what Manthie wanted to do. Of course, one had to get accustomed to such things in Droaam, but he still
relished far more the face to face meeting with his foes. In that respect, Gelirr did him a service. But now, to find the Rat, Kelson...
Snarling to her, his Mark turning an unwholesome greenish blue, the Warlock walked past Elwist, and looking straight into the eyes of the
sneakiest guy nearby, he growled...
"Kelson and his guys, where are they ?!"

Thot
Posts: 1215

Intimidate = [COLOR="Gray"]25[/COLOR]
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Rashad quickly stepped forward and put his hands on Elwist's shoulders, pulling her back away from the rough-looking man just as Kelson
stepped forwards to attempt a much more direct approach to information-gathering.
He waited for Elwist to steady herself back near Lariel before letting go and walking back a few paces behind Kelson. Rashad said nothing but
watched for signs of trouble, his facial expression locked in a rare serious cast.

Dark080matter
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The bugbear catches Elwist as she falls, holding her a little too long with a leering look. "Her there, ollag, 's easier tah offer than that! Come on
then!" As Rashad pulls the drow back and the bugbear's face changes to a snarl. "Well fine, then! If yer not offerin', maybe I'll just -"
Manthie's fierce intervention stops the situation from degrading completely. "Kelson?" the bugbear says, adopting a more business-like tone.
"What makes you think I know anythin' about that koraatl?"
Because, probably, none of us are very familiar with these yet, I'll let you guys know that this is a skill challenge. I'll need some more rolls, you
have one success and one failure so far.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Separate individuals, or the same? Or doesn't it matter?

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

6 months ago :: Mar 10, 2009 - 6:57PM

Rashad raised an eyebrow in insult at the bugbear's advances on Elwist, but rapidly recovered and transitioned into a smooth smile. Leaning in
on the monstrous tough, the tiefling confided to him slyly, "Listen, that one? She's hurt and upset because Kelson, the little guttersnipe,
broke one of her legs a long time ago. The poor girl's been distraught ever since. I have a feeling I know how we... you... can cheer
her up. Help us find this little fellow Kelson. We just want to talk to him... just want him to apologize for what he did.
Maybe Kelson has something he needs to apologize to you about too? The way I hear it, he's bringing all kinds of nasty business
that he's involved in into Bloodstone where it doesn't belong. Would you and your friends know anything about this?"
Dark080matter
The whole time, Rashad carefully measures his words and inflection, implying possibilities and suggesting past wrongs that should appeal to the
sort of fellow the bugbear appears to be.

Posts: 1059

OOC: Rashad makes various implications and assumptions with his speech that are simple conjecture or aren't necessarily true, hence the use
of Bluff.
Bluff (1d20+10=29)
Post Reply
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While the others are dealing with the bugbears, Lariel noses around the nearby storm water drain.
Perception (1d20+12=17) (Yay for getting a result 5 lower than my passive... *sigh*)

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Sorry for the delay. Things are hectic on Mephit-world.
Only one bugbear.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

The bugbear gives Elwist another critical look, before replying to Rashad. "Wouldn't be the first time that rat made a mess outta something and
took off. I like a brawl now 'n' then, yah know, but that rodent's sick in the head." He sniffs as if testing the air for a foul smell. "Probably caught
whatever the jackals 've got lately."
The laborer is more amenable now but still unsure of the party. "I know somethin' might help yah, but details like that are the currency o'
Bloodstone. Maybe Kelson's draggin' in bad business, but koraatol like him come 'n' go. I've got to watch out for myself 'n' be careful not to frag
off the wrong wolf while they're still on top. No offense to your hound there." He nods towards Lariel in his fey hound form before rocking back on
his heels with an expression he clearly considers calculating. To the more world-savvy adventurers, it just seems greedy.
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The jackals... he's close to the truth...
Manthie still wasn't ready to let go so easily, and while the bug had become more amenable, sort of, he was still trying to pull it off somehow.
Not so in front of the half-elf.
"You know what ? You're right. Details like that are a currency here. You tell us where the rat is, and I won't begin spreading the news you did
just that. Wanna try survive with such a repute ?"
Thot
Posts: 1215

Mean, for sure. But Manthie wasn't quite so silver-tongued as Elwist, and a face-Marked half-elf was usually an unsettling sight enough to get
him what he wanted.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Does Elwist know what would be considered a large sum of money in this area?
"Now, now, no need for that," Elwist soothes, "I'm sure he's aware that we can be discreet. What has happened to the jackals that reminds you of
Kelson? I won't disagree about him being sick after what he did to me, but is there something he or they have done recently to cause that
response?"

Balthanon

"If he's caused you or yours trouble, well, I'm certain he's not 'top wolf'..." and she smiled appreciation for the earlier joke, "...and bringing trouble
like that isn't going to please anyone."

Posts: 1616

Ok, I give up... a natural 1 followed by a natural 2, the only thing that saved that from being another disaster is Words of Friendship-- and even
that might not be enough to make it a success.
1d20+16=18
6 months ago :: Mar 19, 2009 - 8:06AM
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Hmm 15-18 are likely Hard DCs for a Skill Challenge at our level btw Balthanon per the DMG update, so all isn't lost with an 18 (nor a nat 1 for
that matter).
Oh and MJ I have PHB2 now.. not that it matters for Lariel.. as nothing changes as a result, there are just some more options for when he hits
level 4.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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I have access to a copy now as well, which I'm looking through-- if it's allowed, I'm tempted to replace one of my at wills with a melee power. The
rest I'm not sure about yet.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Yeah, I've been meaning to update more and especially to let y'all know that I've got myself a PHB2 as well. After you start heading towards
Thrul Maac I'll allow a mid-level retraining (one feat max, one power, etc) if you want to take advantage of new PHB2 or Arcane Power (I'll have
that one too) resources.
We'll burn that bridge when we come to it, though.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

The bugbear gives Manthie a nervous look and edges back a half-step. "Alright, I'll tell ya," he says to Elwist and Rashad, "Just keep that crazy
away from me. All the gnolls 'round here have been pretty touchy of late and I heard they've been sacking towns out in the hills east o' here.
They was always a goblin whelp away from a full litter anyways if you ask me." He points down the way that the party was headed originally.
"You'll want to ask Grenius," he says, "Leather worker with a shop down the way. Those two are like boars in heat most of the time. He'll know
where the Rat's skulking about these days."
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"Our thanks, we appreciate your help... or lack thereof, if you don't want it broadcast." Nodding at the bugbear, Elwist glanced around at the
others to see if they had anything else they wanted to ask, then began to walk towards the leather worker's shop.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

6 months ago :: Mar 24, 2009 - 7:08PM
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Once the bugbear had provided the information, Manthie was satisfied. He mearly grunted at him, and walked along with Elwist toward that
Grenius...

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215
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#180

Lariel falls in with the others as they move off.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#181

The leatherworker's shop is not hard to find. A few doors down from the bugbear laborer sits a single-story building with a stylized goblin
character out front. Phix recognizes it as geh, the first letter in Grenius's name, and points it out.
The door is very light on its hinges and swings open easily, knocking a small bell as it does. Inside there is a large room with a sharp, acidic
smell. A series of barrels stacked to one side are evidently the source of it, but the musty overtone comes from the leather-winged creatures that
perch on shelves around the shop. They are small, bony things with twisting slender horns and long, tooth-filled mouths. They regard the Bitter
Hand with milky eyes that shift rapidly to the other side of the room.
A hobgoblin sits at a slanted desk there, making notes in some ledger. When the party enters he stands and smiles in a welcoming way. "Ah,
customers! What can I do for you today, hm?"

Posts: 2319
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With a wary side-glance at the bat-things on the shelves, Manthie tries to reply amiably to the hobgoblin. Better to be careful, if he's supposed to
be a friend with the other ratty shapeshifter...
"Hello here ! We're customers in search of some peculiar goods. We've been sent here because we've been told you could help. There's money
to be made for you, of course."

Thot

But the half-elf doesn't elaborate further, leaving the really smooth talk to their drow leader, Elwist. Unless Phix would feel comfortable doing
the talking ?

Posts: 1215
Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Smiling brightly, Rashad walked in and began to inspect the various implements of the leather-working trade that hung around the shop, clearly
fascinated. He walked up to a shelf and looked up at one of the curious creatures, rubbing his chin as he did so.
"I say, what exactly..."
OOC: Can I roll a ___ check to find out what these things are?
Dark080matter

unkown Knowledge check (bat-thingies) (1d20=15)

Posts: 1059

Rashad has a +10 to Arcana, +5 Religion, +5 History (dunno if that's helpful) and +0 to pretty much every other monster knowledge skill.
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dark080matter wrote:
OOC: Can I roll a ___ check to find out what these things are?

Mephit_james_02

That'd be Nature.

Posts: 2319

Rashad recognizes the things as spiretop drakes, more common in large cities and an infamous pest in Sigil. Like ravens, spiretop drakes are
social creatures that collect shiny objects. They have a keen homing instinct, so domesticated ones make great couriers for light objects or
messages. It's unusual for someone in such a minor city as Graywall to own creatures like this, but there are feral packs inhabiting the tall peaks
of the Graywall Mountains.
"Unusual goods?" Grenius answers Manthie, "I don't know if you've come to the right place. Only regular leather goods here, bags and
gauntlets, and a few religious items." He makes a totemic sign with his first and second finger, and briefly touches a pendant with a tuft of white
fur around his neck. He looks over, noticing Rashad's interest in the drakes and calls out in a cautious voice. "Careful of the drakes, they can be
a bit touchy."
EDIT: Also, their type and keyword are "natural beast (reptile)". That's all you get with a 15 check.
5 months ago :: Apr 04, 2009 - 5:57PM
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Noticing the hand gestures, Manthie smirked, sure that the man was a good lead.
"Good. It's perfect, you know. Right on spot for us consumers ! Congrats. Religious items, it is. How can you help about it, please ?"
There was irony in the words, but they were close enough to the truth that it might pass for something else. However the hobgoblin wanted to
understand them.
Thot
Posts: 1215
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"Well I serve as a shaman for those who follow the ancestors, Dhakaan prel'auett*, but I also know and respect the primal spirits who the
Gatekeepers and others serve." He looks over the ragtag group uncertainly, his salesman's demeanor slipping for the first time. "Are any of you
druids?"
*"Dhakaan be remembered". This is a common enough phrase among goblinoids that follow the ancestor-worship of the ancient empire that
even those who don't know Goblin understand it. It is like "et cetera", "non sequitor", or "E Pluribus Unum". Even people who have never learned
any Latin to speak of understand generally what these phrases mean.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#189

"Why do you ask?" Elwist responds.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

5 months ago :: Apr 07, 2009 - 7:01AM
Lariel sits beside her watching the hobgoblin carefully.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

5 months ago :: Apr 09, 2009 - 12:05AM
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Grenius wrinkles his nose. "Well it's just that the people coming through here looking for totems are usually druid types, or at least worshipers."
The hobgoblin's tone is a embarrassed and a little nervous. He gives the group another look before nodding to himself as if coming to some kind
of conclusion. "You're not really here for leather goods, are you?"

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#190

Lariel's tounge lolls out.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#191

The half-elf would have been bemused, had there not been payback to give. And that hobgoblin was their key to it. So Manthie pushed forward,
again displaying the proverbial diplomacy of his race.
"No. Yes. Yes, we are, after a fashion. We're here for a rat's hide. Feel like you can help with our pest control effort ?"

Thot

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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#192

Grenius's brow creases in confusion, then his eyes open widely as he licks his lips with nerves. "I see, it's information you want then." He takes a
step back to lean reassuringly on his writing desk. "I'd rather be frank, if you don't mind. You are here because you need to find Kelson the Rat.
You either want to hire him or you want justice of some kind. I'm afraid I can't help very much with either." He seems to be standing taller,
defiantly, and gripping his totem with his left hand as if to make sure it's still there.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Watching the shopkeeper for tells on his lies and piecing together the information they already have on him, Elwist gets only a rough idea of why
he is standing up for Kelson-- likely friendship or partnership, but is it strong enough to cause a fight...
1d20+7=12 A rather poor insight check.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Rashad tore himself away from his inspection of the fascinating Drakes on the tall shelves and walked up to the counter with a genial smile.
"Please relax, sir. In fact, Kelson is not the object of our search, but he is indeed part of it. We are looking for a young half-drow girl,
by the name of Anna. She has been kidnapped for ransom by criminals in the association of this Kelson.

Dark080matter

We were informed that you have knowledge of the brigands at fault here. If you truly revere ancestral justice then you will not
withhold anything that will help us locate her. For her safety, time is of the essence... and I would be withholding information from
you if I did not mention that some of my companions may unfortunately be far less inclined to this form of civil explanation."

Posts: 1059

Diplomacy (1d20+8=22)
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Scowling, Manthie doesn't buy a word from the goblinoid. But perhaps Rashad had been convincing enough for this not to end in another
bloodshed...
Insight = [COLOR="Gray"]25[/COLOR]

Thot
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#196

Grenius drums his fingers on the desktop without letting go of his totem. "Anna?" he says thoughtfully. "Well, I'm not sure of her name, but I did
see the Rat with a little drow girl the other day, just down the street at the Butcher's Cup. Nice little bar. You might ask the bartender if he's seen
her. I think they're always looking for kitchen hands in taverns like that."
[sblock=For Manthie]It's a good lie, but Manthie can tell he's lying. Also that he's about to do something drastic if the party doesn't leave.[/sblock]

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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From the look in his eyes, and his wiggling fingers, it was clear to Manthie that Grenius was cornered, and about to do something rash. But him
dead would teach them nothing about Kelson. So maybe they could try and pretend to play along. If they were in league, as it seemed, the
hobgoblin would send word to the Rat. And they could probably follow the messenger.
"Yeah ? Right ? Thanks and bye, then. Be not seeing you."
With that, the half-elf turned, and moved out, trying to bring his companions with him.
Thot
Posts: 1215
Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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#198

Lariel glances from Manthie to Elwist, then back to the hobgoblin, for once he takes the time to notice the totem in the hobgoblins hand and pays
it some attention.
Nature (1d20+12=23) check to identify the totem. (If you want religion its a 12 off the same roll, I guess Totems as nature spirits fall under Nature
though.)

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#199

I'm willing to accept that, Cailte.
Lariel recognizes the totem as a druidic religious symbol. The patterns woven into it are reminiscent of the winter themes in this part of the world
and Lariel wouldn't be surprised if it had some power to it.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#200

Rashad grinned fiercely at his perceived victory. With an effusive, although rapid, bow he moved towards the exit.
"Excellent, many thanks! There may still be time then, let us move fast!"
He almost stumbled over Manthie in his enthusiasm at leaving the tannery.

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059
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Glancing over at Manthie, Elwist catches the warlock's eye and notes the rapid acceptance. Assuming the warlock had something planned, the
bard turned and left without speaking a word.

Balthanon
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Suddenly Lariel's form shifts and blurs and in a heartbeat his pallid hands rest over the hobgoblin's.
"Tell me brother, why do you clutch so desperately to this symbol of winter?" he asks his flat corpselike eyes staring hard into the hobgoblin's
from beneath his dirty grey cloak.

Cailte
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#203

Grenius looks up at Lariel with surprise and panic. "Spies!" he growls, his face growing dark, "I don't know who sent you but you're not hear to
get information or for buying. You're after blood. Well it won't be mine!" Snatching his hand away from the now-elven Lariel, Grenius whistles
loudly between to of his fingers, bringing the drakes to their taloned feet. They crouch and then one by one launch from their perches, headed
for the adventurers.
Thought you'd get away, huh, Thot? Well think again! Time for Initiative, folks...
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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#204

Quite in spite of his complete surprise at the sudden turn of events, Rashad wheeled and prepared himself for trouble in the blink of an eye. His
exotically curved blade flashed into his hands with shocking speed.
"Is treachery ever the way in this town? One day I'd love to be surprised to find out otherwise..."
Initiative (1d20+2=19)
Rashad's armor gives him a free action Weapon draw, so he's at full AC from Swordmage Shielding.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059
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Initiative = 1d20+5 =[COLOR="Gray"]21
Being the peaceful guy he is, Manthie wasn't looking for a bloodshed, of course. But now, if it comes to it... :D[/COLOR]
Though he had hoped it wouldn't come to a fight, the unwelcome delay was still a good way for the warlock to vent his frustration, and he had
been ready for it the moment they entered the shop. The hobgoblin was in for a surprise, as arcane words already began taking shape on the
lips of the half-elf.
Thot
Posts: 1215
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Glancing over at Lariel and shaking her head, Elwist says, "I don't believe your gamble has paid off. He doesn't appear to see you as kin."
Taking a step back, she readied herself for the attacks of drakes and the apparent druid.
1d20+3=15
Incidentally, not sure if you've seen this before, Mephit, but I found this URL today while I was looking to see how people were generating
colored maps without going nuts over the detail involved. Thought you might find it useful:

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

http://home.broadpark.no/~hfled/
I definitely plan on using it in the future for maps in my games.
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"If you want your pets to die, then let them attack," Lariel says, "You asked if one of us was a druid, and yet you do not know what a druid is,
pathetic." As he speaks he takes his staff in both hands. "Seeking information or a purchase is the only reason we would come to this pathetic
little shop."
(Note mechanically he had his staff out, I just forgot in the fluff for the last post.)
Initiative (1d20+6=10) (+ any bonuses from other PCs)
Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Actually, I have a new map program, Balthanon! But thanks...
Intiative order: Manthie, Grenius, Rashad, Elwist, drakes, Phix, Lariel.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Unfortunately, M_37 hasn't signed on in about a month and a half. I'm embarrassed that I didn't notice until now. Anyways, I'll NPC him for this
fight and try to figure out if he's coming back or not... If anyone knows anything I don't please let me know.
5 months ago :: Apr 18, 2009 - 3:04AM
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The arcane word were out of the lips of Manthie in a second. A small flash, and it seemed a branding mark appeared on Grenius's forehead. It
was hardly over that the half-elf had taken his dagger from his belt, and was pointing it at the hobgoblin, this time again calling on the foul
powers he used to protect Droaam and himself.
Iot sreum, Iom Siv !
But the warlock was blinded by his anger, and the purple flame that sprouted from his hands flew harmlessly past the hobgoblin's left shoulder,
leaving Manthie cursing even further.
Thot
[sblock=OOC]Minor action : place Warlock's Curse on Grenius
Minor action instead of Move action : draw dagger
Standard action : cast Vampiric Embrace on Grenius. Con vs Will.
Attack Roll = 1d20 + 4 (Con) +1 (Pact dagger) +1 (level) = 8[/Sblock]
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Just a quick note but shouldn't Elwist and Manthie be near the exit? Seeing that is where they were headed when Lariel triggered the encounter.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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#211

Sorry for the delay. This weekend totally got away from me.
The steely gaze of the shopkeeper blocks Manthie's fiery curse, and Grenius braces as if to charge. Instead a howling wind rises around him in
a growing tumult of storms. "You doubt me?" he asks Lariel in an otherworldly voice, reaching under the desk to grab a goblin-style spear. "You
think you are the only one who the primal spirits answer to? Then watch, yearling!" The center of the room erupts into a storm of howling spirits,
like sentient wisps of storm, which harry and pull at the adventurers' clothing and hair. In the very center the ethereal snow coalesces into a
roaring bear, which rears onto its translucent legs to survey the room in a hungry way.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

The area from Q8 to U12 is full of howling, angry spirits. Space S11 is also filled now with a howling, spectral bear.
Cailte raises a good point, though. If Thot or Balthanon want to move their characters closer to the door then let me know now (or forever hold
your peace!). In the mean time: Rashad then Elwist.
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Directing a burst of shadowy illusion at the nearest drake, Elwist's lips tighten as the magic shoots wide of the creature. Something has me off
my game today, ever since we left the bar...
I would probably be at V,11.
Spiteful Glamour (1d20+6=9, 1d12+5=12)
Balthanon

And my luck of late with Elwist continues...

Posts: 1616

[sblock=Actions]
Minor Action:
Move Action:
Standard Action: Spiteful Glamor
Free Actions:
Action Order:
Other Information:
[/sblock][sblock=Combat Block][code] QUICK STATS
|---------------------------------------|
|[post="17456618"]Elwist[/post] (F drow bard) |
|---------------------------------------|
|Str: 08 (+0)|HP: 37/37 |Bloodied: 18 |
|Con: 15 (+3)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 14 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Dex: 15 (+3)|Init: +3 |AC : 17 |
|Int: 10 (+1)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 15 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Wis: 13 (+2)|Insight: 18 |Will: 17 |
|Cha: 18 (+5)|Percept: 17 |XP: 2250 |
|---------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Majestic Word [ ][ ], Blunder [ ], Impelling Force [ ], Words of Friendship [ ]
Multiclass: Spiteful Glamor [X], Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Racial: Total: [ ] (Cloud of Darkness, Darkfire)
Item: Wand of Psychic Ravaging (Eyebite) [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Stirring Shout [ ]
Bardic Ritual: Total [ ] (Comprehend Languages)
Items: Total: [ ], (None [ ])
Reaction
Virtue of Valor: Free action; w/in 10 squares, grant 4 temporary hit points to ally when enemy is brought to 0 hit points or bloodied
[/sblock]
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Elwsit's attack sails right past the nimble drakes, splashing shadows against the wall behind it.
The entrance/exit is at the bottom of the picture, Balthanon. Did you mean P11?

Mephit_james_02
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Posts: 2319
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Make that V,11 then

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

5 months ago :: Apr 21, 2009 - 7:54AM

Rashad's mirthful grin hardly flickered as a storm of biting snow erupted in the center of the room. I've never seen Lariel do something as
exciting as this!
"Is this more of the world-spirit magic that I keep hearing about? Delightful!"

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Rashad flashed an elaborate hand motion at the Drake in front of him, compelling it to stay focused on him, then turned and ran along the edge
of the snowstorm to get closer to the shaman at the other side of the room. As he ran Rashad threw his elegantly curved blade in a high arc that
lifted above the storm and unerringly crashed through the center of the store counter. The khopesh erupted into a fountain of flames that roared
hungrily at Grenius and the unlucky drake nearby. The supernatural fire seemed unlikely to release them from it's grasp unless they directly
confronted the tiefling swordsman directly. As the blade reformed in his hands Rashad's smile grew wider and he slid into a wide stance to
receive their attacks.
"Now come show me what you're really capable of!"
[sblock=Turn]
Minor action: Place Aegis of Assault on Drake 3.
Move action: Rashad to P-8
Standard action: Throw Incendiary Sword at square T-6 (targeting Grenius and Drake 4)
Incendiary Sword attack roll vs. Will (Grenius [1d20+7=22], Drake 4 [1d20+7=23])
Incendiary Sword damage roll (2d6+6=17 fire damage)
- Hit effect: The target takes 5 additional fire damage if it makes an attack that does not include you on it’s next turn.
[/sblock]
[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 39/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [ ], Incendiary Sword [X]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [X][X][X][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [X], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [X])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
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Both Grenius and the drake clutch at their burns as Rashad's fire storm envelopes them. As the drakes launch themselves from their positions,
the injured one heads straight for the tiefling with fury in its beady eye. It wheels by Rashad and snaps at him with its needled fangs, but the
swordmage twists out of the way even while recovering his weapon.
The drake continues its glide along the wall as it's brothers swoop past the other adventurers with fangs glistening. One flashes past Lariel,
opening his forearm with a well-placed bite. 6 damage Another flies in a slow loop into the maelstrom of spirits and latches onto Phix's arm as he
beats off the ghosts. 10 damage! Crit! The last flies at Manthie who bats it away before it can bite him.
If it wasn't clear, these are flyby attacks so the drakes who attacked you are now no where near...
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Phix leaps after one of the swooping drakes and slashes at it with his two blades. The attack nearly eviscerates the drake which continues to fly
on very unsteady wings.

Drakes 3 and 4 are bloodied (hence the red circles) and Grenius is cursed (hence the red dot).
Intiative order: Manthie, Grenius, Rashad, Elwist, drakes, Phix, Lariel.
5 months ago :: Apr 22, 2009 - 7:04AM
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Rashad avoided one drake's clawing attack, but rather than focus in on the creature and lose sight of the rest of the battle he remained watchful
for other openings. It was then that he felt the pull of energy indicating that the other creature had ignored his warning and struck at Phix.
With a mischievous grin splitting his face the tiefling traced his finger across the Rune of Retaliation etched into the blade of his sword and
side-slipped through the air in a blur of heat, crossing a distance of around 25 feet with a single step. He erupted back into clear resolution next
to the daring drake and slashed across it's body with an accurate swing.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

[sblock=Aegis of Assault]
If I'm not reading this wrong, then Rashad was only attacked by a single drake. It seems that the drake that was hit by Incendiary Sword did
attack me, but the Drake that Rashad marked at the start of his turn didn't... hence the teleport.
Rashad will teleport to S-14 to make his attack, if I have a choice... however, it may be more technically accurate to place Rashad adjacent to
the Drake at the point in it's movement where it makes the attack. That would depend on how you interpret Immediate Reactions, I guess.
Aegis of Assault teleport attack, vs. Drake 3 AC (1d20+7=24)
melee basic damage (1d7+6=8)
[/sblock]
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By my reckoning, it's now Lariel's turn, then back to Manthie.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215

5 months ago :: Apr 25, 2009 - 7:06AM

Minor: Hunter's Quarry Grenius
Move: Convert to Minor: Wild Shape - "Fey Panther"
Standard: Savage Rend vs Grenius (ref) (1d20+6=12, 1d8+6+1d6=13) If Ref 12 is a hit Shift Grenius to S8.
"You did not listen, so you will suffer, that is the way of things." Lariel says and his form shifts and blurs back into the black shape of a fey
panther and one of its paws seeks to rend the hobgoblin.
Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Lifting her wand, Elwist focused her attentions upon Grenius, pointing the wand at his current focus, Lariel, and then shifting her with the druid's
mind. Causing her image to stumble backwards into the fog, she strengthened the desire to chase in the goblin until he moved along with that
image-- right up until she released her hold.

Balthanon
[sblock=Actions]
Minor Action:
Move Action: Shift 5' to the east.
Standard Action: Blunder - (Grenius) (1d20+6=23 vs Will, 1d6+4=6 damage, shift to S9). Lariel gets a free melee basic attack on Grenius with
a +2 power bonus. If Grenius moves before this goes off, then I will shift him past someone with a good melee basic and into the spirits if
possible.
Free Actions:

Posts: 1616

Action Order: Standard, Move
Other Information:
[/sblock][sblock=Combat Block][code] QUICK STATS
|---------------------------------------|
|[post="17456618"]Elwist[/post] (F drow bard) |
|---------------------------------------|
|Str: 08 (+0)|HP: 37/37 |Bloodied: 18 |
|Con: 15 (+3)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 14 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Dex: 15 (+3)|Init: +3 |AC : 17 |
|Int: 10 (+1)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 15 |
|---------------------------------------|
|Wis: 13 (+2)|Insight: 18 |Will: 17 |
|Cha: 18 (+5)|Percept: 17 |XP: 2250 |
|---------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [ ]
Class Powers: Majestic Word [ ][ ], Blunder [X], Impelling Force [ ], Words of Friendship [ ]
Multiclass: Spiteful Glamor [X], Hunter's Quarry [ ]
Racial: Total: [ ] (Cloud of Darkness, Darkfire)
Item: Wand of Psychic Ravaging (Eyebite) [ ]
DAILY
APs: [ ], Surges: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Stirring Shout [ ]
Bardic Ritual: Total [ ] (Comprehend Languages)
Items: Total: [ ], (None [ ])
Reaction
Virtue of Valor: Free action; w/in 10 squares, grant 4 temporary hit points to ally when enemy is brought to 0 hit points or bloodied
[/sblock]
Post Reply
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Well Savage Rend is a basic attack so: Savage Rend vs Grenius (ref) (1d20+8=23, 1d8+6+1d6=13) That better be a hit for 13 damage and
Granius can be shifted to S10. (Forgot the +2 in the roller)

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Lariel's claws are yanked backwards by the flitting spirits as he lunges for the hobgoblin. The druid rips at only air as he is tugged this way and
that. "If I am the unworthy one," Grenius sneers, "Then why are the ancestors following my will?"
Back to Manthie, then, and then we'll have Elwists attack and Lariel's second chance!

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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As the spirits around him howl menacingly, Manthie carefully shifts out of their reach (P6) before calling again help from his hellish associates
By the Fiery Breath of Dal-er !. His next expiration is a ray of searing flame aimed at Grenius, that once again goes amiss, as the half-elf
erupts in a cry of rage. It sure could lend credence to the hobgoblin boast about the ancestors being with him...

Thot

[sblock=OOC]Move action : Shift to P6, gaining Concealment (-2 penalty to attack rolls) until the end of my next turn, thanks to the Shadow Walk
warlock ability
Standard action : cast Hellish Rebuke on Grenius. Con vs Ref.
Attack Roll = 1d20 + 4 (Con) +1 (Pact dagger) +1 (level) = 7 :rolleyes: [/Sblock]

Posts: 1215
Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?
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Manthie's fiery blast races right past Grenius to harmlessly strike the wall behind him. The hobgoblin steps forward into the protective shroud of
the cloud of spirits and directs the spectral bear forward as well. The bear's paws lunge for Rashad and tear open a gash in the tiefling's side.
It's skin bursts outwards on the impact, releasing sparks like dandelion seeds which settle on Grenius and heal his wounds.
Grenius shifts to R8 and the bear moves to[s] Q9 [/s]. Five damage to Rashad and now he gets to retaliate! Then Elwist, Lariel and Phix.
EDIT: Dark080matter made the good point that Rashad had teleported away. The bear moved to R12 instead in order to attack him.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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OOC: Sorry this took me a couple days to respond, I didn't realized that your post had been edited. A reply message would have alerted me
sooner... and Rashad's position was in S-14, out of the Bear's melee reach I presume. Whatever though, gonna roll with it.
Rashad discovered himself shockingly unable to properly deflect the swipe from the ethereal bear, which attacked straight through his otherwisemasterful parry.
"Graah! All the more dangerous for it's incorporeality. I shall not allow another such attack."
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

Rashad turned his sword in his hands and held it over his head where it gathered a crackling corona of fire along it's edge. He then plunged it
straight into the floor at the feet of the spirit bear, causing the volatile energy swirling around the blade to shatter into a piercing spray of fire that
washed over the bear and two of the drakes behind it. In the blink of an eye the Swordmage had readied his sword and struck again with a
lightning fast horizontal sweep that incinerated even more of the enemies around him.
[sblock=Turn]
Minor action: Infernal Wrath. Rashad gets +1 to attack and +2 extra damage to the Spirit bear this turn.
Move action: Shift to S-13, if he wasn't already there.
Standard action: As a Close Blast 3 with opposite corners on squares R-12 through P-10, go go Gadget Flame Cyclone! attack rolls vs. Spirit
Bear Reflex, Drake 2 and 4 Reflex (1d20+8=25, 1d20+7=10, 1d20+7=25)
Flame Cyclone fire damage (1d8+9=13) [+2 vs. Bear for 15]
ACTION POINT: At-will attack vs. either the Bear (if it's still standing) or Drake 3 if not.
Blackflame Blade vs. AC of ?? (1d20+9=20)
+1 to the attack roll if it's the bear he's attacking.
Blackflame blade fire damage (1d7+8=10 fire damage)
+2 damage if it's the Bear he's attacking, and Drake 2 would take 3 fire damage on the side.
End of Turn: Note that Drake 3 is still marked by Rashad's Aegis, assuming Phix didn't override the mark with his earlier attacks.
[/sblock]
[sblock=Rashad Combat Block]
[code] QUICK STATS
|--------------------------------------|
|Rashad (M tiefling swordmage) |
|--------------------------------------|
|Str: 16 (+4)|HP: 34/39 |Bloodied: 19|
|Con: 12 (+2)|S: 9 (9 hp) |Fort: 15 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Dex: 10 (+1)|Init: +2 |AC : 21 |
|Int: 18 (+5)|Speed: 6 |Ref : 16 |
|--------------------------------------|
|Wis: 8 (+0)|Insight: 10 |Will: 16 |
|Cha: 14 (+3)|Percept: 10 |2250 XP |
|--------------------------------------|[/code]
ENCOUNTER
Second Wind: [ ], AP [/]
Class Powers: Flame Cyclone [X], Incendiary Sword [X]
Racial: Infernal Wrath [X]
DAILY
APs: [X], Surges: [X][X][X][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Powers: Burning Blade [ ], Eldritch Speed [X]
Multiclass: Inspiring Word [ ]
Items: Total: [X], (Luckblade [ ], Amulet of Resolution [X])
Passive Bonus
Bloodhunt: +1 racial bonus to attack roll against bloodied foes.
Basic Attacks
Melee Basic (Khopesh):
- Hit: +7 vs AC
- Dmg: 1d7+6
- Crit: 13+1d8
[/sblock]
EDIT: Yeah, I did mean Drake 3. Sorry.
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Rashad's firestorm washes over his enemies sending one drake careening to the floor in flames and the other flapping in panic away from the
blast. The spectral bear simply evaporates like mist, a defeat which seems to pain Grenius as the hobgoblin winces and stumbles back. The
tiefling's backhanded sweep also fells a drake, sending the bloodied mess to the floor with a wet thud.
You also meant drake 3 had the aegis, right? Do you want to declare someone new now?
Now time for Elwist!
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

Intiative order: Manthie, Grenius, Rashad, Elwist, drakes, Phix, Lariel.
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The actions should stand, shifting Grenius past Lariel to trigger the attack rolled already. If he seems to be strengthed by the mists, rather than
hindered, I will shift him back out of them though.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Whoops, you're totally right... That was just so long ago.

Mephit_james_02

Grenius is assaulted by mental attack and lurches forward in an awkward stumble. Lariel takes advantage of the blunder to make another
clawing attack at the hobgoblin. The attacks leave him collapsed and bloody, heaving his lungs in painful gasps. "Wait!" he manages to blurt out,
"Wait, don't kill me!"
The drakes, meanwhile, continue to flap around the room, driven to a panicked frenzy by the fighting. One swoops over Elwist's head, evidently
trying to grab her wand from her hand, but the drow deftly keeps it out of the thing's reach. The other one flies at Lariel's head, its needled claws
just missing the druid's animal head by an inch.

Posts: 2319

Phix leaps over the dead drake still cooling from Rashad's backstroke and intercepts the one which attacked Elwist as it turns to make another
pass. His sword blow is like a sudden crack in thawing ice, leaving the drake flying on with very unsteady wings.
This means we're on Lariel once more.
EDIT: I also want to mention that BrotherDave is taking over as Phix. Yay for not having to excuse a new character into the party!

Intiative order: Manthie, Grenius, Rashad, Elwist, drakes, Phix, Lariel.
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Hey, y'all! Glad to be aboard.
*Reposting Phix*
[s](CB Summary only so far - I'll get a new sheet up as soon as I can)[/s]

Brotherdave

[sblock=Gitaphix Craklyn]Male Goblin Fighter 4
Unaligned

Posts: 452

Small, 3'6", 47 lbs., 25 yrs old
Black hair, Red eyes, Grayish skin
Speaks Common and Goblin
Str: 17 (+3) 9 pts [+1 @ 4th]
Con: 12 (+1) 1 pts [+1 @ 4th]
Dex: 16 (+3) 5 pts
Int: 8 (-1) 0 pts
Wis: 14 (+2) 5 pts
Cha: 14 (+2) 2 pts
Basic Combat Stats
Hit Points: 45/45
Bloodied: 22
Healing Surge: 10/day
Healing Surge Value: 11
Initiative: +5
Speed: 6 squares (30 feet)
Action Points: 1
Defenses
AC: 20 (12 Base, 2 Armor, 1 Enhancement, 3 Dex, 1 Defensive, 1 Shield)
Fort: 17 (12 Base, 3 Str, 2 Class)
Ref: 17 (12 Base, 3 Dex, 1 Racial, 1 Shield)
Will: 14 (12 Base, 2 Wis)
[sblock=Skills]Acrobatics +5
Arcana +1
Athletics +10
Bluff +4
Diplomacy +4
Dungeoneering +4
Endurance +3
Heal +4
History +1
Insight +4
Intimidate +9
Nature +4
Perception +4
Religion +1
Stealth +7
Streetwise +11
Thievery +7[/sblock][sblock=Goblin Traits and Powers]Ability Scores: +2 Dex, +2 Cha
Size: Small
Speed: 6 squares
Vision: Low-Light
Languages: Common, Goblin
Skill Bonuses: +2 Stealth, +2 Thievery
Goblin Reflexes: +1 Racial bonus to Reflex defense
Goblin Tactics
At-Will
Immediate Interrupt; Personal
Trigger: You are missed by a melee attack.
Effect: You shift 1 square[/sblock][sblock=At Will Powers]Dual Strike
At Will
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Requirement: You must be wielding two melee weapons
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC (Main weapon and off-hand weapon), two attacks
Hit: 1[W] damage per attack.

✦

Footwork Lure
At-Will
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC
Hit: 1[W]+Str modfier damage. You can shift 1 square and slide the target into the space you left.[/sblock][sblock=Encounter Powers]Distracting
Spate
Encounter
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC
Hit: 2[W]+Str modifier damage, and the target grants combat advantage to you until the end of your next turn.
Weapon: If you're wielding two melee weapons, the attack deals extra damage equal to your Dexterity modifier.

✦

✦

Rain of Blows
Encounter
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One creature
Attack: Str vs. AC; two attacks
Hit: 1[W]+Str modifier damage.
Weapon: If you're wielding a spear, light blade, or flail and have a Dexterity 15 or higher, make a secondary attack.
Secondary Target: The same or a different target.
Secondary Attack: Str. vs AC
Hit: 1[W]+Str modifier damage.[/sblock][sblock=Daily Powers]Tempest Dance
Daily
Martial, Weapon
Standard Action; Melee Weapon
Target: One Creature
Attack: Str vs. AC
Hit: 1[W]+Str modifier damage. If you have combat advantage against the target, the attack deals extra damage equal to your Dexterity modifier.
Effect: You can shift 1 square and repeat the attack against a second target. You can then shift 1 square and repeat the attack against a third
target.[/sblock][sblock=Utility Powers]Defensive Stance
Daily
Martial, Stance
Minor Action; Personal
Effect: Until the stance ends, you are slowed and gain a +2 power bonus to AC. Whenever an enemy misses you with a melee attack, you can
shift 1 square as an immediate reaction. You can end this stance as a free action.[/sblock]
Class Features
Combat Challenge
Combat Superiority

✦

✦

✦
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Looking at the goblin cooly, Elwist holds up a hand to indicate a ceasefire, at least insofar as Grenius is concerned. "Do you have a reason we
should stop, goblin? Some information perhaps?"

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Lariel's form shifts and blurs and in a moment the elf stands free of the zone of spirits, pausing only long enough to sneer at the hobgoblin in
disgust, he gestures with his staff at the drake in the corner, and lightning lances from the roof of the building and thunder echoes through the
shop.
"You were told they would die, did you think you wouldn't be hurt as well?"

Cailte
Posts: 3826

Minor: Wild Shape back to Elf (shift 1 to S7)
Move: Convert to Minor: Hunter's Quarry Drake 2.
Standard: Call Lightning Centered on Drake 2 (vs Ref) (1d20+6=24, 1d8+6+1d6=14) Hits for 12 Lightning Damage + 2 Damage. Creates a
Burst 1 Zone until the end of Lariel's next turn. While in it enemies take -2 to attack, if they leave it they take 5 Thunder damage.
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#232

Lariel's blast knocks the drake into the wall and to the floor, it crouches there hissing and preparing to take off once more.
"I can tell you where Kelson is," Grenius says desparately, "Just let me call them off, don't hurt any more."

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

4 months ago :: May 09, 2009 - 11:43PM
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"Speak truely, and quickly," Lariel says glaring at the hobgoblin.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

4 months ago :: May 10, 2009 - 10:04AM

Phix glances at Elwist with annoyance as Lariel blasts the drake once more. "Don't be insultin' goblins, missy, by mistakin' this miserable hob
for one of us. This one's not fit to wash my backside."

Brotherdave

Then he stalks up to the cowering hobgoblin, and casually holds his blades to Grenius' neck. "Oh, he'll speak all right, Beast. Won't you,
Grenius, my boy? And speak the truth, too." He grins wickedly, a big, toothy smile. "Y'see, my friend here," indicating Lariel with a slight nod of
his head. "He hasn't eaten yet today. And he ain't picky about what he eats. Or who. Now, if we get what we want, I'll be in a good mood, and
buy him a nice, juicy steak. Otherwise....well, it would be an interesting wager, don't you think? To see if he'd prefer white meat," nodding toward
the drake, then pointedly back at the hobgoblin, "or dark."

Posts: 452
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Though they were not quite the kind of threats that Manthie would have applied, so long as they were effective, and that the hobgoblin spilled
the information, he was fine with going Phix's way. He never diverted his eyes from Grenius, and smiled predatorily.
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Posts: 1215
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Rashad breathed in deeply and paused in the middle of a wide stance with his khopesh held parallel to the ground by his head, waiting for the
temporary truce to resolve itself. He straightened into a relaxed posture and smoothly slid the weapon back into it's sheathe, then sniffed and
gazed down at the charred form of one of the fallen Drakes by his feet.
"Please forgive the violence I was forced to perform upon your pets. Self-defense is a job I am obliged to take seriously for the
company."
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

He then returned to perusing the shelves of the store, trying his hardest to be oblivious to the various nasty methods of interrogation being
employed by his companions.
OOC: Rashad's no thief, but this opportunity seems as good as any at snagging something for a sweet discount.
[COLOR="DimGray"]Perception (magic items hidden among the merchandise) (1d20=15)[/COLOR]

4 months ago :: May 13, 2009 - 9:46AM
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Grenius blows several sharp whistles and the drakes stop their flights, grabbing onto walls or floors. After a moment's pause, they fly to the
hobgoblin and latch onto his clothing as the storm of spirits dissipates, clinging to him for protection. "Kelson is in the sewers," the dejected
Grenius croaks, speaking into the floor as he crouches on hands and knees. "We've worked together and I said I wouldn't tell anyone, but I don't
owe him this much. In the basement, there's a grate that will put you right at his door." The leatherworker feels around on his belt desperately for
a moment and then flings a bag of coins which clinks at Elwist's feet. As an afterthought he rolls a small vial across the floor after it. "Please," he
says as the two drakes chitter with fear on his back and shoulder. "I was just defending my store. Take what you want, but don't kill me."
Rashad, wandering past the shelves, sees many mundane items: bridles, leather pouches, gloves, bracers, and clothing. Two items catch his
attention, however. One is a leather strip, big enough to be a torque, decorated with leather cut and shaped to look like leaves. It doesn't seem
too different from the few other decorative items on the shelves, except for its higher quality, but none of the others are kept in a glass case. The
second item is the only non-leather item on the shelves, a stone carving of a predatory cat with giant, scimitar-like teeth.
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#238

Stooping to pick up the pouch and the vial, Elwist eyes them carefully and nods. "You may get some of this back if your information is true. We
dealt with you honestly enough up until you attacked us. If we find what we're looking for, it could be that you can earn back what you've lost
today by dealing with us fairly in the future."
Attaching the purse to her belt, and placing the vial within, the bard turns to the rest of the party. "Is there anything else you see of interest?"
Short rest while we question Grenius and look through the shop? Does anyone need healing? Elwist still has all of her majestic words available.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Rashad grinned wryly.
"Not quite done here just yet, I think I'd better take a couple souvenirs. The Devils back home would really get a kick out of some of
this stuff..."

Dark080matter

He removes the curious leather torque from the shelf, as well as the odd animal carving. Rashad reached into a belt pouch and casually
up-ended a modestly large handful of gold coins onto the wrecked counter of the store with all the ease of a man who rarely bothers counting his
currency.

Posts: 1059

"I'd count it all out but..."
The tiefling shrugged and fiddled with the leather strap curiously.
OOC: We'll call it 300 gold (Rashad now has 260 gold left), which it's highly doubtful that these items are indeed worth. But it's a lot more than
some would pay in a similar situation... ;)
Rashad only lost 5 hit points. That's merely a surge, still 5 to go on the day.
Equipment[sblock]
Primary Weapon: Luckblade Khopesh +1 [AV 71 - AV 9] ([1d8] base dmg - +2 prof - Brutal 1, Versatile - heavy blade, axe) [lvl 3 magic item:
+1d8 critical damage, +1 enhancement bonus, and Luckblade daily item power (see above)]
Armor: Leather Battle Harness +1 [Dragon 368 pg. 71] (+2 AC [lvl 4 magic item: +1 AC enhancement bonus, +1 item bonus to Initiative,
Property: As a free action you can draw a weapon or retrieve a stowed item)
Neck Slot: Amulet of Resolution +1 [AV 149] (lvl 2 magic item: +1 magic to Reflex, Will, Fortitude; daily item power)
Standard adventurer’s kit
260 gold
A sweet carving of a Liger. That's like a cross between a Lion and a Tiger, but magical.
Some kinda leather neck-strap?
[/sblock]
4 months ago :: May 13, 2009 - 5:14PM
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Snorting, Manthie retorted to Grenius as if to someone who had lost all value at his eyes.
"Your friendship is commendable, but not your foolishness. Tell your spirits to teach you wisdom, maybe ?"
Then, looking around derisively, the half-elf curiosity was not piqued by a thing, and he stood ready to move down into the sewers.
Manthie is at 37 / 41 hp, so no worry here.
[sblock=For MJ]I've gotten a copy of Arcane Power, and wondered how open you would be to some respecing ? Namely :
- change Improved Initiative to Arcane Familiar (Book Imp) (AP, p139)
- change Contagion to Tyranny of Flame (AP, p75)
- change Storm Walk (bonus power from Half-Elf), into something... when I find it... maybe Storm Pillar (AP, p101). But I've seen nothing so far
that I actually liked...[/sblock]

Thot
Posts: 1215
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I think Mephit said we were going to look at tweaking characters with new book releases later on.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

4 months ago :: May 13, 2009 - 10:39PM

Phix sneers and looks over at Elwist. "Told ya he'd talk." He looks back at the hobgoblin as he lowers his blades and sheathes them. "Don't
worry, we won't kill you. Unless we find out you lied to us." He saunters over to the wall and leans against it, pulling a flask of whiskey from his
belt and taking a swig. He savors it for a few moments, then puts the flask back and watches with amusement while Rashad paws through the
merchandise.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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#243

Grenius looks at the gold coins which fall from Rashad's pouch and makes a sour face. He looks about to say something but is cut off by Phix
and the growling Lariel next to him. "A fine offer," he mutters through clenched teeth. The tiefling swordmage gets the impression that his show
of wealth, though quite theatrical, falls far short of what the shopkeeper would ask for the items. If he were not literally under the knife he might
object.
"Your dealings were honest, yes, but I know a determined company when I see one. You were after Kelson and you'd have turned over my shop
to find him. You'll do worse than the Rat, though, so I hope you find him."
Mephit_james_02

Finishing this nets you guys 750 XP. A short rest then or no?

Posts: 2319

Also, all of those look fine, Thot, and as Elwist said you can retrain more than usual once you level up. I think you can change two things with the
level-up so that people can take advantage of new material. This may become a permanent system as new books will keep coming out.
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Lariel will spend a surge to get back to full health.

Lariel snorts though at what is unclear and his form shifts and blurs again, this time comming to rest in the shape of a giant rat, far more apt for
sewers than his usual forms.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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OOC: As a matter of fact, I think that we just did level up. 2,250 XP for level 3 + 850 (encounter 1) + 750 (encounter 2) = 3,850. That's 100 more
points than the level 4 threshold.
If we're going to go to the trouble of leveling-up, might as well spend a Short Rest too while we're at it :p
Rashad wrinkled his nose at the sight of the Lariel-rat.
Dark080matter

"Really, Lariel? Could you have come up with something more.... sanitary?"

Posts: 1059
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We might as well take the short rest to recover our powers. Should we take care of Kelson and get whatever information we can from him before
actually leveling?

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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#247

@MJ : thanks. I'll make the change at level up, then.
@Balth : Manthie would reluctantly agree to the short rest. As for "taking care" of Kelson, Manthie would not be object, but he would fail to see
the point.
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#248

Wow, looks like you're right dark080matter. Well by all means then!
Level up to fourth level then and update your character posts from before, please. No new posts for the sake of keeping down clutter. Retraining
is as normal, but you can also make one additional retraining change as long as it involves some new material from Players Handbook 2 or
Arcane Power. Anyone with the Character Builder should feel free to post their summaries in their opening posts as well. Apparently I can import
from summaries so that will help my notes on this end.

Mephit_james_02

Grenius shrinks away from the rat-thing with a look of revulsion. "You had better kill him now," the hobgoblin growls, getting slowly to his feet, "If
Kelson eludes you again he will surely kill me first." The drakes clinging to his tunic flap their wings as if in agreement.

Posts: 2319
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Report Post

#250

Lariel hisses at the hobgoblin, unimpressed by his foolishness, then looks at the others as if to say stop messing around.
Lariel updated: retrained Storm Spike to Grasping Tide, and took Implement Expertise (Staff) as his level 4 feat.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

4 months ago :: May 16, 2009 - 8:41AM
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MJ: Would you object to us adding appropriate character backgrounds from PHB2? Generally they either allow you to add an extra skill to your
class list (which does not give you training in the extra skill, just the opportunity to train in it), give you a +2 bonus to a skill, or learn an extra
language.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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#251

Incidentally, is there a light shield available in the shop by any chance? Some of those might be of leather (a buckler, for instance) and I just
realized that Elwist has proficiency with light shields.
Edit: Elwist is leveled, retraining Misdirected Mark (to Cutting Words) and Impelling Force (to Song of the New Dawn). Mephit, do you want me to
alter my rituals at all now that the bardic rituals are out, or should I just pick one up later when I'm shopping? Level 4 feat was Implement
Expertise.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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#252

OOC: Rashad's been leveled up, but rather less dramatically than I thought he might be. After excitedly browsing through everything in Arcane
Power I ended up not actually retraining anything, and just took Improved Initiative as his new feat.
I almost want to take a Familiar, which could be some sort of entertaining Devil lackey as a memento of his history with the Burning Keep, but
that would be too jarring to appear out of nowhere at this point.

Dark080matter
Posts: 1059
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Phix doesn't see the need to retrain with anything from AP or PHB2 at this time, so he just adds the Two Weapon Fighting feat, and increases
his Strength and Constitution by +1. And of course his hit points, defenses, skills, attacks, etc. improve.
Oh, and if you allow retroactive backgrounds from PHB2, he takes the Geography - Urban background (raised in a large city - Sharn - and spent
a lot of time on the streets), adding +2 to his Streetwise skill.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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If you allow PHB2 backgrounds I'll have to take another look at Lariel as the main reason for having warrior of the wild is the stealth training.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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dark080matter wrote:
I almost want to take a Familiar, which could be some sort of entertaining Devil lackey as a memento of his history with the Burning Keep, but
that would be too jarring to appear out of nowhere at this point.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

While it isn't technically allowed under the rules, you could just say that the familiar stayed home (wherever that is) to do something for you, and
you pick it up after we're done with Kelson and ready to travel to wherever.
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dark080matter wrote:
I almost want to take a Familiar, which could be some sort of entertaining Devil lackey as a memento of his history with the Burning Keep, but
that would be too jarring to appear out of nowhere at this point.

Brotherdave
No reason you couldn't just take the Arcane Familiar feat at 4th, instead of improved initiative. Familiars are supposed to be spirits, who take a
form of your choosing when you first summon them. It could be that Rashad's been thinking about it for a while, giving it shape in his mind, and
this last encounter with the spiretop drakes gave him the last bit of insight/power/whatever he needed to be able to summon it forth.
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I agree that a familiar could "appear" at this point without too much incredulity, although the less literal we make that the better. Depending on
what it looks like, we can have it appear in the shop as a flicker of flame from Rashad's sword, a whirl of smoke from one of his attacks, etc.
On the topics of backgrounds I go back and forth on them but if there's interest I'm perfectly willing to allow them. I'll let Lariel retrain Warrior of
the Wild as well: a background from PHB2 counts as my "one thing from new books" ruling, so the fact that it's the feat and not the background
that is retrained seems secondary to me.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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OK Lariel updated - Warrior of the Wild retrained to Weapon Focus Staff, and background Occupation Criminal (granting Stealth as a Class skill)
applied. The Criminal background ties in with his Blood of Vol association in his background already.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Manthie is updated. I'll merely assume his familiar was in passive mode, and that's all. Simpler is better. I have not looked into those
backgrounds yet, so opinion there.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215

4 months ago :: May 21, 2009 - 1:46PM
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Alright, everything should be good now. I've put some specific notes for characters at the bottom here but the only general thing is that people
should pick out backgrounds if they haven't already. There has been sufficient interest in that direction for me to want to try it.
I also will be putting new character sheet pdfs on the wiki, mostly for my benefit in checking stats, but feel free to continue!
[sblock=Things to Change]Phix has 4th level ability score boosts to add.
Elwist has Spiteful Glamor as an encounter power and no 2nd level utility power. I think this is a mix-up since she doesn't have anything that
allows her to take warlock powers, but maybe you thought she did? She also has shimmering hide armor but the shimmering ability only works
for cloth armor.
For some reason, Rashad has Bluff trained even though this isn't on the swordmage list. You also have down Blackflame Blade; did you mean
Greenflame?[/sblock]
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Mephit James wrote:

Balthanon

Elwist has Spiteful Glamor as an encounter power and no 2nd level utility power. I think this is a mix-up since she doesn't have anything that
allows her to take warlock powers, but maybe you thought she did? She also has shimmering hide armor but the shimmering ability only works
for cloth armor.

Posts: 1616

[COLOR=silver]Pact Initiate gives you one warlock at-will as an encounter power-- Spiteful Glamor is the one I chose from those available. The
second level utility power is Inspire Competance-- I have it listed down in the skill section, rather than with the attack powers.
I'll have to check on alternative armor, didn't notice that shimmering was cloth only.
4 months ago :: May 21, 2009 - 3:09PM
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Updated Phix to 4th level (see post [post=18500174]#229[/post]).
Since I haven't gotten around to formatting a sheet in the format I prefer, I just copied M_37's original sheet and made adjustments. I'll probably
get around to formatting my own sheet at some point, or at least adding notes to the existing one (effects of feats, attack/damage with various
weapon/power combos, etc.).

Brotherdave
Posts: 452

At 4th level:
- Abilities: +1 Strength, +1 Constitution
- Feat: Two-Weapon Fighting
- Background: Geography - Urban (+2 Streetwise)
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OOC: Yeah, Blackflame Blade is kind of like Greenflame Blade, but so much more metal. The volume is definitely turned up to 11 on that one.
And Bluff is, uh, hmmm... totally accounted for by Infernal Nightmares, my new Background! This makes it a class skill for him. Sweetness!
Glad that all worked out :P.
EDIT: I think I'll stick with Improved Initiative. I'd rather not copy-cat Manthie's pick of the Book Imp familiar and it's not a very vital component of
the character background or anything. Rashad's ready to go.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059
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None of the backgrounds from the PHB2 really appeal-- Infiltrator from Dragon #373 seems appropriate though. I'll pick up +2 to my Bluff score
from that.
I believe I found out why I took shimmering as well-- the table on page 34 lists it as being something that can be applied to any armor. I'm not
seeing any other level 4 armors that jump out though.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Balthanon wrote:
Pact Initiate gives you one warlock at-will as an encounter power-- Spiteful Glamor is the one I chose from those available. The second level
utility power is Inspire Competance-- I have it listed down in the skill section, rather than with the attack powers.

Mephit_james_02

I'll have to check on alternative armor, didn't notice that shimmering was cloth only.

Posts: 2319

You're right that Pact Initiate gives you a warlock power, but it's the at-will from the pact you choose. You have both Eyebite and Spiteful Glamor,
so one of those should go.
I've updated all the sheets with Background and 4th level choices. Ready when you are!
4 months ago :: May 23, 2009 - 10:49PM
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Mephit James wrote:
You're right that Pact Initiate gives you a warlock power, but it's the at-will from the pact you choose. You have both Eyebite and Spiteful
Glamor, so one of those should go.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

Eyebite is from my wand.

4 months ago :: May 24, 2009 - 5:02AM
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Ready to go, then :)
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Balthanon]Eyebite is from my wand.

Ah, true.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

After Grenius himself up and scrapes Rashad's gold into a pouch, he and the Bitter Hand head down the stairs to the basement. There is a short
hallway with a few rooms packed with goods as well as one with a bed and dresser. "Over there," the hobgoblin says and points towards an
relatively empty section, "that grate will lead down to the sewers." The grate he indicates is made of iron bars with rusty rings around it from
standing water. The bars themselves are in good condition, though, and the darkness beyond echoes with dripping water suggesting a large
room wrote:
Eyebite is from my wand.[/quote]
Ah, true.[/color]
After Grenius himself up and scrapes Rashad's gold into a pouch, he and the Bitter Hand head down the stairs to the basement. There is a short
hallway with a few rooms packed with goods as well as one with a bed and dresser. "Over there," the hobgoblin says and points towards an relatively
empty section, "that grate will lead down to the sewers." The grate he indicates is made of iron bars with rusty rings around it from standing water. The
bars themselves are in good condition, though, and the darkness beyond echoes with dripping water suggesting a large room beyond.
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Thanks to his keen eyes, Manthie still sees fairly well in the dimly lit room. Gripping a bar, he tries to push it, wondering how it yields a way to
the sewage behind.
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Phix quickly grabs Manthie's wrist and pulls his arm back. "No. Let the hob do it. For all we know, he's got some kinda trap on it."
He gestures at the hobgoblin. "Grenius, c'mere an open this for us, if ya don't mind. And no funny bizness. Try shoutin' a warnin', an ye'll be
singin' soprano for the rest of yer short life." He crosses his arms and waits for Grenius to come open the way into the sewers.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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Grenius shoots the goblin a look of pure hatred. "Fine," is all he says and steps forward to grab the bars. Bracing he pulls hard on them, to no
avail. Straining more, he eventually manages to yank the bars upwards with a screeching sound. He quickly looks over at the adventurers with a
worried expression. "I didn't mean that, they're rusty!"
As a warning, in a week I'll be leaving the country for two weeks where and won't have internet access. After that I've got just a few weeks to
write my thesis. All this means the game will slow down for a while. Sorry for the inconvenience!
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

3 months ago :: May 31, 2009 - 6:30AM
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Manthie snorted, not believing a word of it, out of principle. Shoving the hobgoblin aside, he moved in quickly, his eyes glowing a sick dark blue,
and he gauged the direction toward the meathouse.
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Manthie doesn't see or hear anything to indicate something down there noticed the sound, just the faint ripple of water about ten feet below. He
can make out a wall on the same side of the opening as he is standing, and guesses that there is a tunnel headed east west parallel to the street
outside. Heading east, then, should lead toward the main row of abattoirs in the Skin Factory.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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Whispering to the Bitter Hand to move on, Manthie nodded strongly to the hobgoblin, who once defeated had been square. Gotta respect that,
at least. He moved a few steps forward, then came back as he saw his team was not following.
"Move ! We don't have all day if we want to save the baby girl !"
A strange thing to hear from the rough half-elf, but there was no doubt about the sincerity in his words. He may not feel much left, but innocence
was still something he was sensitive to.
Thot
Posts: 1215
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"Lead on," Elwist comments, then follows.
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Phix scowls at the noise the grate makes when the hobgoblin opens it. But it didn't seem to be on purpose, so he lets it go. He nods to the
hobgoblin and motions him aside, then sticks his head over the lip of the opening next to Manthie. "All right, let's move in."
He climbs down to the sewer below, stopping for a moment at the bottom to give his eyes a chance to adjust to the darkness. When he has
oriented himself, he starts moving slowly down the tunnel to the east, trying to avoid making too much noise as he sloshes through the dank
water.
Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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Phix lands in thick mud dangerously near to a slowly gurgling pool of water. His goblin eyes see a wide tunnel heading east and west with dirty
water flowing eastward. There are bits of sewage in the water and enough sediment to make seeing the bottom impossible. The glittering
surface could be waist-deep or over the goblin's head. He is able to keep his footing by holding on to the ladder he climbed down, but walking
further is going to require some careful walking.
Alright, guys, this is my last post before I go on my trip. I know that I've been pretty absent lately but I've been really crazy. Things will improve,
though!
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

3 months ago :: Jun 12, 2009 - 5:30PM
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Following right behind Phix, Manthie could sometimes be overheard cursing Kelson with horrible deaths as he moved deep in the soiled water.
"Damn fitting tomb for a filthy rat, by the Bloodied Hand of Materzass !"
Yet, the half-elf didn't forget about his surroundings, and was watchful of any trap that may have been laid to protect the lair of the Rat.
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Back!
Manthie squeezes onto the slick edge with Phix, eyeing the water as well and trying not to fall in. Like the goblin, he can see a lot better in the
dim light than a human could but the already unstable-looking ledge will be worse without a light source. Manthie's aberrant mark also helps,
though, and allows his piercing eyes to cut through the gloom immediately around him. The warlock is able to see shuffling bootsteps passing
directly under his feet and Phix's. He's no tracker, but he can clearly see with his darkvision that the toes of whatever boots left the marks were
headed toward the right where the group was estimating Kelson's lair might be.
Mephit_james_02
Anyone else coming down?
By the way, I'm going to allow the switching-in of EPG material next level-up just like this last round. So if your excited about something
(particularly an honest-to-Khyber Aberrant Mark, Thot) then just hang on for a bit as we all familiarize ourselves with the book.
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Damn yes ! But I still have to get the book. I'll let you know :)
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Nose wrinkling in disgust at the smell wafting from the sewer, Elwist pulls a scarf from her pack and wraps it around her face three times before
tucking the ends together behind her head. Her start delayed as long as she can reasonably expect, the dark elf makes her way down the ladder
carefully, not caring to take a tumble into the waste below.

Incidentally, you never mentioned whether it would be possible to find a buckler in the shop for Elwist.
Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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You're right, I didn't. I don't think it's an issue for Elwist to have grabbed a light shield from the shelves. Just add it to her sheet.
Manthie and Phix make room as Elwist and (I presume) the others coming down the ladder. The drow's strong eyes see clearly through the
darkness for a long distance down the tunnel. A long, straight section of sewerwork, built from crumbling bricks and dark patches of mold
stretches ahead. Pipes jut from the wall along the length of the tunnel, rigged shut by metal plates which have rusty chains dangling from them.
The water is certainly deep though at least slow-moving in the direction where Kelson's lair is supposed to lie.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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"We had best proceed quickly, if Kelson can speak with rats, he could have guards we would not notice. Though caution is also necessary."
i.e. we should probably have the person with the best Perception in the lead to deal with traps. (Lariel I believe.) Do we actually have anyone
with the thievery skill? I forgot that was one of the reasons I wanted to multiclass rogue.
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Lariel looks back at the others, hoping they remember that this particular rat is on their side...

Cailte
Posts: 3826

2 months ago :: Jun 25, 2009 - 5:31PM

Having no fear of the dark, Manthie wanted to rush to Kelson's lair, and finish the job. Traps and such were not quite his forte, and he couldn't
care less about them. Had he already grown overconfident ? Anyway, Elwist was nominaly their leader, so he stepped behind her, and held his
pace.
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Nodding towards Lariel, Elwist gestures for the druid in the guise of a rat to go ahead and begins heading in the direction of Kelson's lair.
My passive Perception is a 19 and I think Lariel's is a 23 for the purposes of traps.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Phix makes room for Manthie on the slick ledge as he peers intently into the gloom. Then he squeezes over even more as Elwist and the others
finally come down. "Took ya long enough," he mutters under his breath as Lariel, Elwist, and Manthie step off the ledge into the tunnel. "Right.
Guess that makes me rear guard." Satisfied that the water is not going to be over his head, he steps in after them, trying not to splash too loudly.
"Can't beat a rat 'n a dark elf fer a guide down here."
He follows after the others, turning frequently to make sure nothing is creeping up behind them. (Passive perception 14)
Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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I'm pretty sure we're staying on the ledge-- the water is deep after all. And frankly, Elwist isn't getting in that stuff even if it does lead to Kelson. :)

Balthanon
Posts: 1616
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Definately staying on the ledge... despite looking like a giant rat Lariel will drown just fine. And yes he has a Passive Perception of 23. Feel free
to make active perception rolls for him as he will be actively perceiving.

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Sorry, must have missed that. If there is room on the ledge for us to continue that way, Phix would definitely prefer that over slogging through
raw sewage up to his neck.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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#291

And you can add your favorite half-elf on theledge as well. Though if he had to, in his burning rage, he would walk in the sewage without caring
that much.
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[sblock=Apology]Hello again, everyone.
I owe you all an apology for disappearing out of the blue. I was on vacation all of the week before last and a lot of this week, and due to
unforeseen developments didn't have anywhere near half of the internet connection there that I thought I would have. This resulted in me fighting
hard just to keep the game I'm currently DMing over on Myth-Weavers afloat, although I kept telling myself that I would get into the Gleemax
forums again and hang with you guys once more. However, since I've got back... that kind of hasn't happened.
Dark080matter
Posts: 1059

So in light of the fact that I've discovered how hard it is for me to keep track of two forums at once, I have to make a choice, and by virtue of my
high opinion of the MW forums and the fact that I have a number of players depending on me to keep Age of Ash running for them over there...
I'm sticking with Myth-Weavers. Sorry to disappear for so long before then breaking this news to you... and I wish you all smooth sailing in both
Life and PbP.
Swing by MW and say hi at some point, perhaps. I hope writing Rashad out of the game doesn't hurt the storyline too much.[/sblock]
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Can I get an exact marching order? Lariel, Elwist, Manthie, (Rashad), then Phix?
Lariel leads the way down the tunnel, through a round section of pipe ten feet in diameter. Whatever light is filtering through the drains above
stops as they group enters the tunnel and they see only darkness beyond. Elwist's darkvision is more useful and she sees a monochrome
version of the chamber beyond, wider and with a large pool draining in a spiral in the center. There is one tunnel collapsed and another which
goes off to the right.
Mephit_james_02

I'm going to post a replacement post for Rashad. Sorry to lose you, dark080matter, good luck on the Myth Weavers boards.
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Half dragging, half pushing his party, Manthie stayed where he was the most efficient, in the middle of his comrades.
Right there you are, MJ. 3rd position for Manthie, please.
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Lariel stops and looks back up at Elwist, they are going to need a light and if no one can hide the thing from the rat this is going to be a mess he
thinks.
(I have the Eberron PG now and there are problems for Lariel in there in terms of his raw concept.)

Cailte
Posts: 3826
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Tail end Charlie works for me.
I just picked up the EPG as well, but I haven't had a chance to look through it much yet.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452

2 months ago :: Jul 07, 2009 - 11:44PM
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Regarding Lariel: I think you mean there's something wrong with the EPG because of Lariel's concept! I am willing to excuse a lot of things and in
this case I don't see a problem with your character. If you have concerns, though, pm them to me by all means.
"What's the hold-up?" Rashad whispers hoarsely from the back of the party. "Do you all see something ahead? Can't see a damn thing
back here except my hand right in front of my." Phix feels a sudden groping at his hand and Rashad immediately pulls his own back.
"Scratch that, I'm in the dark."
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319
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"Watch where yer gropin', dangit!" Phix hisses quietly to Rashad. "Just stay in front of me, and keep your hand on Manthie's shoulder, and
you'll be fine."
"And watch where yer swingin' that tail, while yer at it."

Brotherdave
Posts: 452
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When the tiefling's hand darts forward to his shoulder, Manthie sags as if under a heavy burden, and sighs a lot louder than is safe. Yet, he
keeps quiet, and guides Rashad during their trip underground toward the Meathouse, though Phix keen ears can hear the half-elf muttering a
lot of imprecations at him.
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"If you are all having as much difficulty as it seems, you might want to have light at hand-- there isn't any guarantee that Kelson's lair will be any
better lit. I would rather avoid light until we get there though, it is too easily seen."
Nodding to herself, Elwist went to check on the collapsed tunnel and peer into the pool after she reassured herself there was nothing int he
chamber.

Balthanon

If Elwist doesn't find anything unusual (let me know if I need a Search check or go ahead and roll it for her), then she'll continue moving the
group down the tunnel.
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Lariel's form shifts and blurs and soon the battered elf is standing where the rat was.
"That's fine, if you can see at all in this pitch. We either have a light or we will alert him with the noise of our approach." He whispers to Elwist. "If
you have a lantern and you think we can take ten minutes I can solve the problem."

Cailte
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Elwist shrugs slightly. "Why would I have a lantern? Anyone else?"

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

2 months ago :: Jul 09, 2009 - 9:29AM

Phix gives an exasperated grunt. "Oh, for..." He pulls out his flask of whiskey and takes a long swig, then squats down on the ledge. "Lemme
know when yer ready to move out, willya? Or do you want I should go back 'n ask yon hobgobber if he has a lantern we can borrow?" His wicked
grin is evident in his voice, though it goes unseen in the gloom of the sewers. "I'm sure he'd be happy to help us out if I ask him nicely."
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While the others are talking, Elwist peers ahead into the chamber. She can see perfectly fine but if the others are having trouble they can sort it
out themselves. She sees that they will have to wade through some water in the pipe and then step sideways to get back onto the ledge. It's not
a hard maneuver, even with her injured leg, but as the drow gets a closer look at one of the pipes jutting out from the wall she pauses.
The metal plates holding the pipes closed have wires attached to them and leading back into cracks in the bricks of the wall. It doesn't take much
imagination to see that these wires are rigged to pull open the plate when triggered, unleashing sewage or something worse from the pipes.

Mephit_james_02

I didn't mean for this to be a big thing, but you guys should decide whether your lighting any light source or making your way in the dark. Lariel
has a useful ritual to use, if I'm not mistaken, that might make a lantern more palatable... Someone needs to make the call, though.

Posts: 2319

EDIT: Oh! I forgot! Drakir nosslin will be taking over Rashad. He'll post whenever he gets caught up on the story/4e.
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Welcome Drakir Nosslin !
Manthie doesn't need no lantern, so will not propose one.
Growling, Manthie quickly put off the idea of wasting time for some comfort. "Most of us need no light, we'll guide the others, and be through it in
no time. I want Kelson to answer his deeds sooner rather than later, and delaying now makes that all the harder !

Thot
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Yay! This is me in my first 4e game! Whoo :D
Rashad almost stumbles on his own feet and the tiefling curses silently.
"I might be fine with stumbling around down here right now, but you better have some light ready when we find that rat, otherwise you'll have to deal with him
yourselves!"
The swordmage closes his eyes and focuses for a moment on himself, calling the fire and making sure that it is right there, beneath his skin,
ready to come at his call.
Drakir_nosslin
Posts: 958
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"We do have an issue though, regardless of the light. Does anyone here know how to disable traps?" Elwist gestured towards the rigged pipe,
though only a few could see it.

Balthanon
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Ah Low-Light apparently isn't going to cut it. Only Drow and Duergar have Darkvision... so even the Goblin needs light to go into the total
darkness being described as in front of us. Heck even Kelson if he is a normal wererat only has Low-Light vision... Lariel has light... but it isn't
going to be subtle unless the DM allows it to be smothered significantly.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

2 months ago :: Jul 13, 2009 - 3:46AM

Multi-Quote

Quote

Report Post

#310

For the record, Manthie, thanks to his Aberrant Dragonmark, has Darkvision as well. And being an Infernal Warlock, he can set a lot of things
afire, if we have a torch or somesuch :)

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215
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2 months ago :: Jul 14, 2009 - 10:38AM
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#311

Cailte wrote:
Ah Low-Light apparently isn't going to cut it. Only Drow and Duergar have Darkvision... so even the Goblin needs light to go into the total
darkness being described as in front of us. Heck even Kelson if he is a normal wererat only has Low-Light vision... Lariel has light... but it isn't
going to be subtle unless the DM allows it to be smothered significantly.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

@Cailte: I was thinking of your explorer's fire ritual. That takes time but if you cast it on a lantern it's pretty subtle.
@drakir: Welcome! You can always come in with a bang but lighting the way with your burning sword...
@Thot: You're right, I read the half-elf racial traits and moved right on. Manthie can see everything that I've described already for Elwist,
although his passive Perception isn't enough to notice the traps like she did. You can always make a roll, though...
@Everyone: Got a light? We're just waiting on that...
2 months ago :: Jul 14, 2009 - 12:29PM

Multi-Quote

Quote

Report Post

#312

"Does anyone have rope? Perhaps it would be possible to swing around this." Glancing up at the ceiling, Elwist attempts to see if there is
anywhere that a line could be anchored.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

2 months ago :: Jul 14, 2009 - 5:08PM

Multi-Quote

Quote

Report Post

#313

I don't know if we're in the sewers with our full gear. If we are, then Manthie has the "Standard Adventurer's Kit", with both 50ft of hempen rope,
and two sunrods, the light of which might be a bit too much for our purpose.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215

2 months ago :: Jul 15, 2009 - 8:37AM
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#314

[sblock=OOC]
Mephit James wrote:
@Cailte: I was thinking of your explorer's fire ritual. That takes time but if you cast it on a lantern it's pretty subtle.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

Notice the original IC post :) That is exactly what I want to do.
Ah well I have another solution... its just not as reliable.[/sblock]
Lariel reaches into his pack and pulls out a sunrod.
"If we want to be fast, or no one has a lantern or torch, we can use this..." he whispers.
If the answers are Fast or No Lantern/Torch he wraps the sunrod in his cloak then cracks it so that its light is dimmed significantly.

2 months ago :: Jul 19, 2009 - 9:34AM
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Elwist can see a few overhangs where a rope could be anchored, and the walls one would need to climb don't look too bad. The main problem
is that the ceiling is relatively low so any swinging would only get the Bitter Hand about half-way down with no other way to reach the ceiling
once down that way. Where the sewer widens out the ceiling is wide with no handholds. There is a central spike jutting from the ceiling but short
of flying or teleporting up there, they would be stranded on the ledges about thirty feet short of the next anchor point.
On the other hand, it might be possible to simply leap past the pipes before they open or to disable the chain and pass by safely. Obviously the
second option would take longer than the first.
Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

2 months ago :: Jul 19, 2009 - 9:47AM
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Quote
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#316

Could we get a map of the area to get a better idea of what's going on? I was thinking more along the lines of anchoring the rope right above the
trap, then swinging in an arc around it-- basically a half circle with the trap at the center.
As far as I can tell, none of us have thievery, so disabling the trap seems unlikely. (Though we might be able to just trigger it and wait for it to
clear out before moving on. That's likely to be loud though.) I am beginning to wish I had taken that rogue multiclass, I was a bit tired of missing
so much in combat though. :)
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

2 months ago :: Jul 20, 2009 - 1:02PM

Multi-Quote

Quote

Report Post

#317

Phix has +7 Thievery, but is not trained in it, so probably is no help. I'm seriously considering multiclassing in Rogue myself, at the next level,
since goblins have some natural inclinations and ability in that direction. Which doesn't really help us right now.

Brotherdave
Posts: 452

2 months ago :: Jul 20, 2009 - 2:24PM
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Delete
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#319

If he's already at +7, he'll definitely have a much better result than Elwist if he takes it.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

1 month ago :: Jul 22, 2009 - 11:54PM

Multi-Quote

Quote
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The pipes come from the walls and there are more than a few jutting from the sides of the chamber. Disabling then, guys?

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

[/sblock]

[sblock=For Elwist and Manthie]
1 month ago :: Jul 23, 2009 - 12:37AM
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Quote

Report Post

#320

[sblock=Oops]I'm not clear on our doings, here. We're coming from the bottom side of the picture, we want to go to the upper side, and there's a
trap bound to open the grate on the left, thus releasing sewage (or worst) that might drown / push / delay us.. Right ?
Anyway, as I see it, we simply have no other viable option than disabling it. Though a simple thing to try could be to block the grate so it doesn't
open wheether we trigger the trap or not, no ?[/sblock]

Thot
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#321

[sblock=The DM isn't talking sense!]Sorry for the abstraction. You guys are coming from the left, it's a tunnel that you guys are crouching in.
You're going to the tunnel on the bottom, past that wider section. The traps are attached to the smaller pipes coming out of the walls along the
top and bottom of the map.[/sblock]

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

1 month ago :: Jul 25, 2009 - 10:16AM
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#322

[SBLOCK=OOC]So we're starting at the equivalent of like A6 (ABC across the top, 123 down the side) and we need to get to L6 or so?
Presumably there are strings or something connecting the top pipes and bottom pipes where the traps are? (So we can't just edge along the
water avoiding them.)[/SBLOCK]

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

1 month ago :: Jul 26, 2009 - 12:11PM
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#323

Why don't we trigger it from safely aside, and move on ? Could someone safely move to a smaller pipe, attach a rope to it, move back to where
we stand, and trigger it ? Otherwise, Manthie will merely cast Hellish Rebuke at it, and be done with it :D

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

Thot
Posts: 1215

1 month ago :: Jul 28, 2009 - 5:49AM
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Delete
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#325

"Hellish Rebuke"....heh....."Bad trap! Bad! To the pits with you!"

Brotherdave
Posts: 452

1 month ago :: Aug 01, 2009 - 7:23AM

Multi-Quote

Quote

Edit

The party is actually in something like A4 in that pipe and is headed for the exit at J8.
You guys might figure out some more options with some Perception checks. If you make them, see below.
[sblock=DC 10 Perception]The character thinks it might be possible to avoid the blasts of sewage with a successful Acrobatics check.[/sblock]
[sblock=DC 15 Perception]he character sees a way to disable a trigger for the pipe trap.[/sblock]
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Posts: 2319
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#326

Perception = [COLOR="Gray"]17[/COLOR]
Though Manthie had often considered his darkvision a curse, since it came from the foul mark all over his face, it now proved a boon in the
darkness. The half-elf keen eyes perceived what may well be a way to disable a trigger for the pipe trap. Quickly relaying the information to the
Bitter Hand, he set to it immediatly. The gleam in his eyes was not only the unnatural blue glow that granted him sight, but bloodlust was there
as well. Traitor's blood.
Thot
Posts: 1215

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes ?

1 month ago :: Aug 02, 2009 - 5:16AM
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#327

While waiting for someone in the party who can see to tell him what happens, Rashad manages to poke himself in the eye while trying to figure
out where his hand is.
"Ouch! Can we get out of here anytime soon? I still can't see a thing and it smells."

Perception roll:
1d20+1=2

Drakir_nosslin
Posts: 958

1 month ago :: Aug 02, 2009 - 11:31AM

Multi-Quote

Quote
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#328

Squatting with his back against the side of the tunnel, Phix sighs and takes a long swig of whiskey from his flask. He closes his eyes as he
savors the harsh flavor in his mouth, then stands up and puts the flask away. He brushes the dirt and grime from his clothes as best he can, then
pulls out his comb and runs it through his hair a few times. Wondering what the hold up is, he peers forward; but all he can see in the dark are
the silhouettes of the adventurers ahead of him. With a grunt, he turns and resumes watching the tunnel behind them.
Perception: (1d20+4=6)
Brotherdave
Posts: 452

1 month ago :: Aug 03, 2009 - 5:50AM

Multi-Quote

Quote
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#329

With nothing else happening Lariel wraps the sunrod in his cloak then cracks it so that its light is dimmed significantly, while enabling everyone
to see clearly. As long as you have low light vision.

Cailte
Posts: 3826

1 month ago :: Aug 04, 2009 - 2:43PM
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#330

Sounds fine by me. I maybe should have pushed farther but you guys have all the clues around to get through this chamber.
With his cloak around it, Lariel's sunrod illuminates about half of what it would normally. The light shifts oddly as the elf's cloak moves and casts
complex shadows on the walls.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

[sblock=Map]
I'll rule that the cloaked sunrod sheds light about as far as the widening part of the sewer.[/sblock]
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Do we need rolls to disable the traps since Manthie saw the method, or can we even do that since none of us have Thievery?

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

4 weeks ago :: Aug 07, 2009 - 12:47AM

Multi-Quote
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Edit

Delete

With the new light source, people can use their passive Perception rolls for the previous information, or Manthie can tell people. You can also
use Thievery (or any other skill) untrained, you just might screw it all up if you don't know what you're doing.

Mephit_james_02
Posts: 2319

4 weeks ago :: Aug 07, 2009 - 7:23AM
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#334

Glancing back at Phix, Elwist asks, "Do you want to give disabling this a try? I can recall a tale of a young thief who..."
I think Phix has the highest Dex, so he might as well give it a try. Elwist will use Inspire Competance to give him a +2 bonus to it.

Balthanon
Posts: 1616

4 weeks ago :: Aug 07, 2009 - 5:47PM

Multi-Quote

Quote

Startled by Elwist's request, Phix puts away his flask and, grumbling, makes his way to the front of the party. "A'right, a'right. Don't gecher
panties in a twist. I'm comin."
He peers at the arrangement of pipes.
Passive Perception: 14
Brotherdave

"I might be able to avoid the blast of sewage from the pipes, but I'm not seein' a way to disable it. You tell me a way to do it, and I'll give it a whirl."

Posts: 452

Assuming Elwist or someone with higher perception tells Phix how to disable the trap:
Thievery (untrained) to disable trap: (1d20+7+2=23) (+2 is from inspire confidence)
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Phix walks carefully toward the rigged pipe, careful not to step on the pressure plate that his keen eyes can see through the grim on the floor.
He touches the chain gingerly as if it is a snake he might wake up and uses some of his tools to slide the release bar out of the way while
bending the catch to make sure it won't burst open. There is a loud clank and the goblin braces himself to be bowled backwards into the muddy
water of the channel.
After a heartbeat, nothing happens and the Bitter Hand breathes a collective sigh of relief.
Another heartbeat later, the sigh is interrupted by a loud crash of water from the other end of the chamber. In the dim light of Lariel's sunrod, a
hulking shape can be seen wallowing out of the large pool and towards them. To the keen darkvision of Elwist and Manthie, the shape is more
distinct... or at least more visible. An amorphous blob of orange material, the consistency of congealing blood, labors through the water towards
the group, it's predatory intentions very clear.
I'll post a combat map soon, but lets get some initiative rolls! As far as I know, everyone is in the tube except for Phix who is standing next to the
closest (and now disabled) pipe trap.

3 weeks ago :: Aug 13, 2009 - 3:05PM
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#336

Phix breathes a sigh of relief - not to mention surprise - along with everyone else when nothing happens. He half turns back to the others, and
speaks quietly, "Right. Should be safe to come thro-..."
At the sound of a loud crash, Phix whips his head around, and in one fluid motion draws Belle and Donna from his belt. No longer concerned
with being quiet, he curses loudly when he sees a hulking shape coming towards him through the water. "Bloody...! Elwist! You seein' this? Any
idea what this bloody thing is?" Blades at the ready, he peers intently at the shape, trying to discern vulnerabilities. "An' more important - where
the @&#$ do I hit it?"
Brotherdave
Initiative: 1d20+5=9

Posts: 452

3 weeks ago :: Aug 13, 2009 - 6:07PM
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#337

"I see it, but I don't know what it is... other than disgusting. I suspect hitting it in one place is as good as another." She herself would be staying
more than her fair share away from the thing.

Initiative: 1d20+4=11
Knowledge (dungeoneering): 1d20+3=9
Balthanon
Posts: 1616

3 weeks ago :: Aug 15, 2009 - 12:27AM
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Quote
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#340

"Sludge that eats things, great." Lariel mutters as he levels his staff at the slimey thing.
Initiative (1d20+7=22)

Cailte
Posts: 3826

3 weeks ago :: Aug 15, 2009 - 3:05PM

As his companions raise their weapons, Rashad does the same, though he still isn't sure what it is they are facing...
"Huh? What is that? I still can't see very well, can someone get a better light?"
Initiative (1d20+7=8)

Drakir_nosslin
Posts: 958

2 weeks ago :: Aug 18, 2009 - 8:19AM

Multi-Quote

For the record, Manthie did indeed share what he saw [COLOR="Gray"]>here<. Not that it mattered thanks to Phix's excellent rolls :)[/COLOR]
Whether it is linked to the trap, or the thing is merely a predator of the place, it is still in the way of Manthie's justice ! Hot-blooded, the Warlock
is quick to react, and about to strike the thing, taking his dagger out.
Init = [COLOR="Gray"]15[/COLOR]
Thot
Posts: 1215
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